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->^PBBI^UAI^Y,
ELITE BDITIOH,
VON PROGHAZKA,

J, 0.

No. 12 East 14th Street,

Dream
lish,

National Opera Co.

Octave Skips and Broken Octaves,

OPINIONS OF

A STANDARD TEXT-BOOK,

Wagner’s SiegLohengrin, Tannhauser, Gotterdammerung, etc., etc., with Music arranged by Liszt,
Large quarto size,
Rubinstein, Jaell, Raff, etc.
lithograph print, (value $2.00) sold for 50 cts.

DANA’S PRACTICAL HARMONY,

PRICE

Beacon, May 1.
“ A very meritorious work.” Boston Sunday Globe, April 18.
“A valuable addition to the repertoire of educational productions for
the use of the pinuo student.’'— Keynote, Neic York, May 6.
“ This excellent book should be widely circulated." Boston Evening

$8.00.

Traveller,

1321

GIRARD AVENUE.
Incorporated 1884.

Foundf.d 1877.

Price 83.00.

FACULTY OF TWENTY INSTRUCTORS.
Branches of Instruction.

—Theory

of Music, Piano, Organ, Vocal,

and Languages. Advantages gratis
Music, Symphony, Sight Reading and Choral

Violin, all Orchestral Instruments,
to all pupils,

Theory of

for circular.

R. C.

SCHIRMER,

©©arcest! oi

Translated by

PRICE
Ae

FRANZ KULLAK.

Founded

POSTPAID.

$1.50,

Important Educational Wort.

This work is one ihat every pupil of the Piano-forte who expects to
It is the first work mentioned on
rise above mediocrity should study.
the list of pieces for the examinations of the American College of Musicians.

It

Ask for our edione that has an English translation, and is far

can follow the study of Czerny’s Velocity.

tion, us it is the only

Conducted by the

THE AMERICAN ART JOURNAL

THEO. PRESSER.

WILLIAM

1704 Chestnut

Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL ACADEMY,
1617

SPRUCE STREET.

18th SEASON.

INSTRUCTORS.

Piano

Rich. Zeckwer, G. Edler,
Gelder, V. Cresson.

Avery, Mrs. Van Gelder, 31 rs. W. Tiers.
van Gelder, R. Schmidt.
Hennig.
:
Wood, R. Zeckwer, F. Cresson

Violin*:— Martinus

Gilchrist, Pasq. Rondinella, Miss

I

IND.

FIVE COURSES OF STUDY,
Every advantage for home and social comfort, and instruments for
practice at reasonable rates. Healthy location, and good railroad connections.
For circulars, apply to

JAMES

H.

HOWE,

j

The

Artists.
Muncies themselves

valuable

The Exercises consist of “Free" Gymmade the only Apparatus needed by the

simple and beautiful principle of Opposition of Muscular Tension!
More Flexibility from Six Minutes’ Exercise than from an hour of
practice upon a Key-board, or any other mechanism.
The Muscles are always present! The Exercises may be practiced
while the Pianist is standing, seated, reclining, walking, riding, reading,
conversing ami whenever one, or both hands, can be used!!
The Gymnastics are as important for the Concertist as they aro for the
Pupil. Flexibility must be preserved as well as acquired. Prof. J. II.
Allen, of Albany, N. Y., writes:
“A. R. Moore, Troy, N. Y., Dear Sir: Please send me a copy of the
Finger Gymnastics for Piano Pupils and Teachers. I have used them
and consider them very beneficial for flexibility, power aud agility.

—

Yours truly,

J.

H. Allen."

Single copies 40 cents;
of price. Circulars free.

Aoent8 Wanted

Dean, Greencastle, Ind.

for the book.

$-4.00

per dozen.

—Special discount.

Sent postage paid on receipt

Thousands of purchasers waiting
A. R. Moore, Troy, N. Y.

Viennot.

This institution

Illustrated Catalogue, address

RICH. ZECKWER,

Director.

JTJDSON INSTITUTE

of Music,

WEBER MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO.

Jeanne

All orchestral instruments by competent instructors.
Orchestral Class:— W. W. Gilchrist. Theory:— Rich. Zeckwer, F.
Cresson, 31iss H. Baker. Lectures in Acoustics:— Rich. Zeckwer.
Concerts given in our own Music Hall. 787 pupils in attendance last

For

Re*

new and

A complete and scientific 3Ianual of Muscular Technics for all Pianists

—

American Conservatory

Violoncello:— Rudolph

reason.

for

greatly enlarged and improved.

exercises.

Instruction given in Piano-forte, Organ, Voice, Violin, Orchestral and
31ilitary Band Instruments. Harmony, < Counterpoint, Fugue, Canon,
Composition, Practice in Sight Singing, Chorus, and Orchestra.
Artist
Classical
Choral
and Orchestral-Concerts given
Pupil
throughout the school year.

—

Jesus and Mary.

MARVEE!— FINGER AND WREST GYMPiano Students ami Teachers,
nasties
PIANO
Many
—

visedEdition

York.

nastics.

DEPAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE,

—

of

Misses Baker, Lower, Reed,

Organ — David D.

Vocal Music: — W. W.

New

;

Rudolph Hennig, Ma;tiuus van

Primary Piano Department

Editor.

SCHOOL- OF MUSIC,
—

Names

This Institution Is pleasantly situated half a mile from the City, and
a beautiful view of the Ocean. The course of studs' comprises all the usual branches of an English education, in which French,
Music, Drawing, Painting, and all kinds of Needle work are included.
For further particulars, apply to the Superioress.

—Pupils, Teachers and

.

THEO. PRESSER,

THOMS,

No. 23 Union Square,

Sisters of the Holy

commands

1863.

The Oldest and Largest Circulating Weekly Musical Journal in the
United States. Is quuted as an Authority on Musical Matters all over
the world. Au Independent Critical Journal, devoted to Music and the
Music Trades. Published every Saturday.

superior, in clearness of print, to the original foreign edition.

Address Publisher,

M.

Franklin Square, Boston. Mass.

Mas? IsmasaktSs

KEY WEST, FLA.

Director.

Bach's Lighter Compositions>i
Edited, tor Instructive Purposes, by

[Usual discount to the Trade and Profession.]

CONSERVATORY MUSIC STORE,

.

!

|

Send

Classes.

May 8.

“ We confidently assert it to be the most practical and useful treatment of the subject of octave playing we have ever seen.’’— The Etude
for May.
“ We believe that the work will be found very useful by every piano
teacher.” Musical Herald for June.

PHILADELPHIA CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC,
All principal works of Joseffy,Venth, Hyllested,
Sherwood, Moor, Dulken, Lambert, Sternberg,
Hopekirk, Bartlett, Foerster, Ashmall, Brandeis,
Archer, Boseovitz, Van der Stiicken, etc., etc.
Catalogue mailed free. Liberal terms.

THE PRESS.

“Any aspiring student of tbo piano-forte will naturally experience a
certain wtdl-deflued charm in availing himself of oue of the very best
opportunities that could bo afforded for his fame ns an executant."—
Home Journal, April 17, 1886.
“As thorough as the most exacting teacher would desire."— Boston
Sunday Court r, April 25.
“ The exercises are numerous, very musical, and admirably adapted to
Bottom
illustrate the various features of the art of octavo playing."

Historic, analytic description of

fried, Rienzi,

TURNER,

Op. 28.

German and Eng- with a thorough and Systematic Course of
75 cts. Sung under Theo. Study, and a Faculty of the highest excellence and
by Pauline L’Alleinand, of efficiency. Founded in 1869. ©S“ Send for Catalogue.

direction

A. D.

An Easy and Comprehensive Method of Octaves, based upon the system
An institution devoted exclusively to the study of of Theodore Kullak, with illustrations, consisting of 22 Graduated
Exercises and Studies in Staccato, Legato aud Portamento Octaves,
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music,

of a Ball (Vocal Polka),
C. Sternberg.

Thomas’

THE PlJUTO-rOETE.

E'OTZ.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE. WARREN, OHIO.

York.

2.

ELEMENTS OF MODERN OCTAVE PLATING:

A MUSIC SCHOOL.

By

Publisher,

New

No.

education.

offers the best facilities for a thorough musical
consists of eminent artists and instructors,

The Faculty

who have received their musical training both in this country and
abroad. The course of study is thorough, systematic and comprehensive.

HATTSTAEDT,

J. J.
Catalogues mailed free on application.

Director.

SCHOOL OF

MUSIC,

MARION, ALA.
New

Music

Hall, containing 30 comfortable practice and teaching
rooms.
3-3fanuaI Pipe
just erected in Concert Hall, Highest advantages in letters, Sciences, and Art. Location high and* healthful. A delightful Southern Home. For inform&tion, apply to

Earge

Pipe Organ

SEcRETARY OF JUDSON

*

INSTITUTE.

A

the etude
NEW AND VALUABLE

MUSIC BOOKS,
CO.,
NEW YORK.

SQUARE,

25 UNION

What DISTINGUISHED MUSICIANS

UNION SQUARE,

35

POND &

A.

s

Publisher and Importer,

PUBLISHED BY

WM.

NORTH

& CO.,
A,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

f
«

SCHIRMER,

G.

think of

School.

Getze’s

New Method

STANDARD THEORETICAL WORKS.

Boards, $2.50.

for the Piano-forte.
Boards, $2.75.

Bnrrowes,

ments of Music.

with a key to the KxerciBes by

Companion

(See

Third
tion to the Study of Harmony and Music generally.
•
Edition revised and improved. Cloth
An easy method of Modulation by means of universal For..........net,
mulas. Cloth
Tables of the 24 Major and Minor Keys, or Modulations
(Supplement to “An easy Method of Modulaclassified.
net,
tion ”)
The Theory and Practice of Musical Form, on the Basis of

Paper, $1.00.

This invaluable work for beginnors on the Pipe Organ abounds in
time lessons and exercises for all the foot movements in pedaling, and
contains a pleasing selection of Voluntaries.

THEORETICAL WORKS.
Weitzman’s Manual of Musical Theory.

Cloth, $2.50.

This latest contribution to the most important branch of music literature is the ripe result of years of thought and experience of the foremost

music theorist living. Of all works on the subject, this is at once the
most exhaustive in treatment and popular in style; it should be in the
hands of every student; as a book of reference on disputed points, it
will be found remarkably clear and convincing, and will eventually
supplant every other work on the subject.

Wyman’s Text-Book.

Boards, $ .40; Cloth, $ .50.

A

complete system of musical notation, adapted to the wants of
beginners on the Piano-forte and American Organ. Together with rules
for fingering the scales, practical hints to the pupil in regard to the
hours and inode of practice, position of the body, arms, hands, etc., etc.

Cloth, $1.50.
Sieber’s Art of Singing.
175 pages.
Translated from the German of Prof. Ferdinand Sieber, with an
All
original chapter on the Hygiene of the Voice, by Dr. F. Seeger.
who desire to sing acceptably to others, and with ease to themselves,
should study this very able treatise on the Human Voice— used and
highly recommended by many of the best teachers.

net,

L.Bus 8 Ler'b Musikalische Formenlehre

Ehrlich,
H.

II.,

How to

Cornell.

2 00

A System

of

Harmony

net,

IiOhc, J. C., Catechism

—

New

of Music.

recommend them

from the best composers.
75
2 50

Writing of Elementary ExerArranged in Conformity
cises in the study of Harmony.
with S. Sechier's “ Fundamental Harmony.”
3d Series. Modulation and Chromatic Alteration.. ..net,
net,
leeks, F., A concise Dictionary of Musical Terms

C. €., Tables

onward.
75
1 00

100
1 00

of

Harmony.

net,

F., Manual of Harmony.

Morgan.

1 00

Translated by Th.

Baker

Richter, E.

2 00

Translated by J. P.

Cloth

net,

Additional Exercises to “ Manual of Harmony ,” by A.
net,
Richter. Translated by J. P. Morgan
Manual of simple and double Counterpoint. Translated by
Cloth
net,
J. P. Morgan.
Translated by J. P. Morgan.
Treatise on Counterpoint.

Cloth

net,

2 00

50
2 00
2 00

IT. S., The simple and complete Primer for the

75

net,

Translated by A. R. Parnet,

Ward-Jackson,

With 35 diagrams

A collection of Sacred

Pieces, selected

60

B., Song Album

...net,

6 Villanelles (Spring Songs)

Songs.

JUST PUBLISHED.
Music Selected and Arranged for Male Voices, bt

GUSTAVE
Instructor of

J.

STOECKEL. Mus. D.,
New Haven,

Music in Yale College

,

4 Vols., each

Vols. I, II. together, bound in cloth
Vols. Ill, IV, together, bound in cloth

Jensen, Ad.,

Songs.
Alto or Bar., each

The same bound

THE COLLEGE HYMN BOOK.

in

7 vols.

Sop. or

Ten

,

each

doth, each

Kjerulf, Halfdan, Songs. 2
Klein, B. O., Album of Songs.

This work stands alone as a collection of English Hymns, with tunes
arranged for Male Voices.
The tunes have been selected with especial reference to the singing of
a large choir or congregation very few of them have the sentimental
character or the musical form which would adapt them solely to the use
of a few trained singers.

MEYER) LOUIS. —Selected

cts.

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,

00
2 00
2 00

net,
net,
net,

1

I

New

Re1

Each,
8

Each,

$1.50
.50

00

1 00
1

75

All the above-mentioned studies

1 50
1 00

I 00

studies

net,
net,
net,

100
100

struction books.

net,
net,

1 00
2 00

of Songs

in cloth

by Meyer are now published with

both American and foreign fingerings.

net,

Note.

—

n

Edition, with

some few necessary changes, of

all these
ParlorOrgan, formingas’yet the only
standard set of studies published for that instrument
outside of in-

also published for the

is

1 75

These studies excel not only in their acknowledged
superior
cational value, but also In their beauty of melody,
rarely
similar works.

The

progression of difficnlties

is also

edufound In
most carefullr

arranged.

Bound in

WM.

Abt, Franz, Duet Album.

A.

POND &

CO.,

— EVERYTHING IN THENew
MUSICAL
25 Union Square,

Send

DUET ALBUMS.

Cloth , Price $2.00.

Sop. and Mezzo-Sop.

net

Caracciolo, E.,

Eassen, Ed., Duet

LINE.

culties,

Guide for Selecting Desirable

reliably arranged

according to grades of

diffi-

by Louis Meyer.

75
6 Tuscan Folk Songs.

The same bound

75

Album.
in cloth

Sop. and Mezzo-Sop

net,
net,

1 00

2 60

is

1887.
but done.

where little or nothing is
the
one way open he must let himself- down among
people, and win their interest and confidence.
They are not bound to support, or even to recognize,
unnecessary
an
be
to
him
They may even believe
him.
“
luxury, and feel it their duty to eat him alive.” It makes

A clean

2

thousand in cash, “taking the old one

at cost.”

:

1887.

Publication for Teachers and Students of the

Is there not, in this illustration of actual

some points worth adopting

may
we

call

like,

business

in the professional life ?

life,

We

lobbyism, or diplomacy, or deception, or what
but we must admit that we are doing it everyday
it

we are in any business connected at

all
and all the time, if
no difference how much it hurts, he must take a practical
with the outside world.
view ofthe matter and go in to win, using all the tact and
to manage is the selecsubjects
hardest
the
One
of
after
hard,
We know it is
policy he can command.
This becomes less
Single Copy, 15 cents.
tion of suitable and pleasing music.
having been four years in the conservatory in the centre
knows.
difficult the farther one goes and the more he
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held
of the metropolis, with a head full of Bach fugues and
else, to
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be
It is often advisable in this, as in everything
of
trills
the
with
ringing
ears
and
our
Beethoven sonatas,
discontinued.
compromise the matter in a measure, or seem to do so.
Patti and the instrumentation of Berlioz, to come down
THEODORE PRESSER,
way
any
is
and
waves,
silvery
PHILADELPHIA, PA. and candidly admit that “ Cornin’ through the Rye ” is If a pupil has a passion for
1704 Chestnut Street .J
up to it technically, why it is often expedient to satisfy
EDITORS.
a real nice tune, and at the same time clap our hands in
desires, and let her embark on the silvery waves for
her
“
JOHN S. VAN CLEVE,
Roads
Rocky
W. S. B. MATHEWS,
the
fiddle
Jake
apparent delight to hear
She will always relent at the last two pages,
JAMES HUNEKER,
a season.
JOHN C. FILLMORE,
to Dublin.”
D. De F. BRYANT.
and wish she had stayed on the shore. Her little boatThere is a wide and, if one attempts to jump it, an
Not even
Advertising Manager
Managing Editor
ing escapade will not harm her in the least.
impassable gulf between common music and classical
N, ALLEN STOCKTON.
THEODORE PRESSER.
It may be made an effective
capsizes a few times.
This abyss must be bridged over, and the pro- if she
music.
Second-class Matter.)
Surely, the same exertion is relesson in many ways.
( Entered at Philadelphia Post Office as
gression must be made gradually, almost insensibly.
quired to paddle across a mill-dam as over the Hudson.
Teachers err in exactly two ways one in staying with
The difference lies in the scenery. But what does the
pupils of low tastes and catering continually to their tastes,
average pupil know of the picturesque ? He has not
and never striving to elevate their ideal of art the other,
learned to be satiated of monotony and long for a variety.
in placing the ideal too high and trying to rush up to it too
sit evening after evening and
One cannot catchall fish with the same bait, We have known a fellow to
rapidly.
play a common cadence, in one key, on the piano, over
underto
experience
world
of
requires
a
certainly
The music teacher is an artist who has voluntarily and it
and over for hours at a time, while the expression of his
people, and treat them rightly.
descended the great hill up which he has previously stand
the most intense satisfaction, as
Many teachers fail to make the most of their profes- countenance denoted
climbed, in order to enlist a youthful army to undertake
each successive “ theme” was reiterated.
He is sion, simply because they do not have the faculty of letthe same toilsome journey, under his leadership.
cornet, trombone and harmonica fiends
many
How
the
to
themselves
adapting
of
and
ting themselves down,
at once a missionary and a general.
there are, living in adjacent blocks, who thus innocently
surroundings in which they are placed.
If he is a poor missionary, he will have poor success
torture the entire community
Take the successful piano and organ agent as a type of amuse themselves and
and, if a poor general, his army will
in raising an army
It is a part -of the teacher’s mission to gradually introfinds him in
night
One
thrift.
and
shrewdness
business
desert him and become scattered, and he will, in time,
of his pupils
He has made himself acquainted, and duce a new class of music to the attention
a prairie cabin.
find himself alone.
will fall into admiring it after
and
they
patrons,
into the confidence of the home- and his
The teacher, while he must ever preserve the same ingratiated himself
style will lose its charm.
going over his acres and praising his prospects, a while, and the old
steader
by
bring
magnify
it
to
as
so
able
to
yet
be
must
high ideal,
The influence of a thorough, conscientious teacher in a
He now wins the
while he assisted him with his chores.
it within the range of his disciples’ vision, that they also
community is like a spring of pure water that wells up
esteem of the good housewife by relishing her cakes and
may behold its glory, and be inspired by its promise.
At first
stagnant pool.
opportune moment, when the dishes are from the bottom of a muddy,
The music teacher is in much the same relation to the bacon. At the
waters are filled with
strange box, and the pond is covered with slime. Its
for done away, he opens up that wonderful,
general public that the missionary is to the savage
Its shores are muddy
who
are frogs and lizards and snakes.
grangers,
embryo
dozen
half
the
displays
to
the majority of people are as ignorant of music as the
and miasmatic. Rank grasses grow about the borders,
eagerly watching on all sides, and on all tiptoes, the
savage is of religion.
and and there is an atmosphere of depression, death and deSuppose a latest improved organ, with two full sets of reeds,
Let us assume a case for comparison
over it all. In a few years all becomes
lively jig, the touching cay around and
swells.
two
A
and
ten
stops
and
Baptist missionary should go among the Pawnees,
The pool has spread ipto a lake. Its waters
of “ Autd Lang Syne,” and “ Dem Golden Slip- changed.
the first thing he should do would be to rent a wigwam on melody
and sweet, and beautiful fish of various kinds
vocal accompaniment, to do the rest. No are pure
one of the principal thoroughfares, and, having hung up, pers,” with
Its shores are
flash up from its crystalline depths.
if he does have to sleep in the loft that night, and
in a conspicuous place, his certificate of ordination and matter
sand and pebbles and shells. A new
morning wash at the horse trough, wipe his face covered with bright
the diploma from his alma mater, send out his circular to in the
around, and, instead of the
bandana and comb his hair with his fingers, stand- vegetation has sprung up
the chiefs and their families that he was prepared to on his
twittering of
hears
the
one
croaking
of
frogs,
mirror of his vivid imagination to arrange dreary
convert them, and that his office would be open, between ing before the
He gets birds, as they flit among the trees and over the rippling
It is all right he is a brave man.
the hours of 9 a.m. to 4 P.M., to all resident Indians who his cravat.
waves.
dear
bids
his
and
bacon,
and
cakes
meal
of
another
Ought he to be
desired to receive the sacrament.
The pool that once was fed by rains, and evaporated
but he carries a little piece
astonished if no one came the first day, except, per- friends a pleasant good bye
poison, now is supplied by a deep and
legal parlance a chattel mortgage, only malarial
chance, some little arrow-shooters, who poked their heads of paper, called in
vales beyond a merry
his instrument on good security. living spring, and sends through the
of
sale
which
means
the
with
an
his
devotions
and
interrupted
in at the door
gurgles in glee, as
The next evening may find him ensconced in the brook, which dances and rushes, and
impious whoop or two ?
D. DeF. B.
toward the sea.
onward
it
hurries
the performance of
Suppose, further, for illustration, that he was a real elegant drawing room, applauding
daughter, rethe model missionary should be, the exquisite young heiress, the broker's

Piano-forte.

.

,

,

:

SIDE OF MUSIC

;

!

:

;

patient missionary, as

and, instead of advertising, went out and visited the
adjacent tents and persuaded the people to
fly

F. A.

NORTH &

CO.,

Music Publishers and Dealers .

into a passion because

his firm belief in the

some

“Great Spirit” of

come

in,

chief expressed

his ancestors, or

because some timid squaw objected to having her papoose
baptized, fearing it might be drowned in the operation?

Ought he not

Sop. and Mezzo-Sop.

net

York.

for our

Music,
2 Vols., each

There

Subscription Rates, $1.50 per Year (payable in advance).

ought he to

;

Send your orders to

of music.

:

exercises in passing the thumb, Major scales
with cadences, Minor scales with cadences,
and illustrations of the four different modes
of Minor scales and chromatic scales in different manner of fingering
40 cts

net,
net,

Songs. 2 Vols. Sop. or Ten., each
Alto or Baritone, each
in cloth, each

The same bound

75

net,
net,
net,

Ten

Sop. or

Eassen, Ed.,

Rubinstein, Ant., Album

1 50

net,

FEBRUARY,

;

and adapted Pro-

(Progressive from Grades

Vol. I and II

to 4.)

Vols., each,

Alto or Baritone

The same bound
Connecticut.

50

in the educational line.)

vised Edition.

SONG ALBUMS.
Godard,

Grieg, Edv.,

Boards, $2.00.
Original Compositions, Selections and Arrangements from Gounod,
Schumann, Abt, Costa, Nicholl, Humlcl and others. Adapted for Choirs
and the Home Circle, by H. W. Nicholl.

introductory to the

Progressive Melodious Studies

(These Studies are for such beginners as find the ordinary easy
studies too difficult. The manner in which they are presented will
be welcomed by all teachers as something really new and practical

Parts

and transcribed from the ancient

and Anthems.

at the first beginning;

Studies, for use

gressive and Melodious Studies.

net,

FEBRUARY,

known

;

MEYER, LOUIS. — Preliminary

MEYER, LOUIS. — Scales, including preliminary

Berg.
Boards, $1.50.

for the Piano-forte, the intention being to supply
class of music calculated for use on the Sabbath.

Nicholl’s Sacred Quartettes

60 cts.

1 25

E., Gymnastics for the Fingers and Wrist,

being a System of Gymnastics.

In four

These Recreations form in themselves an excellent study for the
development of taste and phrasing. They are selected from tho earliest
masters to composers of the present day, thus being a school of historical
music as well. The themes are all fresh and pleasing, and the hackneyed ones that appear in most all Bimilar collections are avoided. They
are published for both Piano or Parlor Organ, in foreign or American
fingering.

Parsons, A.

Paul, Oscar, A Manual

Price, complete, $1.60;

Parts, each

A Monthly

PA.,

PA.,

TEACHING.

To be

1 00

for the

II., The Science of Piano-forte Practice. An
net,
Essay on the proper Utilization of Practice Time

by Louis Meyer.

used in connection with “Meyer’s Progressive and Melodious Studies,” from Part 2

PHILADELPHIA,

THE REAL

Selected and Arranged in Pro-

gressive Difficulty,

net,

net,

Ritter

RECREATIONS,

2 50

Translated by Fanny Ray-

Catechism of Composition.

Muller,

50

and modern masters,
a very desirable

in order of difficulty— printed in the In st style on
the finest paper. They are useful in I living the w;.y for the severer
They are a worthy collection in every seiiHo. and the
class of music.
compiler, Louis Meyer, should receive full credit for hlH share of the

They are arranged

work.”
1

Quartettes, selected and arranged from the best composers, together
with original muBic, by Albert J. Holden.

By Albert W.

Secretary of the Music Teachers'
National Association, says
“Meyer’s Studies and Recreations have the following features to
to the musical public: Tho selections are well chosen
They are carefully fingered and phrased.

THEODORE PRESSER,

:

25

Ed., revised by J. H.

Cornell

mond

Piano-forte

Sunday Readings.

‘

I hope the studies will achicvo the success they certainly

channels.
deserve.”

terpoint.

sons
;

50

40

net,

Wagner, Richard, Beethoven.

Holden’s Sacred Music. Boards, $2.00 Cloth, $2.50.
An entirely new and valuable collection of Solos, Duets, Trios and

1

Hanpt,

Fining,

SACRED MUSIC.

’

J., Music as a Language; or, The Meaning of
Illustrated with Examples from classic
Musical Sounds.
net,
and modern works. Boards
Goetschius, Percy. The Material used in Musical Compo-

A., Theory of Counterpoints, Fugue and double CounTranslated from the original Mauuscript by H.
net,
Clarence Eddy. Cloth
Jadassohn, S., Manual of Harmony. Translated by P. Torek
net,
and H. B. Pasmore
Izanghans, W., The History of Musie in 12 Lectures. Second
enlarged Edition, with Illustrations. Translated by J. H.
net,
Cornell

Critic, Lecturer and
What LOUIS ELSON, the distinguished
Professor at the New England Conservatory, says:
“ I have carefully examined the Progressive and Melodious Studies
Louis Meyer, published by
and the Kecreationrfor the Piano-forte by
aud I can
vour house, and find them to be of excellent character,
teachers and earnest students.
cordially recommend them to conscientious
yet never in a
Each point of technical study is carefully introduced,
manner that is dull or dry, while the Recreations’ are of solid worth
and cannot fail to lead the taste of the young pupil In the proper
’

Goodrich, A.

sition.

1 he composers repreancient and modern, and the

to their purpose.
"re remarkably well adapted

both
sented belong to various schools,
clear idea of their varied
young pupil is therefore enabled to form a
studies.
style in the earlier stages of his

‘

Translated by J.

Practice on the Piano.

Boards

nection

:

‘

75

,

.

Zundel’s First Year on the Organ.

The Theory and Practice of Musical Form.
H. Cornell.)

I-.,

J.

J. II., A Primer of Tonality. Briefly and clearly
explainingHie fundamental Principles of our modern tonal
The Scales, Intervals, etc Adapted as a prepara-

system.

ORGAN BOOKS.
,

^

Cornell,

New Themes

the best compositions of Wagner, Barnby, Sullivan, Millard, Thomas
writers, and is now, for the first time, adapted
for the organ. It contains a large variety of Gems for Soft Stops, Preludes, Postiudes, Hymn Tunes, Wedding and National Music, Requiems,
etc., each piece containing the proper registration, and being adapted for
the Church (Pipe) or Cabinet Organ. This work will prove invaluable
to any one deBiring a collection of attractive and effective music.

no

—

net

Bnssler,

S.

Thorough Baas Primer. 50 preliminary
Boards.
is added a key by 8. Jackson.

Exercises, to which

Getze’s New Method for the Piano-forte is offered to the musical
public as tho fruit of many years of labor in teaching, and careful stud}’
of every other method and system of instruction for the Piano-forte.

and other distinguished

to tho

^^

only correct Edition,
Jackson. Boards .... net,

Mew and

^'orongh Bass Primer.

r

and Modern Gems.
Vols. 1, 2 and 3.
Boards, each $2.00.
Albert W. Berg.
.
A large proportion of the music in this excellent work is selected from

RudiJ. F., Piano-forte Primer; containing the
(Only correct Ed. with Foreign Finger-

Organist and Critic, saya
extracts, edited and occasionally altered
\ series of short illustrative
necessary limit, selected with much diacnmito bring them within the
to be need in conn«Hnn and carefully fingered. They are intended
and Melodlone Studies,' and
‘Progreeaive
compiler’s
with tho

FRED ARCHER, the Celebrated

PHILADELPHIA,

THE ETUDE.

PIANO METHODS.
New Elementary

Mann's Method embodies all the latest improvements in teaching, and
is certain to make good piano players of all who strictly follow its precepts. It is comprehensive, progressive and pleasing, and removes many
Its melodious oxercises
difficulties which are apt to be encountered.
and studies advance and interest tho pupil, lighten the labor and save
the time of the teacher. The ability to read music is readily imparted,
and the pupil is advanced as fast as a thorough knowledge of the subject
Thousands of copies have been sold, and in every case
will admit.
teachers and pupils continue to use and recommend it in preference to
any other work.

V

VOL.

"Studies and Recreations.’’
Mann’s

NO.

I

LOUIS MEYER'S

NEW YORK.

to

be willing

savage,

and reason over the
them to be true, and

to stop

points of his faith as he believed

gradually show the

unsophisticated

matter up to the

and convert him,

with the music teacher.

if

possible?

So

He is frequently

it is

precisely

called to a field

however, that her talent has had so little chance
The hand is emphatically the organ of touch
develop itself, owing to the antiquated piano not merely because the tips of the fingers, besides
This is a more difficult case to being richly endowed with those nerves which
handle than the former one cited, even if the immediate confer sensitiveness upon the skin of the tvhole
But he hangs body, possess in addition an unusual supply of cersurroundings are a little more pleasant.
Each evening finds him there with new points. He tain minute auxiliary bodies called “ tactile coron.
Steinway is paying his hotel bills. At last puscles,” but because the arrangement of the
is in no hurry.
the mistress is won, and the “ Professor ” gets an invita- thumb and fingers, and the motions of the wrist,
This is the winning card. He has his elbow and arm, give the hand the power of action to dinner.
He now commodating itself to surfaces which no other
beautiful Steinway grand moved in that day.

gretting,

to properly

she has been using.

gets a final

whack

at the broker himself,

and the thing

is

part of the body possesses.

THE ETUDE

THE ETUDE
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Be content to practice a
doubtless improve by use.
champagne, then port and will
brand of beer, the next was
time take a few lessons on
few scales, and at the same
long gamut but at last he hesisherry, so on through a
breathing and the various pitches to improve your
deep
water.
gave it up. It was
tated, tried again, and
Jonathan will have the satvoice, and in a short time Mr.
John S. Van Cleve.
sharply,” I’ve
isfaction”— “Young man,” she interrupts,
years, weighing
an
been using scales for the last twenty
Some months ago, there appeared in The Etude
house, from a pound of coffee
the
challenginto
brought
besides
“
which,
everything
in
Maid,”
Old
article signed
PUPILS.
I tell you I am tired of scales.
expressed by an
to a quarter of mutton.
ing some of the opinions previously
journal, the writer made some pointed in
And as for deep breathing, why I’ve nearly exhausted

MENDELSSOHN’S MUSIC FOR
PIANISTS.

THREE CLASSES OF

editor of that

There

upon Mendels-

quiries in reference to the estimate placed

that

everywhere,
are three classes of pupils

annoyance, since
thinkers of cause the teacher the greatest possible
sohn’s piano-forte music by the pianists and
the their native ideals are placed so very low.
our day. She asked that a reply be made through

columns of The Etude, by some one of its editors. Havit, in
ing watched in vain for such an answer, I undertake
the gaunt
lieu of any other champion, and will cast down
and heartily
let at once by saying that I agree absolutely
with the favorable opinion of Mendelssohn’s piano

CLASS

pitch that

myself a million times climbing that steep
leads down to the spring below the house.
the same thing a hundred times pitching hay

I've done

when Jon-

I know,
athan was short of help. Jonathan would object,
for he says I shall not work any more
to these things
and lie
outside of tending to the dairy and housework,

I.

;

THE country organ scholar,

once a week, and is easily recognized by
her arm.
the huge instructor which she carries under
music expressed by the writer in question. In direct
This book is her cherished companion for two reasons
opingeneral
“
the
that
would
say
I
Old Maid”
reply to
her a present of
made
agent
organ
young
polite
the
One,
ion among leading musicians to-day, in reference to all
when her father purchased the Organ another, she
Mendelssohn’s work, seems to be unfriendly, or at best, it
has already taken a term or so in it with her home
indifferent and patronizing.
In response to our inquiries as to her advanceteacher.
including
microcosm,
musical
a
we
have
In Cincinnati
that she has taken to the
Mendelssohn’s compositions ment, she replies confidently
all the shades of opinion.

Who comes

in

;

are seldom heard here in concerts, either of artists or
Miss Gaul plays his concerto in G minor occapupils.

fifteenth page.

me

wants

We

”

?

much

spend

to

understand

my

of

T ou

music.

time at

CLASS

III.

opening scene of the tragic-comedy known as cap setting.
Her head is filled with a very little French, a lasting

;

;

;

;

—

!

“de gustibus non disputandum.” How any sane man, is waiting. We arise. “Is that all? am I done?”
woman or child can find the delicious melody, and broad, such an imploring look and such a sigh of disappoint“ Excuse me, but I didn’t
clear harmony of the introduction, or the sparkling play- ment as she meekly murmurs,
and dignified grace of

Rondo

the

piece.

or shall

I

hoped you might

give

cends

deed anything but ideal music in every respect, transmy comprehension. The “ Songs Without Words ”

comes when,

of Mendelssohn are admirable compositions, written in

specimen asks for a certificate to teach.

same

at the close of the term, this

:

you

that precious element., originality, as

literature

;

CLASS

will

less,

THE MARRIED LADY,

;

;

;

;

breathless agility, besides
It is, I believe,

make

it

many

delssohn’s “ Songs Without

my

piano curriculum.

enemy

others equally beautiful.

not the custom of all piano teachers, but I

an invariable rule to require the study of Men-

Words”

at a certain part of

‘

‘see’

she cannot learn a couple of pieces to please or to ap-

begins

nor would

I

in

and

dra-

He

cases that

seem hope-

be successful must

There

is little

select such pupils

shock him to such a degree that he

suspect he has lost his identity, that he

been transported

to

New

dream-

is

Zealand.

Sometimes the

lord is

opposed

enough

to just feel

that

to all such nonsense,

he was on some South Sea Island, he would be more sat-

recreation

isfied with the results

and the lady must steal her musical
and pay for it out of her allowance. Our fingers are too few to enumerate the actual cases of this kind
that have fallen under our observation.
These cases are not hard to manage for the teacher.

The

lady that has sufficient ambition and grit to run such

make such

a hazard and

lighted

de-

Why

can't

we

away
more is

get our ideas down,

down, and be content with what we

get,

impossible?

since

D.

De

F. B.

some

a sacrifice has usually

But from

bird trainer is

the parrot learn a single sentence to repeat

if

each week.

A REVIEW LESSON-

sense and enthusiasm for art, and ofttimes makes an amiable, interesting student.

The

he gets.

is it

not just as well

and ask ourselves whether our constant culture of
elaborate dissonance may not be a retrogression toward
barbarism ? May it not be an approach to the state of

that

Chinaman who thought the

the finest thing in the concert,

tuning of the orchestra

when our

ears begin to

pure and direct harmonization as vapid ?
Possibly, after one has drunk “ diminished sevenths” to

reject all

intoxication,

drugged himself with “suspensions,” nar“ augmented fifths ” and “sixths,”
taste with the burning spices of “ major

cotized himself with
glutted

his

sevenths” and gormandized upon the prickly “leadingtone seventh,” any pure linking of tonic triad and domi-

Let

the teacher ask his pupils

what they know of the

piano compositions of the following composers. What of
her rapidly advancing age. Here, though, is the case of their biography what each
represents in the developa wife who has been in the kitchen and garden scrubbing ment of art, etc., etc.
and digging for a quarter of a century, trying to aid in
Classic.
keeping the ship afloat, and, at last, through patient and
1. Bach, 2. Handel, 3. Haydn, 4. Mozart, 5. Beethocombined industry, prosperity has insured the remaining ven, 6. Mendelssohn, 7. Von Weber, 8. Schubert,
voyage of the craft so securely that Jonathan makes up 9. Schumann, 10. Chopin, 11. Raff, 12. Rubinstein,
13.
Liszt, 14.
Thalberg, 15.
Scharwenka, 16. Moszhis mind that Mary Ann shall enjoy a little leisure and
kowski, 1/. Gade, 18. Reinecke, 19. Kullak, 20. Greig,
luxury in their latter days. They talk it over
Mary 21. Bennett, 22. Field, 23. Hummel, 24. Clementi,
used to play before they were married. It is soon
de- 2o. Hensett, 26. Jaell, 27. Jensen, 28. Merkel, 29. Bencided.
They must have a piano. It is ordered and set del, 30. Gottschalk, 31. Dussek, 32. Rheinberger, 33.
Brahms, 34. Nicode, 35. Saint-Saens, 36. Tschaiup, and the next day the friendly old pair,
arrayed in the kosky.
best attire, call to make arrangements
for a quarter’s
Modern.
brushing -up of Mary' s dusty musical memories.
1. Ascher. 2. Behr, 3.
Boehm, 4. Dupont, 6. GobScENE 2 “ We
;

are sorry, madam
Nellie Gray and
may savor of “ sugar- water.” One is re- Bonn!e Doon are fi ne songs,
and we should be pleased
minded of that confirmed tippler who laid a heavy wager to hear you sing and play
them. But you must remember
that he could recognize any beverage blindfolded.
He you are out of practice, and your fingers
are what we
was taken up. The first he quickly pronounced a good might call—
ahem^-a little inflexible. Your voice,
too,

nant seventh

“The

on
Modern Theories ReHarmony.” For clearness and
of J. C. Fillmore

we print the essay

Practical Value of Certain

specting the Science of

conciseness of diction, this essay

is

model literary pro-

a

to all
subject matter is of great interest
of the ideas
concerned with the study of music. Some
in our system of
presented are bound to be incorporated
in paradvise our readers, and teachers
harmony.
themselves with the results of the re-

duction.

The

ticular, to

acquaint

We

searches of Helmholtz,

mann and

others.

Hauptmann, von Ottingen, Rie-

The main

features or drift of these

manner
modern ideas are given in the most interesting
author lectured on
into music published by the
are convertible at any time
The topics will be chosen by Mr. Mathews, in this essay of Mr. Fillmore. The
to teachers.
our patrons,
to this subject at the Boston meeting of the M. T. N. A.,
Company or our own publications. With
who will have charge of it, and be treated according
account
was
on
credit
there
the limitations of
short blackboard illustration, as
investment is nearly the same as
the

for the

amount

dividends
invested, with the benefit of the
The
declare from time to time.

Company may

us,

which are sent direct

teachers to
the

become shareholders

we

is

Company’s publications and our

offer to

music

the fact that both

own

shares.
large discount to all those holding

will

be sold

at a

A list of pieces

issue.
now published by the Company is printed in this
to us.
Full information can be had by writing
the
Some four years ago, Mr. Robert Goldbeck issued
number of the “Musical Art Publications,” which

his

and gave a

good

not time to present the subject as

all

Etude.

own fancy, subject, of course, to
Into this department will be put
taste and truth.
their general
such answers to correspondents as from
a large part
character are likely to become interesting to
deny that
It would be affectation to
of our readers.
facile pen of
the
under
series
similar
of
a
the success
“Brainard’s Musical
the editor of our contemporary,
selechas had its influence in determining the
World,”

is

here given in

The

embodied in this essay appear natural and
in muand are not opposed to accepted truths

ideas

logical,

but are rather new developments of them.
We have all been taught that a sound is composed of
uniform upper or
one fundamental tone and a series of
The modern theories are based on the supof treating the subjects we have in over-tones.
vibration,
however, which we conthat every tone is the centre of sound

tion of this

mode

mind.

not a plagiarism,

It is

The

sical science,

position

and that the
example of causing two blades of grass which goes downward as well as upward,
Merz upward series produces the majorand the lower the minor,
grow where only one grew before. Dr. Karl
first
to a large and con- analagous to positive and negative electricity.
use
great
of
still
is
and
been
has
on the part of the
Those
readers.
at once met with a cordial reception
We urge most earnestly on all teachers to read this
stantly widening circle of teachers and
be essay, which does not require an extended knowledge of
musical profession.
who know Mr. Mathews, however, do not need to
The object was to place on record, in printed books told that, owing to his peculiar experience as journalist theory to understand.
happily
followed up by
and most
and music, the three graduating courses, as he
After reading the essay, it should be
and practical teacher in one of the largest
for the
command a « Nature of Harmony,” by Riemann, and then by “ New
termed them, of piano, the voice and harmony,
metropolitan cities in America, he has at
benefit of teachers and students.
music, and a wide Lessons in Harmony,” by Fillmore, which is now almost
very large store of information about
undertook
Goldbeck
It is not too much to say that Mr.
progressive ideas, which in no other way can ready for delivery.
much range of
sufficient number of
teachers less exthen a great and difficult task, one requiring
If these ideas are of interest to a
easily be opened up to the service of
and ex- so
such our constituency, we will present more of the writings
knowledge, perseverance and method to describe
perienced and less fortunately situated. It is for
student
the
guide
to
needed
plain minutely all that is
In conducting of these modern theorists.
that the new department will be opened.
supported
from the first step of rudimentary knowledge,
element in a question
it we shall not consider it a fatal
judgment,
quesby vocal or instrumental technique, to mature
proposed that it is old on the contrary, the old
to
conception in the
The following is an extract from a humorous letter
executive ability and independence of
which every wresttions are the most troublesome ones,
Perabo from Moritz Moszkowski, in answer to a
interpretation of music.
true solution. Mr. E.
ling with does something to bring nearer a
for his autobiography
A series of books which embody such instruction and It goes without saying, moreover, that the interest of this request
earliest
my
in
public
the
before
“ I took my first step
it cannot be
training will command recognition, since
department will largely depend upon the interest our youth, following my birth, which occurred A.ug. 23d, 1854
such
sending in Breslau. I selected this warm month in hopes of a
denied that an intelligible and instructive art record,
readers may take in it, in the practical way of
a part in the
proved to be, is one
experience, tornado, which always plays so prominent
as Mr. Goldbeck’s work has so far
in such questions as come up in their own
in contimes, in which
biography of great men. This desired tempest,
of the urgent necessities of the present
and which they do not find means of solving in the books sequence of favorable weather, did not occur, while it
education is imperaMathews
Mr.
much less
part,
of
a more general and sound musical
own
his
men
of
On
or authorities at hand.
accompanied the birth of hundreds
piospeedier
and
healthier
determined
I
for
a
alone
injustice,
efforts importance.
tively needed, not
Embittered by this
pledges the readers of The Etude to use his best
many cases to
by playing the piano,
gress of the art musical, but also in very
fairest consideration to avenge myself on the world
to give every question sent him the
in Dresden and Berlin as Kullak s
teach it.
information while I continued
elevate and strengthen those who profess to
and
in his power, and to add thereto the best
In spite of the theoretical instruction of Kiel
pupil.
most
letter
There is everywhere a demand, very naturally
opening
The
aroused in
that he can in any way come by.
Wuerst, a lively desire to compose was early
spent faithconcerto,
strenuously insisted upon by those who have
me. I perpetrated, in time, an overture, a piano
of the series will appear in our next issue.
in
musicians
etc.;
professional
two symphonies, piano and violin pieces, songs,
ful years of arduous study, that
to
short, I have twenty works in print.
and teachers should be capable and well informed,
“ I should be happy to send you my piano concerto but
stem the flood of mischief done by those who, unprepared,
most
second, it is
it is worthless
Much valuable material is found in the Question and for two reasons first, being
trained
invade the field legitimately belonging to the
four hundred pages long—-for
convenient the score
But Answer columns of this issue of The Etude, where our making my piano stool higher when I am engaged in
teacher merely for the purpose of making a living.
readers enjoy the benefit of the knowledge of two studying better works.
where (arises the grave question) are these unprepared
Mason
“ My prominence as a pianist is known to you. I have
thousands erudite and experienced musicians, Dr. William
teachers to receive better training ? There are
in France and Germany, and soon go again to
Mr. J. H. Cornell, both practical teachers, both concertized
who cannot leave their homes to study with distinguished, and
where they are at work, day and night (by elecrespected by the profes- Berlin,
all others specialists, equally beloved and
and a procession
tric light), preparing my triumphal arch
but, alas too costly teachers. To these and to
template, but an
to

;

-

‘

;

’

baerts,

(
‘

’

10.

6.

Heller,

Lange,
r

,’

15

26.

Mason.

7.

Jungmann,

Lichner,

11.

e ten

TL

’

18. Richards, 19.
22. Krug, 23. B.

12.

Scllulhoff>

18.

Ketterer,

Levbaeh,
16-

Smith,

13.
17.

—

:

;

1

the very nature of

;

matic music by Richard Wagner; but
to stop

this issue

:

pease her domestic lord.

If one could have philosophy

am I the her surroundings she is forced to limit her practice, and
the slightest then she often feels rushed to “get along faster” owing to

minify the vast services rendered to orchestral

to

ing, or that he has

Certainly, in no sense

of progress in art,

dream

ought to
can’t keep

this waltz!

—the

the

is

just

other pupils can be obtained, and they

to

as will not absolutely

Who is about to embark on the musical sea just to
if

is, if

A teacher

can.

tion to classical

;

One

and, indeed, usually are hopeless.

pupils,— that

II.

they are, indeed, the best possible introduc-

form which a student can receive. Many
No. 1, for
of them are admirable technical studies.
singing with running accompaniment; No. 3, for wrist;
No. 4, for broad chords and small interlaced melodies
No. 18,
No. 6, for dreamy tone-color and pedal effects
No. 19, for the fifth and fourth fingers
for thumb study
No. 30, for short arpeggios and skips
of the right hand
No. 34, for fingering in close chromatic positions and

;

use in racking one’s brains to find ways to hold such

any compositions throughout the range of piano

find in

scenes in that that are

Willie, — why you

These are the tough cases,

illiterate

a form, which, if not entirely novel, has certainly as

much of

—but there are two

just too utterly adorable for anything.

me a pretty song it is a waltz and
Am I to use my instructor?” Shall we frown, look at him when he hears
we smile? What shall we do? And a harder trial still.”

two themes of the quite understand.

either languishing, or trivial, or too sweet, or in-

quite recollect

We

Perhaps the greatest inducement

THE BOARDING-SCHOOL MISS,
has just graduated and returned home to make her
in the
debut in society. In other words, to play her part

THE

We

shares can be obtained from
from the office of The Etude.

Who

IN

ETUDE.

the interest of the
have identified ourselves with
been recently reorgamzed.
above Company, which has
With the next issue of The Etude, we will commence
interfere with our present
way
no
in
will
enlarge a departThis enterprise
a new department, or, rather, we will
the Company will be merged
sent in for
work. The publications of
already existing. Many of the questions
ment
with
will give them equal prominence
be
into our own.
require an amount of space not properly to
answer
the Company on page 32
column. To
our own. The advertisement of
given them in a correspondent answering
incorporation, etc.
regarding
for the
information
opportunity
will give full
meet this need, and in order to form
numor
a
share
in
a
belonging
Our patrons who desire to invest
discussions for various small questions
The shares informal
risk whatever.
of “Letters’
ber of shares are under no
to teaching, we will open a department

that the

understanded.

scornful remembrance of
of hatred of her school mistress, a
It usually requires from fifteen to twenty minutes
her former music teacher, notions of dress and fashion, a
“ take
strong argument to convince her that she should
sionally, and with that inimitable grace which character
“ And passion for opera comique, the Newport and Progressive
her technic.
improve
while
to
a
for
piano
on
the
but the only one of our
izes all her performances
" “ That means to limber up your fingers, ” Euchre, and what not. Her tongue flies almost with elecis that ?
theorists and composers who is a stanch, out-and-out what
Mamma is preparing a grand reception,
tric rapidity.
half apologetically, for using such large words.
Mendelssohnian is Prof. Chas. Baetens, of the College we explain
and the Elite Club are to give a ball and young and
never tried a pie-ano, but she is willing. We
she
She
says
are
Otto
Singer
and
Broeckhoven
John
while
of Music,
dashing Charlie is to be the cavalier at one place, and
the
first part of her assertion when
believe
forced
to
are
enthusiasts of the new school.
the aristocratic, superb catch, Willie, is to officiate as
she sits down and begins to pump the pedals organ
After once listening to a refined performance of Men
escort (a la dude) the next time and so she rattles ulong.
fashion.
delssohn’s imperishable masterpiece, “ The Rondo Cap
Mamma wants her accomplished, to be sure. Both CharHaving explained briefly that this pedal exertion is
riceioso,” in company with George Magrath, one of CinCharlie goes into raptures
lie and Willie adore music.
“ take her lesson.’
to
ready
is
at
last
she
unnecessary,
cinnati’s foremost pianists, I was amazed to hear him
adores Strauss above everyThe hour flies by. She has assimilated a couple of two- over the lancers, but Willie
it is too
say, “I don’t care much for that composition
“ By the way, Professor, have you heard the
next pupil body.
languishing and sentimental.” “ Well, well ” I thought, finger exercises. What shall we do? The
And latest opera by Jacobski, called let me see, I can’t
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9.

Kuhe,

Lysberg,
Spindler,

Loeschhorn, 20. Durand, 21. Dorn,
Smith, 24. Wollenhaupt, 25. Mills,

a
Mr. Goldbeck comes to lend them, most effectually,
a
helping hand, with a work which may be said to be
”
“ labor of love.” We feel very sure that such “ love

of virgins clothed in white

sion.

department of
“ Besides these extensive acquirements, I can play bilride, imitate
answered all questions re- liards, cbess, dominoes and violin, can
in the Saxon dialect. Ain
and canary birds, and relate jokes
lating to theory and history since the October issue,
friend
on the part of the author will be rewarded by the
a very tidy, amiable man and your very devoted
the former has in the past answered some questions con- and colleague.
friendship of the profession, high and low, from a
the
Moritz Moszkowsei.”
from the start, cerning piano technic. In this and subsequent issues

The Etude has,
variety of motives.
taken a similar stand, and gladly joins hands, efforts and
forces in a cause which is entirely sympathetic and of a
kindred nature.

Both have become

The Etude.

initials

The

identified with this

latter has

of the writer will be attached to the answersinitials appear, the managing editor will

Where no

usually be the responsible one.

The

complete work of

art

must reveal

itself in

and always be founded
cry “ Licht, Mehr Licht" ideal beauty and purity,
on truth of character and gracefulness of form.
will seek assistance through The Etudc only when their
is so variously and miraculously organized
own resources and powers are exhausted, and then frame
that he can be acted upon by all forces and receive
the inquiry in plain and definite language.
is the President and our honored Dr. William Mason one
He is an instrument with
delight in all forms.
We wish Mr. Goldbeck success in a
of the Trustees.
an infinite number of pipes and strings to be
cause which is also peculiarly our own, and herewith most
played upon by all forces in the material and
The offer to send the set of “ The Musician,” spiritual worlds, to vibrate in unison with them
cordially give it our earnest “ God-speed.”
(6 vols.) will hold good till the 28th of February, and with each other and their harmony is happiArchitecture has been termed frozen music, when the last grade will be ready. Until then ness. Rev. Chauncey Giles.
and the Gothic-pointed arch may be called a frozen
they can be purchased for $2.50 per set, 25 cents
The teacher can only teach that pupil who
fugue no art form embraces such consciousness
H. S. V.
teaches himself.
extra for mailing.
Ehlert.
within itself.
j.

view the editor of The Etude has
accepted the Vice-Presidency of the Musical Art Stock
Company, of which Mr. S. B. Mills, the famous pianist,

With

this object in

;

It is

hoped that those who

Man
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alphabetical names (the same as notes are known), and
their exact location on the piano, he is immediately able
to read his music at sight something never before accomTwo songs by “ S. D. S.” 1.
plished under the ordinary method.
°
SEA. 2. PARTED.
For example, let the tone E be represented by a TriNo. 1 is an andante in -'/-time. The melody is quite angle, and place it as high up or low down upon the staff,
broad, in dotted quarters, with a restless accompaniment or anywhere upon the movable C cleff, and it is immeIt is singable and expressive and will find diately recognized as E, and
in eighths.
so likewise of all the others.
admirers. It is in the key of G, and its compass from
The use of a Key Board Index is used in the early lesB below the staff to E, fourth line. No. 2 is of a char- sons, which is placed upon the backs of the keys, to aid
Its mood is that the learner
acter sufficiently indicated by its title.
in remembering the names of the keys and
of regretful remembrance. It is well written, smooth and their “ Tone Forms.”
The notes are precisely the same
It begins in C minor as in general
effective, and is not hard to sing.
use, only the head of the note being
and ends in C major. Its compass is from middle C to changed ; white, or open-faced, notes being used for
F, fifth line.
naturals, and black notes for sharps or flats.
(Nee Ex-

THE SECRET OP THE

By Hugo L. Mansfei.dt. (Third edition.)
Published by A. Waldteufel, San Francisco.
“A system of the most necessary daily exercises to
produce a perfect piano technic in the shortest possible
time.”
The work is divided into four sections, as follows
Part First.. Exercises for developing and strengthening the weaker fingers and producing the utmost mobility
of the thumb.
Part Second.
Exercises formed from tbe diminished
and dominant chords of the seventh for producing
independence of the fingers and hands.
Part Third.
Exercises in all keys for gaining freedom
in executing passages consisting of scales, double-thirds
and sixths, arpeggios, octaves and chords.
Part Fourth.
Exercises formed from two studies in
“Gradus ad Parnassum” by Clementi-Tausig.
Although this book is now appearing in its third edition, it is comparatively a new work.
The success with
which it has met gives ample proof of its merit. The
author has certainly taken great care in assorting the
most essential material for developing a pianist’s execution, and we can conscientiously recommend it to all
students, not so much on account of its originality as its
simplicity.
The work is deserving of more extended
notice than is here given.

TECHNIC.
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ample B.)
It is claimed that under this system the whole system
of Harmony is revealed in a stronger, clearer light than
ever before, for the reason that every tone, scale, musical passage, or chord, receives a certain given formula,
always the same when reappearing, and hence more
readily committed to memory.
The double sharps and
flats are expressed as follows
{See Example C.)
:
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ROMANCE;

after a song by Franz Liszt. Transcribed
for the piano by Hugo L. Mansfeldt, San Francisco.

Published by A. Waldteufel.
This is a very charming, refined, graceful piano piece.
is beautiful, and the arrangement for the piano
shows the hand of an accomplished master. It is difficult,
and requires a real arlist to do it justice, both as regards

The song

technic and interpretation. It will be a valuable addition
to the repertory of concert pianists and of amateurs
whose artistic capabilities are equal to its requirements.

<—
G-4-

We

present it to our readers just as we find it, and it
doubtlessly, in time, will win its way into public favor on
own intrinsic merits.

its

THE KINDERGARTEN MUSIC
SYSTEM.
We are in receipt of a new work entitled “ The Kindergarten Music System Applied as a Piano Method,” by
G. Bertini DeWier, New York. It proposes to simplify
music so that the elementary principles may be briefly
taught without the drudgery usually attending this branch
of instruction.
It is designed chiefly for beginners, and
aims to lighten the labors of both teacher and pupil. The
author assigns seven different shapes, which he terms
“ 1’one Forms,” to each
of the seven tones, each shape
being in its form analogous to the degree the tone occu“ies in the scale.
The following example illustrates the
l'
kieys of the piano, their
names and the tone forms:

EDITED AND FINGERED BY CLARA SCHUMANN.

The copyright of all of Schumann’s Works expired on
January 7th, 1887, which will no doubt bring about a revival, a renewed popularity and a belter understanding, of
his creations.
We have issued a circular which has been
sent to a few of our subscribers. They can be had on application to us. We here give the substance of the circular.
We have entered into an agreement with the publishers
of Schumann’s Works, in Germany, by which we can
offer the works at an unprecedented low price.
Our
margin, however, is indeed small. We, however, have
the satisfaction of scattering good seed into the musical
field of this country.
The monetary consideration in this
particular matter we have made secondary.
We however hold the right to withdraw the offer at any time in
the future.
Our offer to the subscribers of The Etude
and others is this
We will send by express, to any one sending cash with
the order, the Complete Works, for piano, of Robert
:

Schumann, as follows:

—

—

Song: “APART.” Words by S. D. S., Jr. Music by
Saml. T. Strang. Philadelphia, J. E. Ditson & Co.
This is a song of pleasantly sad reminiscence of the
past and of hopeful forward looking into the future.
Both verses and music are smooth and singable, the accompaniment is not difficult, and the song will be an
available one for amateur singers and agreeable for parlor use.
The key is A flat and the compass from D
below the staff to F, fifth line.
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SCHUMANN’S PIANO WORKS.

Quarto Edition. In 2 volumes, each, $1.90.
volumes, each, 60 cents.
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Large Octavo Edition.— In 2 volumes, each, $1.25.
In G volumes, each, 38 cents.
Any separate opus, number or work, such as his
“Album for the Young,” “ Novellettes,” “Concertos,”
etc., are 25 cents for the quarto edition, and 20 cents for
the octavo (large) edition.
These offers are made on the
basis of strict cash, and does not include postage, which is
considerable.
Never was there more and better music
offered for the money. When sent by mail, tbe collection
can be made after the goods have been received.
One
comparison of the difference between these prices and
those before the copyright expired will convince anyone
of the advantage to the purchaser. The Etude Symphonique, Op. 13, were originally $2.00 in the Peters’ Edition.
They are now 25 cents in this edition here offered.
For the price of one opus number, over half of his whole
piano works can be purchased now. For the prices of
his orchestra, chamber vocal, 4-hands music, etc., we
will send a circular on application.
We have already sent two large orders to Germany,
and will be ready to supply all demands by the time this
issue is in the hands of the readers
I his edition of Schumann’s Works will be received with
great delight by the piano-forte student. It is doubtless the
truest, most trustworthy and elegant edition yet published.
Clara Schumann has spent much of her artistic life in
making known the rich art treasures of her husband’s
creations.
She, as no one else, has lived for years in
close companionship with the author, and has learned to
know the true import of his works. She has had access
to the original manuscripts, corrections, etc., and has undertaken the work with an enthusiasm and earnestness with
which a devoted wife and artist only would be capable.
The typography of this edition cannot be excelled.
The engraving, proof reading, paper amrprinting are all
the best skill and experience can make it.
These works
should be in the library of every music teacher and student in the land. We most earnestly urge all who can
afford the expense to get possession of these valuable

We might add that it has been thoroughly and exhaustexamined by competent critics, well up in Kinder- creations.
and received their unqualified approval.
Further and a more critical presentation of the subject
will be given in some other issue of The Etude, should
ively

garten matters,

[For Tiie Etude],

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF

occasion require.

MU SICIA NS.

The art of music has decidedly changed its character
When the constitutional members of the A. C. M.
modern times. It is no longer the simple enjoyment signed their names to their Constitution, did they all have
of the senses, the pastime and pleasure to which we flee a clear perception what duties that act devolved upon
when oppressed by mental and physical work.
Modern them? Were they aware, for instance, that it rested with
music exacts from us a straining of the intellect; it is them exclusively to make that institution a success or a
no longer a beauty to be simply enjoyed at any moment failure? What have they done to make the acquisition of
when it may come upon us. It requires more than a the Degrees “a thing of beauty and a joy forever”?
mere receptive faculty, and wants to be understood. What the members of the A. C. M. think of their duty in
We must meet the composer half-way, enter into the the premises is not quite clear, for they have with honorable exceptions— collectively and individually done nothing, except to bask in the
sunshine of glory attached to the membership
of the A. C. M.
I quite agree with those who maintain that
the first step to success is the taking of the degrees by evert/ constitutional member of the
A. C. M. Let it be distinctly understood that
this opinion is not intended as casting any
reflection on the professional abilities of any
member; but the commander who says:
“Come on, hoys,” is more sure of success
than the one who says: “Go on, boys.”
Remember, too, it is only “ success that succeeds.”
Suppose all desirous of taking the Degrees
apply now, and let the secretary, from time
Example A.
to time, publish the number of applicants.
The strong point of the system, it is claimed, is that
spirit of his situations, surrender ourselves up to them, This would be the most effective encouragement
that
the learner, once acquiring a thorough knowledge
of and then, hand in hand with him, revel in the tone could be given to doubting students.
Who speaks first?
each of the Tone forms, so as to know them ^byTheir
effects that such situations can call forth.
Come up higher!
Excelsior.
in
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LETTER FROM A STUDENT
GERMANY.

CONCERT PROGRAMMES.

FIVE-FINGER EXERCISES.

THE ETUDE.

IN

American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, Illinois.
Berlin, Jan. 13th, 1887.
Alex.
Organ Solo, Theme, Variations and Finale,
Editors of the Etude :
Guilmant; Sonata in D major, Haydn Scene from the
1, 2, 3, 4,
Although we have, perhaps, not had as many great
Heart, Selby; Aria, Suicidio, La Gioconda,
Marble
sponding fingers. The latter are held on the five keys, c,
this winter as is usual in Berlin, the season has
Concerto, Op. 25, Andante, Finale, Men- celebrities
Ponchielli
d, e, f, g.
The underlined numbers represent the fingers delssohn Songs: (a) Am Meer, Schubert; (b) Where been very lively, musically. Many fine concerts have
have been brought out, and more
which remain stationary. Those not underlined the one the Lindens Bloom, Buck Violin (a) Elegie, Wiem- been given ; new works
Stueck, are in prospect.
or more fingers which raise themselves high and strong awsky; (6) Polonaise, Wieniawsky; Concert
Xaver Scharwenka’s concerts are among the most brilNight, A.
for the stroke.
When several numbers not underlined Op. 79, C. M. von Weber; Song, A Summer
The Concert Haus is crowded with
b ) liant of the season.
(
Goring Thomas; Cello: (a) Romanze, Davidoff
stand in a row, they are to be played successively, but
a brilliantly-dressed audience on these evenings, and the
;
Polonaise, Popper; Recitation and Pantomime,
price of tickets is high for Germany— from three to six
each finger is to be held down not only until another Duet from Hamlet, Atnbroise Thomas.
marks apiece. The first concert was a Liszt Feuer, the
strikes, but until it is its turn to play again.
(The former
Robert Goldbeclc, New York City.
programme including his 137th Psalm and Symphony on
exercise is used later.)
Two or more numbers standing
Second Concerto, R. Goldbeck Bass Solo, The Two Dante’s Divine Comedy. In the latter composition the
one above the other represent keys to be struck simul- Grenadiers, Schumann Piano Solo (1) Mazourka in C, chorus was concealed from view at quite a distance, and
taneously
Chopin; (2) Marche funbbre, Chopin; (3) Valse in A the effect was indescribably beautiful one almost felt it
flat, Chopin; Soprano Solo: (1) Morning Song, Rubinwas, indeed, a choir of heavenly voices. This symphony
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 5 1
4
stein; (2) The Dew it Shines, Rubinstein; (3) Spring has been given several times this winter, and each time
2
2 3 4
3 5
5
Song, Rubinstein; Violin Solo, Zigeunerweisen, Sara- anew its wonderful beauties strike one more forcibly. It
1 2 3 5 4
2 4 6 1
Piano Solo: (1) Dream Bells, Goldbeck (2) Rliap- is a pity it is not heard oflener in America.
sati
sodie Hongroise, Liszt Alto Solo, Those Evening Bells,
Madame Sofie Menter made her only appearance in
2 3 5 I
4 6
Goldbeck; Organ Solo: (a) Prayer and Cradle Song, Berlin this winter at the second concert, playing Liszt’s
1 2 4 5 3
3 4 5 1
Guilmant; ( b ) Festive March, Smart; Bass Solo, Infe- Concerto in A major, pieces from Seharlotti, Schumann
lice from Ernani, Verdi; Piano Solo: (1) Memories, and Chopin, closing with Liszt’s Rhapsodie No. 12
2
1
3
I
1 3 4 5 2
4
Goldbeck (2) Aerial Gallop, Goldbeck Trio, Queen was disappointed not to hear her in something deeper
of the Night, Smart.
but she will probably always be partial to her old master.
2 3 4 5 1
3 4 5
1 3 2
and,
magnificent
performance,
as
It was, nevertheless, a
Hamilton College School of Music, Lexington, Ky.
\
4
1 3
Madame Menter was greeted with storms of aps
Sonata in D minor, Op. 31, No. 2, Beethoven Sere- usual,
plause. Teresina Tua, Frau Amalie Joachim and Frau12 3 4 5
nade, Abt Traumeswirren, from Op. 12, Schumann
Li_3 6
1 4 » 6
The last
lein Elizabeth Jeppe have also been heard.
Fantasie Brilliante, Op. 49, F minor, Chopin
Mazurka
3
1 4
5
evening; scones from Tristan and
Caprice, Romanic Characteristique, Fantasie “Die Lore- concert was a Wagner
12 4 3 5
Isolde
Rheingold and Siegfried being given. Frl. Malley,” Perry Transcription “ Erl King,” Schubert- Liszt
5
4
2
ten and Herr Gudehus, from the Opera in Dresden, were
Barcarolle in G major, Etude on False Notes, Rubin12 6 3 4
li 4 3
the principal soloists. The latter did not quite sustain his
stein.
•;
1 2 5
reputation in the opening of the third act of Tristan and
Philadelphia Musical Academy, Philadelphia.
1 3 4 2 5
Isolde, but when Frl. Malten arose, a tremor of expect?i_5 4
4
Duo, Sonate for Piano and Violin, A major, Haendel
ancy was perceptible over the entire audience, and then
Vocal, Cinq Mars, Gounod; Violoncello Solo, Popper; utter silence. Every breath was held as the beautiful
1 3 5 2 4
5
Organ Solo, Sonate No. 9, B flat minor, Op. 142, Rhein- full tones fell on the air filling every soul with delight.
2 4
3
5
berger
Vocal, Vederti (serenade), with Violoncello It was perfection of singing, a powerful, round, rich
2
1 4 5 2 3
1 3 5
Obligato, Rondinella ; Violin Solo. Concert No. 9 (first voice and the spirit of an artist to govern it.
She cer2 5
movement), Spohr; Piano Solo, Tarantelle, Op. 6, B tainly added new laurels to her already immense reputa2_5 l 3
2 3 4 1 5
minor, Rubinstein
Vocal, Serenade, Raff; Dance, tion by this concert.
1 45
Joachim Quartette for Piano, Violin, Viola and ViolonIn the next one in the course we are to hear a compo4
3
5
2 3
,
cello, Op. 16, Beethoven.
3J
sition of Arthur Bird, an American who has been study2
L-4 6
ing here with Haupt, and who has been very favorably
Albert Lea College, Minn., H. E. Briggs, Dir.
4 5 I 3
noticed already.
One evening will be entirely devoted to
Rondo, Burgmuller Sonate, Beethoven Nocturne, works of
1
Li 2 4
Berlin composers.
There is more activity in
9 1 3
Schumann
Polish
2
Dance,
3 4
?-4 5
Scharwenka Kinderleben, the line of composition here than you on the other side
1 2 3 4 5 4
Op. 62. ^ No. 6, Kullak
6
Presto, Mendelssohn
May of the water are aware of. A new suite of Moszkowski’s
—”v
,,
" 3
„ TT. fPmo
o'
3
2_1
, 1 2
P eS Bachmann Danse des was brought out recently by the Philharmonic orchestra.
Snroilries
D?
*
t
1_3 2 4 5 4
1
—4 5
Merkel
It is of the size of a symphony, but with five movements.
I
mnnr v
s
3 2 4
S
lm
Wilson G. Smith ; Valse It is exceedingly beautiful and interesting,
well worth a
St
k
f T
1
1 4 6 2 5 3
0
ava ‘ ler S «,° dle r
A 1 2
P
Sequent hearing. Philip Scharwenka has also brought
,
Valse o’,
Haydn Valse,
Sonate, Hav^n
Op. 64, No. 1, ?
four hands, Chopin, out an Arkadische Suite for orchestra,
13 5
and some beauti1
Hellmuth Ladies’ Col., London, Ont.,T. Martin, Mus. Dir. ul choral works.
41
2
2
4
3
2
3
Sarasate played here Friday evening for the only time
n 1 2
st. ann’s chapel, December 17th.
~5
i3 4
this winter
He gave us both Beethoven's and Mendels2 3 1 4 5 4
Organ Solo. Andante No. 1, Op. 256, Volckmar
scdln s Concertos, some variations of his own, and, in
3 Organ Solo, Grand Offertoire, F major, Batiste- Air!
6_1 3
1
2 4
,
g
“0
Lord, Thou hast searched me out” (Woman of res Ponse to an encore, some Spanish dances. The Con2 4 1 3 5 3
5 2 4
Samaria), Sterndale Bennett Organ Solo, Andante in c ertos were exquisite, both in technique and interpreta~3
2
For the cadenza in the one fromJBeethoven, we
Organ Solo, Grand Final
1 4
4 5 F major, L6febure-Wely
2_5 1 4 3 4
1
L
3
3 Chorus, Op. 18, Lemmens
2
Vocal Solo, “ The King of had a most wonderful improvisation. The andante of
, 2 5
6 3
Love,” Gounod Organ Solo, Concerto, No. 2 A minor, the Mendelssohn Concert was not played with the depth
-S 4
3 4 1 5 2 5
and wonderful tone of Joachim, but the finale surpassed
Bach; Irio, “I Waited for the Lord.” Mendelssohn
2
3
_ 3 3 Organ Solo, Prelude in G, Petrali Organ Solo, Grand anything I ever heard on the violin, such a tempo, deli4
9 1 5
3 5 1 4 2 4
cacy, clearness, accuracy
Offertoire, E flat, Ldfebure-Wely.
The audience waited to a
=-3 4
man after the close of the programme, trying to induce hi m
AT THE COLLEGE, DECEMBER 20th.
1 2
4
G reat Eroica Symphony 1 st movement), (four pianos; to appear and play again all in vain. He came out reL5 3
1 5
3
3
- 1 2 eightperformers), Beethoven( PianoSolos: (a) Nocturne, peatedly and bowed his thanks, but refused to plava»ain;
A
2 4
so we at last had to be satisfied.
Brassin; ( 6 Etude, B flat minor, Mendelssohn;
G. p.
, 1 2
Vocal
Solo,
There is a Green Hill,” Gounod; Grand Con®4 3
1 2
4
certo in A minor, Schumann
A3
5
Piano Solo, Polonaise in
4 3 A 3 1
~
J
sharp
C
M.T.
minor,
Chopin
N.A.
Grand Concerto in A minor
2
2
(1st movement) Mo^rt; Grand Concerto
1 3
1 3 4
in G minor,
5
Mendelssohn; Trio, “ Perfida Clori,” Cherubini;
X.2 4
-to
Piano
54 4
feolo, rolonaise in C sharp minor.
Chopin
English
Fort Wayne, Jan. 18th, 1887.
Rec.tat.on,
The
Bridal of Malahide,” Gerald Griffin
5
A very enthusiastic meeting of the Representative
1 2 3
Vocal Solo, “ Non Torno,” Mattei Grand
oard or the Indiana Music Teachers’
Concerto in
Association was
flat Minor, Xaver Scharwenka.
eld recently at Indianapolis.
The relation of State
4
4
Associations to the M. T. N. A. was
-2 -2
Eureka College, W. W. Lauder, Musical
thoroughly discussed.
Director.
Mr Max Leckner and Mrs. Flora M. Hunter, PresiMazeppa, Wrist Study, Rubinstein;
Impromptu, Choent of the Indiana Association,
When these exercises have been thoroughly practiced
he Woodthrush, Hatton
were appointed a comLullaby, Benedict
K"v
mittee to petition the M. T. N.
;
Hark, |,
the solemn music, Donizetti
A. for official recognition
in close position, the five fingers must be used
Novelette, Schu- ot the
in more
Representative Board of the I. M. T. A.
mann ;_ Study (Quartette from “The
By
extended position upon other keys, for example c,
Puritans.”), “Art resolution
to that effect the Secretary of
efef
of Singing on the Piano,” Thalberg;
the I. M. T. A.
Song, “The Asra
a, and repeat the same study. The close
was instructed to extend an
ff
position does
Princess and Captive’s Story),
invitation to the RepresentaRubinstein
ive
oards or officers of other State
not at all suffice for a thorough training of the muscles
Associations to
of ‘Pathetique,” Beethoven; “ Whirlwind” Waltz Mattei
U
vita the Indiana Board in
Serenade, The Brooklet, Ave Maria.
the hand, and with the exception of Hummel the
this attempt to securing
L' ? l
authors
Schubert Tocca a officml
recognition from the M. T. N. A., also to meet
and Fugue (Jupiter Tonans),Bach-Tausig
of exercises for stationary hand have quite
Grand Fan
overlooked tas.a, on t W0 pianos,
On “Sound the War Trumnets ” with the Indiana Board at Indianapolis, on July 4 th, for
this. Now, one must further take the
the discussion of matters of
extension c, eb, f|, from “The Puritans,” Liszt;
interest
to the associations,
“Story of
a, b, then c, e, f
and their relations to the M. T.
tohl in six ancient Carols),
$, a, c, and, where it is possible, more
N. A.
Peter Cornelius Study
It is hoped that
for the much-desired
an
extended positions, and carry them out
alone Cz erl
union of the M. T. N. A. and the
Boating Song in Venice
thoroughly Ohnnin
?7
«
State Associations may be
through all the number exercises given above.
brought about by this action.
*
S.Co’aSj ib?
W. F. Heath,
_
.
Secretary Indiana Representative Board.
BY ADOLPH KULLAK.
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five

5 represent the corre-

numbers

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF CERTAIN MODERN THEORIES RESPECTING THE SCIENCE OF HARMONY.*

and not its lower one, and it is only a short step to the conception of an
under- chord, the perfect reciprocal of the major or oner-chord a chord
consisting of an under-third and under-fifth as the major chord does of

—

an oner-third and an

;

BY

J.

FILLMORE.

C.

oner-fifth.

(B) Von Oettingen’s Theories.

— This

some

step was decisively taken,

;

The practical

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

scientific theories

teaching

.

Lis

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Li!

emphasize the adjective, because we are here,
and

I

more

;

concern us primarily only as they conduce to make our
If it can be shown that this or that theory is

practical.

on rational principles, then we shall find it of real pracFor only that teaching is really practical which ex
tical value to us.
pounds and applies principles and laws found in the nature of things
this alone is rational and permanent.
The question for us is, therefore
Have there been any real discoveries of natural principles and laws not
yet generally accepted and applied? If so, what are they, and how can
we put them to real practical use, so as to simplify our teaching and make
it more rational and intelligible?
The object of this paper is to suggest
actually based

an answer
cerned.

I

to these questions, so far as the subject

am

of

Harmony

con-

is

decidedly of the opinion that such discoveries have been

made, and that they are of immense practical value.
which

I

make

hope, to

clear relate: (I) to the

The principles
Minor Chord and Minor

Scale and (II) to Tonality and Modulation.

The Minor Chord and Minor Scale.

I.

;

111

1342

;

Lis

;

;

;

115

;

~

;

;

;

;

•

>
;

,

,

.

into the

true

nature of harmonic relations, so vigorous in

sophic thinking, and

so

development of the theory of music.

work

its

philo-

marked an epoch in the
One of the most notable and

suggestive, that

it

which treats of the minor chords,
Hauptthe interval of the minor
chord on which its unity is conditioned is not the first, as in the major
chord, bid the fifth.
In the major chords, according to Hauptmann,
the firsfjor lower tone, is the formative one, on which the unity of
the chord is conditioned.
It has a third and a fifth, dependent on it,
growing out of it. In the minor chords the conditions are reversed. The
third and fifth do not grow out of the first (or lower) tone, are not dependent on it.
The fifth, or upper tone, is a third and fifth is fifth of the
lower tone and third of the middle one.
In Hauptmann's view, the third
(that is, the major third), fifth and octave were the only intervals that
suggestive portions of the

and

this is

mann

the point which

called

attention to

is

that

mainly concerns ns at this time.

the fact that

;

;

could be considered directly intelligible.

All other intervals he derived

i

’

U2“2

1

Z/ff
Wte

j

|

mw

,

>

i

.

152343

from these.
of the

fifth

The

relation of major third he finds

minor chord.

between the

-

•

L53

determine the unity are active

— the root has a

third and a

fifth.

1

;

.

L

;

,

4,41

J

;

;

I

j

U51232

4,41

—

.

;

)

‘

THE

;

;

AND STATEMUSIC

TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATIONS.

:

!

;

;

;

;

)

•

Wta
-

•

;

XmS’”
;

>

.

i

and

In the

—

minor chord, the conditions which determine the unity are passive the
upper note is a third and a fifth. The two chords are, therefore, recip-

He

counterparts, polar opposites.

rocals,

reciprocal relation

is

points out, also, that this

not only valid as regards their respective points of

unity, but also as regards their numerical proportions

;

;

third

In the major chord, the conditions which

f

'

In bis “ Harmonie-system in dualer Entwickelung,” published in 1866, he strongly insisted on the dual nature of
harmony, the dual, reciprocal relations, not only of the major and minor
the University of Dorpat.

chords, but of the major and minor scales. Von Oettingen had (he great
advantage of profiting by the acoustical discoveries of Helmholtz, whose
epoch-making work was published in 1863, three years before von Oettin-

emotional expression.

istic

Helmholtz not only carried the theory of overtones further
had been carried by any of his predecessors, hut also the theory

gen’s book.

than

it

of undertones, which involves the minor chord as the overtone series does

This undertone series is a result of the phenomenon
of sympathetic vibrations, and Helmholtz called attention to it incidentA resonator held to the
the major chord.

ally in his chapter devoted to the latter subject.

ear, he points out, will sound whenever any tone is given of which it is
an overtone. If the strings of a piano are left free to vibrate by raising the
dampers, and any given tone be sounded, all these strings will vibrate
Von
sympathetically, of which the given tone is a common overtone.
Oettingen perceived, as Helmholtz did not, the harmonic significance of

He

this fact.

—

Hauptmann’ s Theories. Some thirty-three years ago, Dr.
Hauptmann, of Leipzig, published a work called “Die Natur
der Harmonick und der Metrik,” a work so full of profound insight
(A) Moritz

Moritz

;

Lis

,

thirteen years later, by Dr. Arthur von Oettingen, Professor of Physics in

:

;

2463

value.

not specially as scientific investigators, but as practical teachers

and their characterThe numerical proportions he lays down for

points out that every conceivable tone

is

the central point

of unity, not only of its overtone series, but of its undertone series as well.

Thus, for example, the tone c' (middle

c), is

not only the point of unity

g", c /// e /// g'", etc., which form the
major chord, but also that of the undertone series c', c, F, C, A|2, F, etc.,
which makes the minorchord. The reciprocal acoustic relations of the overtone and undertone series are paralleled by their mathematical relations.
The vibration numbers of the overtones are represented by simple
for the series of overtones c', c",

multiples of the vibration

,

number of

undertones by simple fractions of it.
ber of the central tone by
1

2

:

:

3

:

4

:

5

:

6, etc.

;

1,

,

the original tone
If

we represent

those of the

;

the vibration

the ratios of the overtone series to

those of the undertone series will be

num-

will

it

1

£

:

:

be
J

:

complex tone is
made up will be produced by twice as many vibrations as the fundamental
tone of the series the second overtone by three times as many, and so
on while the first undertone will have only half as many vibrations as
Von Oetthe original tone; the second one-third as many, and so On.
tingen goes on with an elaborate mathematical treatment of the subject,
for which I have not space here.
Those who are interested in it must be
referred to the book itself. He also pointed out that every tone of the
i

i

:

:

That

i, etc.

is,

the first overtone of which the

;

;

overtone series belongs not only to the central tone as component, but to
all

and that this is true of no other
And, reciprocally, the whole undertone series has

the tones of the undertone series,

series of overtones.

not only the central tone as a
overtones of the

series,

and

common

it is

is

the highest tone that includes

the lowest

overtones

common
make up

overtone, but also

this is true of

In general terms, any given tone

overtone of

its

no other

all

series of

the other

undertones.

the central point of a system in which
all

its

overtones as components,

undertone

the major chord.

The

series.

first five

The

first five

of its undertones

and

of

its

make

up the minor chord. It is, mathematically and acoustically, the point of
unity for both.
Of course, neither the overtone nor the undertone series
The major chord, he thinks, strives upward; the minor droops stops with the fifth. Both extend indefinitely and include numbers of
6 5 4
downward. He compares the latter to a weeping willow the former to dissonant notes. But they are commonly so faint, and play so unimporta tree whose branches point upward. The characteristic expression of ant a part in determining the quality of a tone, that we may safely disrethe major chord, he thinks, is boldness, upward striving, aspiration, gard them, and treat each tone as made up of its fundamental and its first
forceful activity.
That of the minor chord is rather heavy-heartedness, five overtones or undertones, or of both. This point I must touch upon later
After dealing thus thoroughly with the minor chord, after showing condepression, melancholy, passive submission and endurance.
the intervals of the major chord are
.

.

4

:

s

6

;

;

those of the minor chord are

-

;

It

seems never to have occurred to Hauptmann that the
minor chord might also be its real generator.

unity of the

reason, apparently, for thinking the chord

downward

real point of

He saw no

instead of upward.

clusively that

it is

a major chord, but

not merely a disturbed, unsatisfactory modification of
is

a harmonic

phenomenon

quite as justifiable

prehensible from a rational point of view as the major chord

and com-

itself,

being,

von Oettingen turned his attention to
the confused and confusing subject of the minor scale and the minor key.
E—
Every musician knows that the minor scale in actual use is not, as we
might rationally expect it to be, the counterpart of the major in any way,
except that the predominance of minor chords in it give it a characteristic
expression. The major key has a major chord for its Tonic, another for
its
Dominant or Over-fifth, and another for its Sub-dominant or Underthird dowmvard from C to A [2 as upward from A |2 to C, and just
as truly
a fifth from C down to F as from F up to C.
But this was, perhaps, more fifth. The minor key has a minor chord for its Tonic and Under -fifth
It is not, therefore, a pure minor key
than was to have been expected. All honor to Hauptmann for the free, and a major chord for its Over-fifth.
suggestive, vigorous thinking which made further advance possible.
He as the major key is a pure major. It is a key predominantly minor, with
opened the way and pointed out the direction in which others were to go a prominent major element. Hauptmann, with his acute harmonic sense,
pointed out that there is in actual use a third key unacknowledged in our
farther than he did or could.
It was an inevitable consequence of his
discoveries about the minor chord that they should lead to others. theoretical systems, a “ Moll-dur” or “ Minor-major” key, as he called
Thinkers were to come who would accept his views as true so far as they it. It is a modified major key
a major key with a minor instead of a
went, but who would not be able to stop with his conclusions.
Once major chord for the sub dominant. It is, in fact, the exact counterpart
admit that the unity of the minor chord is determined by its upper tone or reciprocal of the minor key in common use. One is a major key- with
a minor under-fifth chord the other a minor key with a major oner-fifth
* Copyrighted, 1887, by Theo. Presser.
chord. If Hauptmann had gone one step further, he would have seen

He

does, indeed, insist that the tone

C

not only the point of unity of
the major chord C
G, but also of the minor chord F A flat C,
and points out their reciprocal relations. But it seems not to have
occurred to him that the minor chord as well as the major might be named
from the tone on which its unity is conditioned that intervals can be
thought downward as well as upward that it is really just as truly a major
is

—

—

in fact, the exact reciprocal of

it,

—

;

;

•

;

;

—

the principal difficuUy of this
4.side from the singing melody in the Soprano,
which is divided between the two ^nds in
Diece lies in the triplet Accompaniment,

THE ETUDE.

24

:

'ey,
dur-moll
minor key is a “major-minor” or
ut
major.
modified from pure minor as his “moll-dur” is from pure
relations of pure
this conception could not he reached until the reciprocal
misled,
major and minor had been fairly recognized. Hauptmann was
to be, by
as his predecessors had been, and as nearly every one continues
key.
the supposed necessity of an ascending leading-note in the minor
‘

that our present

scale, constructed of the tones of a

F— A-C—E—G— B— D

major tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifth,

made up

thus

is

:

C

1

1

4

1

tones of a minor tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifth,

— G.

ward

1

in

the order of pitch

— F— —
114111

C — Bb —Aj2— G

:

order of tones and semitones, this scale

chords and

is

Chords of the key of

chord

So

D[?

it

has the order

3.
1.

principal

the natural

1.

Under-fifth

;

Tonic; in the pure minor the natural cadence-formula
Over-fifth; 2. Under-fifth; 3. Tonic; thus:
1

'm-

its

is

So that whereas, in the major,

IB

A

Minor.

Major.

E=

In the

has a descendim

the natural cadence-formula has the chords in the order
Over-fifth;

— C.

-a

———&&

—&

4

§m h
z

||

g-IJ

z?

~J5L

1

11

the

melody

|g§3||3|3i£

Mediant.

ffff TTfj i i ciWrf
I*

l€

1

s

=F
f
‘FROM STRANGE LANDS AND PEOPLE

B

k

k

siifyg

A

Superregnant.

—

=:

Hi

£

Supermediant.

aempre

legato

s chumann’s“scenes from
Childhood? Op. 15. No.l.

of later nomenclature
In these diagrams I have anticipated one point
used two new
which is to be attributed to Dr. Riemann, and have also
I have
explanation.
technical terms of von Oettingen’ s which need
under-fifth and
already called attention to the fact that, in pure minor, the
contains the
not the oner-fifth is the cadence-making chord, because it

But the term

descending leading-note.

“Dominant”

exclusively borne by the oner-fifth that a

has been so long

new term corresponding

to it

seemed to be needed to indicate the governing chord in pure minor. So
von Oettingen invented the terms “ Regnant ” and “ Super Regnant
for the Under fifth and Over-fifth chords, respectively, in pure minor, as
being the reciprocals of “ Dominant ” and “Sub-dominant” in pure
Riemann further applied the terms “ Mediant,” “Sub-mediant,
major.
’

and “Supermediant"
Tonic, Under -fifth and

Ploy small

chords beginning on the third of the

to the

Over-fifth, respectively, whether in pure

note'jj.al the

II

major

da vapo, in place of the* large

B.

of the melody.

_

D.V
iitar

ritard.

daiulo

-

•

'*1

or minor.

„

1

Melodically and harmonically, therefore, as well as mathematically and
acoustically, this scale is the reciprocal of the major.

According to von Oettingen, then, there
the following four kinds of keys

is

implied in our tonal system

In pure major, the three principal chords are major, and the three
mediant chords are minor. In pure minor, the three principal chords
These six
are minor, and the three mediant choids are major.
chords are the only (consonant) ones that can be made from the scale
itself.

In the case of parallel keys, the chords of the two keys are identical-,

:

Pure major, made of a major Tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifih, thus

the principal chords in the major key are the mediant chords in

minor, and vice

The key relationship depends

its

paral-

on their
a major
In both
2. Mixed major (Hauptmann’s “Moll-dur”), made up of a major
cases the very same six chords are used.
This is a point of great weight
Tonic and Over-fifth and a minor Under-fifih, thus
and importance.
Let me emphasize it, and repeat that key depends not
<
on the chords employed, but on their relation to the tonic chord. I shall
Afr— -E-G- -B- -D.

F— A—C— E-G-B-D.

lel

versa,.

grouping and relation
chord, the key

to

major

is

;

a given chord as tonic.

if

solely

If the tonic

the tonic is minor, the

key

is

is

minor.

F—

>

A

M M

CURIOUS STORY.
»

4

From Schumann's
Childhood’.’ Op.

15.

‘scenes f rom
Vo. 2.

4^

3

have to recur to this further on.

This key, though not acknowledged in current text-books of Harmony, is
numerously exemplified in actual practice. Hauptmann points out that
it

2

Very Slou ly. Make

(pure)

Tonic.

Sub-mediant.

4

is in

it

For, since

to lead to the tonic at the close.

E minor

legato. '

^
D—F-A— C-E— — B- D.

C

instead of up-

leading-note, the under- fifth chord which contains this note

1.

2.

Regnant.

the exact counterpart in under-

major scale in oner-intervals.

natural cadence formula.

its

Eit

Very

"supermediant.

Mediant,

mediant.

i

Bi— D*—F—A?

downward

This scale turned out thus, reading

intervals of the

2.

Sub-

Oettingen proceeded to construct a pure minor scale, made up of the

Von

>

— D —E — F— G— A— B— Ci
1

’’

Dom.

Tonic.

Sub-dom.

p_F—A— C—E— G— B—D.

The major

principle involved a descending leading- note in pure minor.

SJfcS ?S£S 5."

identical, thus

.

dual
von Oettingen soon saw that the consistent carrying out of the

But

El?

also
The chords of the two keys are
Chords of the key of C major
1

occurs wherever the Diminished Seventh Chord resolves into the major
(“ Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik,” p. 40.)

Tonic.

Here we may dismiss von Oettingen
selves with the ideas of

still

for the present,

and occupy our-

another distinguished theorist, Dr.

Hugo

Riemann, of Hamburg.

— Dr.

Riemann was, and is, I believe, a profirst movement of Beefessor in the Conservatory of Music, at Hamburg.
Some ten years after
thoven’s Sonata, Op. 2, No. 1, is in the key of A.V major minor; i. e., it
von Oettingen’ s system of Harmony appeared, he began publishing a
has a minor sub-dominant. This subject is made up of the Dominantseries of remarkable pamphlets on musical theory.
To

give

one example

Seventh Chord with an added minor 9th resolving into the major tonic.
it would leave the diminished seventh chord,
exactly the kind of case instanced by Hauptmann.
If the root were omitted,

Pure minor,

3.

thus

made up of

a minor Tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifth,

:

<
Bi— Di-

<

—A *- -C-E^-G.

neither acknowledged in current theory nor employed in
the actual practice of composers. It is, however, rationally conceivable,

and

there

is

is

no apparent reason why

it

should not be added to the

1. It had been objected to von Oettingen’ s theory of the
minor chord
we do not actually hear the undertone series in complex tones as we
do the overtone series; that they can be heard only when there are

that

4. Mixed minor, made up of a minor Tonic and Under-fifth and
a
major Over-fifth, thus
:

.<—

>

the

common

minor key in

use.

Oettingen further called attention to the parallel relations between
each major key and the pure minor key which begins on its third. The
pure minor scale of E, for example, read downward, of course has every
in

common

with the major scale of C, thus

:

C Over-Scale.
1

i

;

the undertones are

by the overtone series. This struck
as a weak point in the theory,— it was a point, in
fact, which
Helmholtz to refrain from accepting von Oettingen’s conclusions,—
and so he (Riemann) began to investigate this particular
point.

Riemann

The

i

to be that while it cannot be proved
that the series
always present as an objective fact in the
complex soundear, and while it must be admitted
that the under-

is

wave which reaches the

when objectively present, is generally fainter
than the
is also present at the same
time, yet that Helmholtz’s hypothesis regarding the
functions of the nerve fibres in the
ear
makes it extremely probable that we do hear,
in every tone, not only the
tone series, even

overtones, but also the undertones, the
combination, or resultant tones,
both those resulting from the principal
tones and also

those resulting from
numerous combinations of overtones and
undertones, and beside
which are dissonant to each other.

these the beats resulting from
the tones

COn

i

:

zjzz

yUtV’u
awwe

of

Und on
pends

1

re-

seems

sult of his study

the

1

i

when

actually present, they are overborne

overtone series which

Von

tone

that, consequently, the overtone series
exclusion of the undertones, and that, even

of undertones

<

Bi— Di— F— At— C—E- -G.
is

sounding bodies free to vibrate in sympathy with given
is ordinarily heard to the

strings or other

led

resources of musical expression.

This

Theories.

These were all based
on the work of Hauptmann, Helmholtz and von Oettingen, whose fundamental principles he accepted.

tones

This key

Riemann' s

(C)

the second subject of the

:

1

U
;

m

We hear

'f

is

not only complex, as

mUCh
° re C° mpIeX than Helmholtz
was
Uallty of the tone a *
Helmholtz has already shown, de>
,
t
the relative proportions of
the

7

,

n Vu

elements of which the complex
tone is made up
only these are elements
which Helmholtz did not take
into account, that make the
predominance of the undertone
series some;

"V rndvr-Srale.

tha ‘ eVe,T t0ne

e
'

Pr ° V

Th

Xote. Use- the Pedal with every
Studies in

Phrasing Mathews.

chord after

the

Exercise

has-

been thoroughly learned.

(l 1

Be careful
Holes I)

(.

to

strike ihe three

A exactly

together.

r

^

Same with progressive

a

#

:

accent

MIDDLE GRADE TECHNICAL EXERCISES.
Normal position Exercises.

PART

I.

3 finger Exercise.

!•

With overlapping touch (extreme Legato) Note

Jb

C. P.

Hoffman.

l.

6. 4

120.

finger Ex. Fixed accent
2

3

4

52 — ——
j; JJ

\
i

a

J
\

\

J

>

\

\

^

*

.

^ 0

J J
Jjjj
>
>

* J J

>

LOI.^R

*

>

pp_ ]

rT
J7?J

ascend & descend
as in N9l.

_

d-S-TT

'FFiMrii'rr
r f^_J
J
4-

r

WfTf^TtffT

r

rf

rf rf rf

--p # f

^ » »

m

j*

|

,5
3

3

4
3

3
2

'2121
2

>

4
o

Accent also

2

Same Ex expanded, accent

of 4 ? 8 ?

&

>B

2 .d 3 rd

>

>

>
&

>

4 th

16?

5 finger Ex. Progressive

7.

accent.

Ti p

(

y%

>
,

;

r

^ , r •

=

m 0

>

*

>
|>

r_.

>
^ m

^ ^“rrT
t

d

J • J-

#

«

p-#

>-

5 finger Ex. Sequences with

it

5

e^S—

$

>

^

. » « ^ J ; »

^

>

1

>

^ ^

H— -d---J
J-^j=S=L
i>>

^

^

1

^
LlU LL-Lj

r r r

^ r r

^

- p r

r r

p-

5

#

m

-rf fffr rfl
5

^

1

p—

•

>-

k£g

'

progressive accent.
1

*

5

-

1*

Note 1

Play this Exercise and N°. s

.

32 39 and

'

,U ‘"-

-» tw

Note 2

“

9, to,

,o

0

.
i

.

P>8 ““

”" !lnU0M

””" Si0n

fing

r r-*
he key

at

the proper

" - fil,ger
*
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All the above should be played also in Dj» and in
l

00se

D

or B.

b

1

r=^»

p

_(g

P—

.gi'Tn
jg^L<u

-g>j j j

1

5

z?°

ascend & descend

>-

•

5

8.

~

1

rr

j-aH*—

»

l#^=j

—

—

i
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Normal Position Touch, and Rhythm Exercises.

PART
9.

r~7<Z>

n.

pretty, dear Cuckoo,

My
see N<?

Say would you listen kindly,
And he my prophet too,

Ascending
to the kcv

Overlapping touch

84

3

Kuckuk imWalde.

Ascending form.

)_

KUCKOOOn
FOREST +^
>

Modulating 5 finger Ex. Major Pentachord.

1.

And

of C.

Ik

c crf

CEfr

should you. thank you kindly.

My

pretty dear Cuckoo,

Fly hack into your wood again,
IVo more I ask of you!

give to all I ask you,
plain and true.

my

Adieu, adieu,

An answer

IwEgfgfe

Now

pretty, dear Cuckoo!

-ete.-

i

v,._Lib
e=-«—r=jE=

I,;

7
a)

/

|

ti

— —3—

1
1

'-f

1

1

i

r

¥

j-P-j

non legato

l^=\y=~t=$===: — —
j

g

~

r

7 --j

'

7

:

B

lP

miff, Op. 25 No. 5.

—F#-^43

5

Descending form.

T.

(}.

Allegretto.

.
7

-;=i=

f
i

—-±=i

^

LJ

'

h

**

t

i

10.

Mod. 5 finger Ex. Minor Pentachord.

Descending form.

yn -

/nfr-i

i:-

«

1

11. Expanded form (Note

\

J
a
J

ir

—&+ *
Practise

Tempo Comodo.

i+kkl

J•
JJ

is.t

Legato

”

2n

Staccato

„

-‘J
3r*

Legato

(
.

3).

—

.

t-M-i
U-i

—

rt
J

L...1

mi

rr'H

"M lp=aes
|

1

1

e~b

b()th
J?

hands.

—0

"-etc.:

Ascending

s«»

o ae hand, the other Staccato.

&
descending.

P ml
Also with various accents.
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T
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.

f
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Interlocking Exercise.

MAJOR SCALES.
The Major Seale

consists of two tetraehords (each of two whole steps ami one halfstep)

separated by a whole step.

C.

I).

E.

harmonic minor scales.

succeeding rcale.
G, A, B, C. In transposition, the upper tetraehord of any scale becomes the lower tetraehord of the next

—

1

1

Mc

•

L

G

0

—j—0—m—

m
1

3

1

.

m

1

+• f-

W|

1

3

i

i%??3

3

1

5

Major.

0

^

Major.
3

[—

-

C= 9

1

1

1

D

3

m~~m

[nil

P—i—1

T

1

j

^
j

I

J

1

y ,„, ed

Ihe

L_pi

3

4

1

B\>

15

3

Major.

The Scales

B,

F# and

are called “Enharmonic”

as each

may

be written in a different wav.
v. using
„ si
a different signature.

»*«»

** ****' nmr

**»•

third

THE ETUDE.
eighth
in this piece is that of
counting four twice in each meas
,

The rhythmic pulsation
will be obtained by

tone,
The melody must be played with a singing
needs to he
carefully observed. The accompaniment

ftfl.

Andante.

ten.

„

^

—

and tilue

as

^

an

minute.

«. K «

3

?

14
trn

35

make the minor chord quite as satisfactory and
times possible, and that
the major chord, instead of being, as
justifiable a phenomenon as
Of course, this
Helmholtz imagined it, a disturbed major chord.

schrift, p. 77.)

and, perhaps, impossible, to verify; but so is Helmholtz’s
this is merely a slight extension.
At
original hypothesis, of which
working hypothesis, and seems to have satisfied
least, it is a good

major and minor chords was not new, even to Christian mediaeval theory.
Zarlino, an Italian theorist, published a work in 1558 in which he founded
the minor chord on the under-tone series, using multiples of a string,

Riemann.

just as the

difficult,

is

(teler*' Edition.)
,

.

2.

Biemann made some

very thorough historical studies and wrote a

In the course of these researches he came

history of Musical Notation.

ning of the fourteenth century of our

era.

(See Geschichte der Noten-

also, that the conception of the dual relations of the

Riemann found,

Arabs and Persians had done. He thus made it the reciprocal
of the major chord, which he based on the over-tone series, using fracRiemann satisfied himself that the reason why Zar-

tions of a string.

lino’s ideas proved unfruitful and were consigned to oblivion was, that
upon some remarkable facts.
“ thorough-bass ” system came into vogue just about that time, and
It had already been pointed out that the pure minor scale was identical the
downward. The
with the Doric, the favorite scale of the Greeks. Biemann discovered that under this system it was impossible to think chords
The system of
necessity.
that the Greeks thought this scale downward, just as von Oettingen pro- figured bass system was at that time a practical
organist was
posed to think it. At least their notation of it, using letters of the alpha- musical notation was still so undeveloped that a score for an
backward would seem to point dis- impossible. His only resource was to put the four parts over each other,
bet, just as we do, and reading them
Moreover, although the mediaeval theorists, as they were noted in the hymn-books, and note over the bass part the
tinctly to that conclusion.
,

from the Greeks, always thought it upward, yet
some, at least, of their melodies began at the top of the scale and ended
with the lowest note, using the descending leading note before the tonic.
”
Christus, der uns selig macht
I give here a single example, the choral,
from 12 Bach chorals, published by Ditson & Co.

who adopted

r

7>,
__

1

f
k

tj
Tl^

this scale

‘ 1

made with it. He had to think his comupward and not downward. So that the failure of
its way was due, not to anything irrational in the
an accident of history. The time was not yet ripe for
other parts

intervals that the

binations of tones

make

Zarlino’s idea to

idea

itself,

but to

For similar reasons, failure awaited the attempts of Tartini and
The truth
to establish the same ideas some two centuries later.
seems to be that all these theorists, of widely separated times and nation-

it.

Rameau

discovered, each for himself, real natural facts and principles
having a most important bearing on the relations of musical tones and
chords. These discoveries came to nothing simply because the fullness
alities,

of time had not yet come.*
Thoroughly convinced of the rationality of the dual conception of harmony and of the major and minor scales as well, Riemann set himself to
solve the problems involved in bringing

Oettingen has already done

much

Von
use.
Riemann accepted

them into practical

in this direction.

work, modified some of it, extended it a good deal, and
worked it out into a practical system of harmony. This system included
thinking chords, intervals, scales and keys downward as well as upward,
making necessary changes in nomenclature, and adapting the rules for
To go into all these
the progression of voices to the changed conditions.

much

of his

matters in detail would involve a complete review of his whole system
and this could not be done within the limits required of this paper.
It must suffice here to point out some of our own relations to his work.
;

problem of nomenclature is not quite the same for us
For example, the Germans know nothing of
as for German theorists.
“ major ” and “ minor ” scales, keys and chords. They use the terms
“ dur" and “moll,” “hard” and “soft,” so that they can with less

To

begin with, the

difficulty retain these terms
system.
ing for the “ moll

is

made from the following

scale

when

they have reversed their

:

If

we

is an over-third and the other an under-third.
reckon the chord C A(?— F, for example, from C, its
minor, nor
longer call it the chord of
can we call it the chord of C minor, for that would be both irrational and
E G is the
It is really the under- chord of C, just as C
confusing.
The simplest way for us would seem to be to discard
oner-chord of C.
the terms “major” and “minor” altogether, and adopt the terms

Besides, if

is

the church “Phvgian,” as then understood.

we are

this scale

would be

—

to

true point of unity,

F

we can no

— —

“over-scale”

The natural harmonizing of

of think-

’

are to look

are just alike, only one

pure minor or under-scale, beginning on F above and closing on F
below, with a pure minor cadence. Bach’s harmony is a different
matter.
He had not the least conception of pure minor harmony. His

A

harmony

modes

But our terms cannot reasonably be retained.
on a so-called “minor” chord, for example, as having
a major third and perfect fifth just as a major chord has, only reckoning
the lower one, the terms “major,” which
of
instead
from the upper note
means “greater,” and “ minor,” which means “less,” are not rationally
One third is neither greater nor less than the other. They
applicable.
’

This choral

and “under-scale,” “over-key” and “under-kef,”
and “under-interval,” “over-chord” and “under-

“over-interval”

as follows

chord.”

D

S’i!rob

— —=

Fsh-r;
%

y-

\

«
^

CZlZL

=!“1

3

—&
®

p

«
-Bf

L

ill

#

11

l

'I/:

—

v

-

:

&

h-

??

The mediaeval

Lt

—_±-—

^F=\\

for
I have only space to suggest one modification of the current rules
It is an accepted
the progression of voices consequent on the new ideas.
But in the
rule that the seventh in a chord is to descend one degree.

under-keys the seventh chords are reckoned downward, and their natural
Take, for example, the Regnant Seventh chord in
resolution is upward.

E

under-key

;

it

will be resolved thus

:

only misunderstood the Greek writers on
base their labors, but even misapplied their

theorists not

whose works they sought

to

Greek “ Doric,” for one example, became the
church “ Phrygian.” In short, medimval theory is one maze of confusion.
No wonder that it has taken so long to base our own theories on
scale names, so that the

rational principles.

discovered, further, that the musical system of the Arabs and
Persians was a pure minor one.
They divided a string into twelve equal
The other tones
parts, and used one of these parts as a unit of measure.

Riemann

of the system were simple multiples of

Studies in Phrasing

Mathews.

simple undertone

series,

this,

up

He

This makes the

to 12.

of which the minor chord

highest tone being the starting-point.

is

is only one of many changes needed.
Whether all this is practical or not is a question to be settled by expeThose who are convinced of the validity of the new conceptions,
and those others who are not yet fairly convinced, but see enough probatest the matter for
bility in them to demand further consideration, can
with the new
themselves. I can say for myself that I became familiar

This

rience.

composed, the

found these facts in the works

of a Persian theorist dating at the end of the thirteenth

and the begin-

“The Nature of Harmony," by Dr. Riemann.
published by Theodore Presser, of Philadelphia.

• See
is

I

have lately translated

it,

and

it

'
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ideas and methods some years ago, and have ever since applied them
in my harmony teaching, both in the writing
of exercises and in analysis.

have found so marked a gain in simplicity and

I

comprehensi-

in

deny Wagner his place among great masters of harmony. Henceforth, theory which would not lag a half century behind
the time must explain Wagner’s practice
must demonstrate the validity
of his principles and expound them.
The underlying principles which justify Wagner’s harmony and make it
It is

too late to

the practical value of certain modern theories RESPECTING THE SCIENCE OF HARMONY.*

and not

23

lower one, and

its

it is

only a short step to the conception of an

consisting of

—

a chord
an under- third and under-fifth as the major chord does of

under- chord, the perfect reciprocal of the major or oner-chord

;

bility

that

think

I

impossible

it

ever to return to the

methods

in

which

I was trained, and which I used during
no small part of a
lifetime.
I find it impossible to deny the validity
of von Oettingen’s discoveries and of his conclusions.
The facts are really there, founded in
the nature of things, in the mathematical and
acoustical

perfectly comprehensible are two: 1. The one already announced, that
any and every chord belongs to a key which can be so used as not to force
on us the sense of a new tonic and, 2. That every conceivable chord is so

relations of tones.

Ihe

rational,

;

and consequently the

practical, way,

is

to

fit

our theories to

related to every conceivable tonic.

the facts.

Further, I find it much simpler and easier to treat our present
minor as a mixed key, modified from the pure
under-key. Thus treated,
it
becomes perfectly comprehensible, and all the confusion

statement, but I believe

is

at once removed.

I

have found

little difficulty,

seem

will

to

many an

astounding

trate.

heretofore

prevalent

This

can be shown to be

strictly true.
Let me illusLet C be the tonic chord. If we admit the validity of the third and
sixth relationships, as we certainly must, we have at once six overchords
primarily related to the tonic,— the chords of the overthird, overfifth,
overit

even at mid-

dle age, in spite of long habit, in learning
to think intervals and chords
pupils find none at all. So far as my
experience goes,
is absolutely nothing impractical
in applying the new ideas. On the
contrary, there is great gain.

sixth, underthird, underfifth

downward, and my

common

in

there

and undersixth. Bach of these has a note
i.e., some one note of the tonic chord

with the tonic chord,

is either first,

third or

of the tonic chord

fifth

may

of each of these six chords.

also be

first,

But such note

third or fifth of

an underchord so
underchords primarily related
;

that, allowing for duplicates, there are six
II.

Totality and Modulation.

The

to the tonic.

old idea of key was confined to the
tones of the scales.
or keynote was held to be the central
tone of the

The

The following table exhibits this
a. Over-Chords of tl.e

tonic

system ; its point of
unity and only the tone of the scale
were thought of as real elements of
Passing-notes, or bye-tones, or chromatic
alterations might be
admitted without disturbing the center of gravity
but to use a chord containing a tone foreign to the key,
especially a chord constituting an important element in another key, was to
shift the point of unity altogether.
his was especially true of the major
chord with a minor seventh,— the
Dominant, or cadence-making chord. Add to
the tonic a minor seventh
and it became at once a Dominant seventh
the tonic

r

6th "filth,

the key.

|

clearly

’•

5 th°3d Gth.

EDkftH-«+EfAe

C-P

:

—

b. Under-Chords Related to C
+t
2 Th-.-al. U. 3. Through G.
OC OE.QO fOEtO«| 0 B (Oli)( 0 ») 0».

an oner-third and an

BY

The practical

value.

I

C.

J.

FILLMORE.

emphasize the

more

actually based

practical.

on

If

it

can be shown that

rational principles, then

period belonged to the original key.

if

But each of these chords has also six overchords
and six underchords

in Schubert, in

we have

the chords not primarily related to

1

and

duplicates,

C+

all

be secondarily related to it
that of the chord A-F-D which
will

;

i.e
the relation will be as close as is
belongs in the scale.
And what is true of
is, of course, true
every
other chord used as a tonic, whether
it be an overchord or an
underchord.
Bach and every chord of the whole chromatic
scale is a component of
each and every key, whether overkey
or underkey. The question of key, I
repeat, is not one of what chords
are used, but of how they are used
it’is
a question of grouping and relation.
,

C+

;

If these principles be admitted,
our ideas of modulation are modified at
Ihe new conception of tonality is
so much broader and more inclusive than the old one, that
much that we have formerly looked on as
transient modulation ” becomes
a mere emphasizing of primary
relations, or, at most, the
introduction of secondarily related
elements. Thus,
for example, the mere
introduction of the chord d-fft-a-c in
the key of
C does not necessarily involve a change
of tonic to
it may merely

once.

more a settled keynote, in the ordinary sense of
key, than Wagner himself
Ihe solution of the puzzle is really very
simple, and for it we are indebted mainly, if not wholly, to Dr.
Riemann. In the first place, we
serve to emphasize the Dominant
must admit that, with the new conception
chord without shifting the centre of
of tones as complex, and with
gravity. This may even be
the increased importance of harmony in
true when this emphasis continues
proportion to melody, the tonic
for a whole
pirase or clause.
chord rather than the tonic note has become
Any other primarily (or even secondarily)
the

G+

centre of gravity of the
can hardly think the tonic at all
without

tonal system.

;

related

1

Nowadays, we
including the chord in the idea.
Next we must admit that the tonic chord
remains tonic until some other
is decisively substituted for
it.
And it takes a good deal more than it used
to fcrce upon us the sense of a new
tonic.
In the first place, as exemplified above in the case of the
parallel overscale and underscale,
the queslon of tonic is not one
of what chords are used but of qrouvina
and
refa/ton. When this principle is
once admitted our whole ground is
shifted
We do not ask concerning a chord “ Does it
belong to the scale ?” but

7 emphaSiZed

'

ntw

ZZ

toT

contain a

^hout

.

f°rcing on us the sense of a

6 f0ll0wln

otransient

S P assa ge would formerly have been held
modulation ” into D minor
:

—

:

an answer to these questions, so far as the subject of Harmony is conI am decidedly of the opinion that such discoveries have been
cerned.

so related to our present tonic that
torcing on us the sense of a new
M
it

it

I.

thJV^

SUPre “ a

dlv^rr S,gn a
1°
third and D
the underthird.
to

fi

r

T

Bllt

can be used here without

6Ven Beethoven

3.

Whereas we have simply, 1.
Tonic; 2. Overchord of
the oversixthUnderchord of the oversixth;
4. Dominant seventh
5. Tonic
There will be cases where
;

opinions will differ and

f

j

two chords
Schubert began

Cl ° Se

re,ationshi P of ‘he chords of
the over
,
In Wagner’s practice these
two take their
places beside the two fifth-chords
as equally justified, and
as holding a
relationship equally close and intimate.
The chords of the over- aid

I

1

r:rx‘ -dr
We
C

anges

3

ot key.

In*

I

^

change of kev to rase,
B ConsiderabIe

“

^
^

** **

I

^

of sympathetic vibrations, and Helmholtz called attention to it incidentresonator held to the
ally in his chapter devoted to the latter subject.

A

The Minor Chord and Minor Scale.

He

this fact.

points out that every conceivable tone

is

the central point

undertone series as well.
not only the point of unity
etc., which form the
for the series of overtones c', c", g", o'", o'",
series
c', c, F, C, At, F, etc.,
undertone
major chord, but also that of the
which makes the minor chord. The reciprocal acoustic relations of the overof unity, not only of

its

overtone

series,

but of

Thus, for example, the tone c' (middle

its

c), is

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

—

—

minor chord, the conditions which determine the unity are passive the
upper note is a third and a fifth. The two chords are, therefore, recip-

He

counterparts, polar opposites.

rocals,

reciprocal relation

points out, also,

that

this

not only the central tone as a

it is

is

the intervals of the major chord are

4

'

.

g

.

4

•

The major

-

;

those of the

chord, he thinks, strives upward

;

minor chord are

the

minor droops

is

overtone, but also

true of

no other

common
make up

overtone of

its

all

the other

series of undertones.

the central point of a system in which

the highest tone that includes all its overtones as

not only valid as regards their respective points of
and their character- the lowest
overtones
The numerical proportions he lays down for

emotional expression.

is

In general terms, any given tone

unity, but also as regards their numerical proportions
istic

common

overtones of the series, and this

undertone series.

the major chord.

The

first five

of

components, and

The
its

first five

of

its

undertones make

mathematically and acoustically, the point of
Of course, neither the overtone nor the undertone series
unity for both.
Both extend indefinitely and include numbers of
stops with the fifth.
But they are commonly so faint, and play so unimportdissonant notes.

up the minor chord.

It

is,

downward. He compares the latter to a weeping willow the former to
ant a part in determining the quality of a tone, that we may safely disrea tree whose branches point upward.
The characteristic expression of
gard them, and treat each tone as made up of its fundamental and its first
the major chord, he thinks, is boldness, upward striving, aspiration,
five overtones or undertones, or of both. This point I must touch upon later
forceful activity.
That of the minor chord is rather heavy-heartedness,
After dealing thus thoroughly with the minor chord, after showing condepression, melancholy, passive submission and endurance.
clusively that it is not merely a disturbed, unsatisfactory modification of
It seems never to have occurred to Hauptmann that the real point of
but is a harmonic phenomenon quite as justifiable and comHe saw no a major chord,
unity of the minor chord might also be its real generator.
prehensible from a rational point of view as the major chord itself, being,
reason, apparently, for thinking the chord downward instead of upward.
in fact, the exact reciprocal of it, von Oettingen turned his attention to
He does, indeed, insist that the tone C is not only the point of unity of
the confused and confusing subject of the minor scale and the minor key.
the major chord C B G, but also of the minor chord F A flat C,
Every musician knows that the minor scale in actual use is not, as we
and points out their reciprocal relations. But it seems not to have
might rationally expect it to be, the counterpart of the major in anyway,
occurred to him that the minor chord as well as the major might be named
except that the predominance of minor chords in it give it a characteristic
from the tone on which its unity is conditioned that intervals can be
expression. The major key has a major chord for its Tonic, another for
thought downward as well as upward that it is really just as truly a major
its Dominant or Over-fifth, and another for its Sub-dominant or Underthird downward from C to Ai2 as upward from Aj2 to C, and just as truly
fifth.
The minor key has a minor chord for its Tonic and Under-fifth
a fifth from C down to F as from F up to C.
But this was, perhaps, more
and a major chord for its Over- fifth. It is not, therefore, a pure minor key
than was to have been expected. All honor to Hauptmann for the free,
key predominantly minor, with
He as the major key is a pure major. It is a
suggestive, vigorous thinking which made further advance possible.
a prominent major element. Hauptmann, with his acute harmonic sense,
opened the way and pointed out the direction in which others were to go
pointed out that there is in actual use a third key unacknowledged in our
his
consequence
of
farther than he did or could.
inevitable
It was an
“ Minor-major” key, as he called
theoretical systems, a “ Moll-dur” or
discoveries about the minor chord that they should lead to others.
it.
It is a modified major key ;— a major key with a minor instead of a
Thinkers were to come who would accept his views as true so far as they
dominant. It is, in fact, the exact counterpart
went, but who would not be able to stop with his conclusions.
Once major chord for the sub
One is a major key with
of the minor key in common use.
admit that the unity of the minor chord is determined by its upper tone or reciprocal
a minor under-fifth chord the other a minor key with a major oner-fifth

—

— —

—

;

shall confine our
sense of

length o f time -TherTthe
less important.
Go through almost anything
8
of regard the change
gner s or Liszt s, and the prominence
as comparatively
of third and sixth
"permanent.
relationships
ill be surprising to
any one who has heretofore
0
looked on fifth relation
elation- harmonies
ships as having exclusive'
ofWagner
Zd' Liszt ‘“w
validity.
sources of real enlightenment.

under-sixth are hardly

than

;

’

n

Helmholtz not only carried the theory of overtones further
the theory
it had been carried by any of his predecessors, but also
of undertones, which involves the minor chord as the overtone series does
This undertone series is a result of the phenomenon
the major chord.

gen’s book.

paralleled by their mathematical relations.
One of the most notable and tone and undertone series are
development of the theory of music.
The vibration numbers of the overtones are represented by simple
suggestive portions of the work is that which treats of the minor chords,
number of the original tone those of the
Haupt- multiples of the vibration
and this is the point which mainly concerns us at this time.
simple fractions of it. If we represent the vibration nummann called attention to the fact that the interval of the minor undertones by
ber of the central tone by 1, the ratios of the overtone series to it will be
chord on which its unity is conditioned is not the first, as in the major
those of the undertone series will be 1 i J
4 5 6, etc.
1
2 3
chord, but the fifth. In the major chords, according to Hauptmann,
That is, the first overtone of which the complex tone is
j| i, etc.
the first, or lower tone, is the formative one, on which the unity of
made up will be produced by twice as many vibrations as the fundamental
It has a third and a fifth, dependent on it,
the chord is conditioned.
tone of the se.ries the second overtone by three times as many, and so
growing out of it. In the minor chords the conditions are reversed. The
on while the first undertone will have only half as many vibrations as
third and fifth do not grow out of the first (or lower) tone, are not dependtone the second one-third as many, and so on. Von Oetent on it.
The fifth, or upper tone, is a third and fifth is fifth of the the original
tingen goes on with an elaborate mathematical treatment of the subject,
In Hauptmann's view, the third
lower tone and third of the middle one.
Those who are interested in it must be
for which I have not space here.
(that is, the major third), fifth and octave were the only intervals that
He also pointed out that every tone of the
referred to the book itself.
could be considered directly intelligible. All other intervals he derived
overtone series belongs not only to the central tone as component, but to
from these. The relation of major third he finds between the third and
all the tones of the undertone series, and that this is true of no other
fifth of the minor chord.
In the major chord, the conditions which
And, reciprocally, the whole undertone series has
series of overtones.
determine the unity are active the root has a third and a fifth. In the

g

tonic?

neXt PlaCe
mUSt be admitted that the two
fifth-chords are not
?
the only ones primarily
related to the tonic.
In the practice of the com
posers on whose works current
theory is mainly based, these

thirteen years later,

the University of Dorpat.

is
ear, he points out, will sound whenever any tone is given of which it
an overtone. If the strings of a piano are left free to vibrate by raising the
made, and that they are of immense practical value. The principles
dampers, and any given tone be sounded, all these strings will vibrate
which I hope to make clear relate: (I) to the Minor Chord and Minor
Von
sympathetically, of which the given tone is a common overtone.
Scale and (II) to Tonality and Modulation.
Oettingen perceived, as Helmholtz did not, the harmonic significance of

to

,

Is

is

der Harmonick und der Metrik,” a work so full of profound insight
true nature of harmonic relations, so vigorous in its philosophic thinking, and so suggestive, that it marked an epoch in the

at key,

But how about modern harmony? There
were passages in Beethoven,
Schumann, in Chopin, which were extremely
puzzling if
to look on every chord foreign
to the scale as introducing a more
or less decided change of key. But
Wagner
What was to be done with
such an arch-heretic ? On what rational
grounds could we account for a
continuous succession of chords, hardly
any two of which were to be
found m the same scale? Abuse him, of
course. Call him names. Say that
he had no fixed key from one end of
an opera to another. Deny his harmony all claims to being based on rational,
intelligible principles.
And
yet, somehow, “ Tannhauser ” and
“Lohengrin” made their way and
grew on the public. The younger generation
of music lovers, especially
seemed to find Wagner's successions of chords
just as satisfactory as anybody s, even if they could not explain them
on any principles which had
been taught them. Liszt, too, was another
stumbling-block.
He had no

theory

into the

was changed inevery other chord of the whole

Under this way of looking
commonest occurrence.

this or that

shall find it of real prac-

—

primarily related to it.
Since there are only twelve overchords
and
twelve underchords in the whole tonal
system (counting, of course, enharmonic chords as identical), there will be
numerous

transient modulations” were of the

we

(A) Moritz ITauplmann’s Theories. Some thirty-three years ago, Dr.
Moritz Hauptmann, of Leipzig, published a work called “Die Natur

;

no matter

are here,

For only that teaching is really practical which expounds and applies principles and laws found in the nature of things;
The question for us is, therefore
this alone is rational and permanent.
Have there been any real discoveries of natural principles and laws notyet generally accepted and applied? If so, what are they, and how can
we put them to real practical use, so as to simplify our teaching and make
The object of this paper is to suggest
it more rational and intelligible ?

;

stantly to the under-fifth,

we

value to us.

tical

—

Von Oettingen' s Theories. This step was decisively taken, some
by Dr. Arthur von Oettingen, Professor of Physics in
In his “ Harmonie-system in dualer Entwickelung,” published in 1866, he strongly insisted on the dual nature of
harmony, the dual, reciprocal relations, not only of the major and minor
Von Oettingen had the great
chords, but of the major and minor scales.
advantage of profiting by the acoustical discoveries of Helmholtz, whose
epoch-making work was published in 1863, three years before von Oettin(B)

adjective, because

not specially as scientific investigators, but as practical teachers; and
scientific theories concern us primarily only as they conduce to make our
teaching

oner-fifth.

^ Td^
d° b
Tt^
them
Wl1 ' find

;

;

* Copyrighted, 1887,

by Theo. Presser.

chord.

If

Hauptmann had gone one

step further, he

would have seen

—

:

—

—

—

;

:
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or “ dur-moll

otir present minor key is a “major-minor”
major.
modified from pure minor as his “moll-dur” is from pure

that

until the reciprocal relations

this conception could not he

reached

major and minor had been

fairly recognized.

of.

identical, thus
chords of the two keys are also
Chords of the key of C major

'ey,

The

But

1.

pure

scale, constructed of the tones of

a major

F-A-C-E-G-B

made up

T) is thus

:

C

B
1*111
mad

l

Von

Oettingen proceeded to construct a pure minor

— G.
<
in

the order of pitch

— F— E?—
Jill

C — B2 —Afz — G

:

l

l

order of tones and semitones, this scale

is

chords and

its

natural cadence formula.

So

For, since

leading-note, the under-fifth chord which contains
to lead to the tonic at the close.

D[?

— C.

it

h

it

this

its

So that whereas,

the natural cadence-formula has the chords in the order

1.

is

Mediant.

-

Supermediant.

principal

not the

Under-fifth

the cadence-making chord, because

is

oner-fifth

exclusively borne by the otter-fifth that a

;

it

contains the

“Dominant” has been

But the term

descending leading-note.

in the major,

so long

new term corresponding

to

it

2. Over-fifth; 3. Tonic; in the pure minor the natural cadence-formula seemed to be needed to indicate the governing chord in pure minor.
So
von Oettingen invented the terms “ Regnant ” and “ Super Regnant ”
has the order 1. Over-fifth; 2. Under-fifth; 3. Tonic; thus:
for the Under-fifth and Over-fifth chords, respectively, in pure minor, as
1 A
1 It
Major.
Minor.
being the reciprocals of “Dominant” and “Sub-dominant" in pure
major. Riemann further applied the terms “ Mediant,” “ Sub-mediant,"
1151
and “Super-mediant” to the chords beginning on the third of the
(
Tonic, Under-fifth and Over-fifth, respectively, whether in pure major

|=3

m

According to von Oettingen, then, there

mediant chords are minor.

is

implied in our tonal system

<
F— A£— C— E- -G-B- -D.

>

p. 40.)

give one example: the second subject of the first movement
of Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 2, No. 1, is in the key of A.V major
minor;

i. e., it

has a minor sub- dominant. This subject is made up
of the DominantSeventh Chord with an added minor 9th resolving into
the major tonic.
were omitted, it would leave the diminished
seventh chord,
exactly the kind of case instanced by Hauptmann.
If the root

Pure minor, made up of a minor Tonic,

—

Over-fifth

and Under-fifth
’

Bi— Di- •F-A*— C-E<is

of a minor Tonic and

major Over-fifth, thus:—

Under'-fifth and

->

the

do,

minor key

in

common

use.

Von Oettingen further called attention to the parallel
relations between
each major key and the pure minor key which
begins on its third.
The
pure minor scale of E, for example, read downward,
of course has everv
7
tone in common with the major scale of C, thus :—
C

conception of the dual relations of the

and reading them backward, would seem

having a most important bearing on the relations of musical tones and
These discoveries came to nothing simply because the fullness
chords.
of time had not yet come.*
Thoroughly convinced of the rationality of the dual conception of harmony and of the major and minor scales as well, Riemann set himself to

problems involved in bringing them into practical use. Von
Riemann accepted
Oettingen has already done much in this direction.
and
his work, modified some of it, extended it a good deal,
worked it out into a practical system of harmony. This system included
solve the

much of

These

downward as well as upward,
nomenclature, and adapting the rules for

thinking chords, intervals, scales and keys

six

making necessary changes

the scale

in

To go into all these
the progression of voices to the changed conditions.
system
matters in detail would involve a complete review of his whole
and this could not be done within the limits required of this paper.

its

paralIt

relationship depends solely on their
grouping and relation to a given chord as tonic. If the tonic is a major
chord, the key is major if the tonic is minor, the key is minor.
In both
cases the very same six chords are used.
This is a point of great weight
and importance.
Let me emphasize it, and repeat that key depends not

Here we may dismiss von Oettingen
selves with the ideas of

still

for the present,

I shall

This choral

and occupy

is

made from the

following scale

another distinguished theorist, Dr. Hugo

1

EkfrUi

Riemann, of Hamburg.

mental principles he accepted.

that, consequently, the
overtone series
exclusion of the undertones, and
that, even
,

is

e (^' emann
)

S

?

un ertoues

o

began

.

to investigate this particular point.

o his study seems to be
that while

t

it

The

Besides, if

closing on F
pure minor or under-scale, beginning on F above and
harmony is a difterent
with a pure minor cadence. Bach’s
harmony. His
matter.
He had not the least conception of pure minor
harmony is the church “ Phygian, as then understood.

A

below,

always present as an objective fact in the complex soundave w ich reaches the ear,
and while it must be admitted that the underone series, even when
objectively present, is generally fainter than the
er one series which
is also present at the
same time, yet that Helmo tz s ypothesis regarding
the functions of the nerve fibres in the ear
ma es it extremely probable that?
we do hear, in every tone, not only the
o ertoues, but also the
undertones, the combination, or resultant tones,
is

i

ose resulting

Over-Scale.
6
tv,

Tn

from the principal tones and also
those resulting from
'"^ m rous combinations of
overtones and undertones, and beside
^
>ea ^ s resu ^' n
g from the tones which are dissonant to each other.
u
,

6

HpwT

n

aware'nf

conc u
PU> e

^

Ti 16

<pl

^at every tone we hear is not only complex, as
k ut S muc ** more complex
than Helmholtz was

e<^

'

'

^

'

lty

° Pt ke tone, as Helmholtz has already shown, depr ° por,ions op the
elements of which the complex
theSe are elements which
°“
Helmholtz did not take
into account,
f
account that* make
the predominance of
the undertone series some-

pends on
tone

is

.‘

tv,

madp

16
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we are

can

we

call it the

is

relations to his work.

oner-chord of C.

iq

F32

(

r f--rU J
:

-

1

tvA
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r
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The medieval

«
-h

tfc

0=
-y

—
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C— A>— F, for example,

F minor,
irrational

E—

G is the
under-chord of C, just as C—
way for us would seem to be to discard
altogether, and adopt the terms

simplest

and “under-scale,” “over-key” and “under-key,”
and “under-interval,” “over-chord” and “under-

±=^L

modification of the current rules for
I have only space to suggest one
It is an accepted
the progression of voices consequent on the new ideas.
But in the
rule that the seventh in a chord is to descend one degree.
the seventh chords are reckoned downward, and their natural

under-keys
resolution

E

is

under-key

upward.
;

it

will

Take, for example, the Regnant Seventh chord in

be resolved thus

:

—

1

the Greek writers on
theorists not only misunderstood
misapplied their
to base their labors, but even
“ Doric,” for one example, became the

church “ Phrygian.”
sion.

No wonder

its

nor
and

“major” and “minor”

whose works they sought
scale names, so that the

from C,

chord of

would be both

call it the

for that

chord.”

'-=3

fjl

C minor,

“over-interval”

be as follows
natural harmonizing of this scale would

ip-4 *

reckon the chord

we can no longer

chord of

The

less,” are not rationally

They
neither greater nor less than the other.
an- over-third and the other an under-third.

is

It is really the

confusing.

“over-scale”

The

to

true point of unity,

the terms

re-

cannot be proved that the series

third

are just alike, only one

—

aD

One

applicable.

ordinarily heard to the

when the undertones are
actually present, they are
overborne by the overtone series. This struck
lemann as a weak point in the
theory,
it was a point, in fact, which
e
elmlioltz to refrain from
accepting von Oettingen’s conclusions,

own

“
means “ greater,” and “ minor,” which means

(C) Riemann! s Theories.

1. It had been objected
to von Oettingen’s theory of the minor chord
that we do not actually hear the
undertone series in complex tones as we
do the overtone series; that they
can be heard only when there are
strings or other sounding bodies
free to vibrate in sympathy with given

here to point out some of our

suffice

retained.
ing for the “ moll ” system. But our terms cannot reasonably be
“ minor” chord, for example, as having
If°we are to look on a so-called
only reckoning
a major third and perfect fifth just as a major chord has,
which
from the upper note instead of the lower one, the terms “major,”

:

our-

—Dr. Riemann was, and is, I believe, a professor in the Conservatory of Music, at Hamburg.
Some ten years after
von Oettingen’s system of Harmony appeared,
he began publishing a
series of remarkable pamphlets on musical
theory. These were all based
on the work of Hauptmann, Helmholtz and von
Oettingen, whose funda-

must

To begin with, the problem of nomenclature is not quite the same for us
For example, the Germans know nothing of
as for German theorists.
“major" and “minor" scales, keys and chords. They use the terms
“dur” and “moll,” “hard” and “soft,” so that they can with less
their modes of thinkdifficulty retain these terms when they have reversed

;

su

F— A-*— C—E- -G.

also, that the

this scale

The key

minor, and vice versd.

tones
neither acknowledged in current theory
nor employed in
the actual practice of composers.
It is, however, rationally
conceivable
and there is no apparent reason why it should
not be added to the
resources of musical expression.

is

major.

mude from

,

To

B<*— Di—

are

Riemann found,

;

is

occurs wherever the Diminished Seventh Chord resolves into
the major
(“ Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik,”

Tonic.

Mixed minor, made up

mediant chords

schrift, p. 77.)

to point dis- impossible.
His only resource was to put the four parts over each other,
Moreover, although the mediseval theorists, as they were noted in the hymn-books, and note over the bass part the
from the Greeks, always thought it upward, yet intervals that the other parts made with it. He had to think his comfailure of
some, at least, of their melodies began at the top of the scale and ended binations of tones upward and not downward. So that the
in the
with the lowest note, using the descending leading note before the tonic. Zarlino’ s idea to make its way was due, not to anything irrational
“ Christus, der uns seligmacht ” idea itself, but to an accident of history. The time was not yet ripe for
I give here a single example, the choral,
For similar reasons, failure awaited the attempts of Tartini and
it.
from 12 Bach chorals, published by Ditson & Co.
Rameau to establish the same ideas some two centuries later. The truth
seems to be that all these theorists, of widely separated times and nationand principles
alities, discovered, each for himself, real natural facts

we

who adopted

In pure minor, the three principal chords

three

on the chords employed but on their relation to the tonic chord.
have to recur to this further on.

>
that

This

as
this

Helmholtz’s

In the case of parallel keys, the chords of the two keys are identical

This key, though not acknowledged in current text-books of
Harmony,
numerously exemplified in actual practice. Hauptmann points out

4.

course,

itself.

lel

F— A— C— E— G— B-D.

This key

the

chords are the only (consonant) ones that can be

the principal chords in the major key are the mediant chords in

2. Mixed major (Hauptmann’s “Moll-dur”), made
up of a major
Tonic and Over-fifth and a minor Under-fifth, thus:

:

minor, and

are

:

Pure major, made of a major Tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifth, thus

3.

is

In pure major, the three principal chords are major, and the three

i

i

the following four kinds of keys

thus

Of

but so

;

or minor.

Melodically and harmonically, therefore, as well as mathematically and
is the reciprocal of the major.

it

major chord, instead of being,

i

acoustically, this scale

1.

the

disturbed major chord.

tinctly to that conclusion.

have anticipated one point of later nomenclature
In these diagrams
which is to be attributed to Dr. Riemann, and have also used two new
I have
technical terms of von Oettingen’s which need explanation.
already called attention to the fact that, in pure minor, the under-fifth and
I

the natural

a

and, perhaps, impossible, to verify

25
(See Geschichte der Noten-

ning of the fourteenth century of our era.

hypothesis, of

bet, just as

In the

has a descending
note

>

->

Sub-mediant.

J

is in

:-

Superregnant.

Tonic.

D—F- — C-E-G- -B-D.
>

C

A^

the exact counterpart in under-

intervals of the major scale in over- intervals.

chord

— F—

This scale turned out thus, reading downward instead of up-

Ei?

ward

Kegnant.

it,

the minor chord quite as satisfactory and

major and minor chords was not new, even to Christian mediaeval theory.
which this is merely a slight extension. At Zarlino, an Italian theorist, published a work in 1558 in which he founded
least, it is a good working hypothesis, and seems to have satisfied the minor chord on the under-tone series, using multiples of a string,
He thus made it the reciprocal
just as the Arabs and Persians had done.
Riemann.
frac2. Riemann made some very thorough historical studies and wrote a of the major chord, which he based on the over-tone series, using
In the course of these researches he came tions of a string. Riemann satisfied himself that the reason why Zarhistory of Musical Notation.
lino’s ideas proved unfruitful and were consigned to oblivion was, that
upon some remarkable facts.
time, and
It had already been pointed out that the pure minor scale was identical the “thorough-bass” system came into vogue just about that
with the Doric, the favorite scale of the Greeks. Riemann discovered that under this system it was impossible to think chords downward. The
The system of
that the Greeks thought this scale downward, just as von Oettingen pro- figured- bass system was at that time a practical necessity.
posed to think it. At least their notation of it, using letters of the alpha- musical notation was still so undeveloped that a score for an organist was
difficult,

original

Supermediant.

(pure)

C.
i

up o f the

e

scale,

tones of a minor tonic, Over-fifth and Under-fifth, Bi—^D^

E minor

Chords of the key of

2.

a

Helmholtz imagined
is

<

<

Mediant,
Submediant.

and Under-fifth

— D — E —F— G— A

justifiable

D_F—A— C—E— G—B—D.

to be, by
as his predecessors had been, and as nearly every one continues
key.
the supposed necessity of an ascending leading-note in the minor
But von Oettingen soon saw that the consistent carrying out of the dual
principle involved a descending leading-note in pure minor. The major
tonic, Over-fifth

>

make
phenomenon as

times possible, and that

:-

Dom.

Tonic.

Sub-dom.

Hauptmann was misled

1

:

Greek

maze of confuIn short, mediajval theory is one
base our own theories on
it has taken so long to

that

«
This

only one of

Whether

rational principles.

of the Arabs and
Riemann discovered, further, that the musical system
string into twelve equal
Persians was a pure minor one. They divided a
The other tones
of measure.
parts, and used one of these parts as a unit
This makes the
12.
of the system were simple multiples of this, up to
chord is composed, the
simple undertone series, of which the minor
these facts in the works
highest tone being the starting-point. He found
and the beginof a Persian theorist dating at the end of the thirteenth

is

~

many changes needed.

all this is

practical or not

is

a question to be settled by expe-

Those who are convinced of the validity of the new conceptions,
probaand those others who are not yet fairly convinced, but see enough
consideration, can test the matter for
bility in them to demand further

rience.

themselves.

I

can say for myself that I became familiar with the

“ The Nature of Harmony,” by Dr. Riemann.
published by Theodors Presser, of Philadelphia.

* See
is

I

have

lately translated

It,

new
and

It
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and methods some

ideas

them

years ago, and have ever since applied

analysis.
teaching, both in the writing of exercises and in
and in comprehensiI have found so marked a gain in simplicity
to the methods in
bility that I think it impossible ever to return
of a
part
which I was trained, and which I used during no small
Oettingen s disI find it impossible to deny the validity of von
lifetime.
in

my harmony

The

coveries and of his conclusions.

are really there, founded in

facts

CURRENT CHATS.

of tones.
the nature of things, in the mathematical and acoustical relations
The rational, and consequently the practical, way, is to fit our theories to

-

The underlying

principles

which

T
J-

justify

Wagner’s harmony and make

related to every

can be

or keynote
unity

was held

Tonality and Modulation.
to the

table exhibits this clearly

The following
The

tones of the scales.

to be the central tone of the system

;

tonic

a.

point of

its

».

Through

E.

Through

3.

I

C- OC OE, oo COE> OO? OB

(

OG )

;

—

This was especially true of the major chord with a minor seventh, the
Dominant, or cadence-making chord. Add to the tonic a minor seventh
it

became

at

once a Dominant seventh

no matter

if

the tonic was changed in-

;

every other chord of the whole

Under

period belonged to the original key.

this

way of looking

at key,

on every chord foreign to the scale as introducing a more
What was to be done with
change of key. But Wagner
such an arch-heretic ? On what rational grounds could we account for a
continuous succession of chords, hardly any two of which were to be
found in the same scale? Abuse him, of course. Call him names. Say that
he had no fixed key from one end of an opera to another. Deny his harto look

or less decided

mony

all

;

!

And

claims to being based on rational, intelligible principles.

i.e

,

the relation

belongs in the

will

scale.

be as close as

And what

is

six overchords

be secondarily related to

will

that of the chord

is

true of C-f-

other chord used as a tonic, whether

it

is,

it

(

G.

OBJ OB.

where

proficient

pupils

3.

trills, etc..
against mechanical con- abilities in octave and scales, double-notes,
“Despite my former prejudices
McGluck will be announced to play a group of
perforce, persuaded that they may be, Miss
trivances, I am,
broken octaves, and Master Ziebknecht will play the C
good tiling.
in moderation, a
sixths, to be followed by a go-as youin
scale
minor
from
immunity
me
insure
admission will
I hope this
tournament in velocity playing, to conclude w.th a
dyed-in-the-wool old fogyism with which I please
the charges of
chromatic scales.
To be sure,‘none ot us knew of the hundred-yards handicap in
assailed.
to a piano
, ive been
I don’t want to listen to etudes when I go
have been produced by the
marvelous good results that
they are intended for the study room. ([ except
recital
as
precedence
(I give
technicon and the teehniphone.
must be played, let educaIf
they
'Chopin’s
of
some
were
they
ago
)
we-as ten years
regards age.) -How could
the public will not be
so
announced,
be
recitals
tional
experience
Schumann’s fatal
not in existence, and with
while Herr Luiffatein s wrist
suspended over our heads like misled into attending; for,
and his warning words
we go for music,
do aught but turn may be capable of immense work, still
Damocles’ sword— how could we, I say,
As for me, give me music or
for mechanism.
at the various clumsy con- and not
up our artistic nasal organs
ire,
in
Yours,
death.
give
me
market from tune to time. But
trivances that came on the
Old Fogy.
unaninow, and with the startling
all this is changed
teachers and pianists, these
mity of opinion of all the great
both— have
time-saving,
two inventions— labor and
TEACHERS.
on a long and prosperous voyage of use-

Why the hammers

.

rise.—They are so connected with

hamthe keys are pressed down the
The motion
fall back.
mers rise, strike the strings and
touched, and seen in a
of the strings can be felt when

when

the keys that
|

j

strong light.

.

j

4.

:

IMPORTANT!

and six underchords
Since there are only twelve overchords and
primarily related to it.
twelve underchords in the whole tonal system (counting, of course, enharmonic chords as identical), there will be numerous duplicates, and all

But each of these chords has also

“ transient modulations” were of the commonest occurrence.
But how about modern harmony? There were passages in Beethoven,
in Schubert, in Schumann, in Chopin, which were extremely puzzling, if the chords not primarily related to C-|-

we have

,

:

portant element in another key, was to shift the point of unity altogether.

stantly to the under-fifth,

!

recitals,”

Under-Chord* Belated to C -H

Throuffh C.

1.

—

—

he arrang
piece of musical writing.
is a delightful
these young men is, that never
The trouble with all
forte are set in
it is becoming
Finally, as to the technical question
Thalberg, they don t know what they are
earnest “ technical rise and strike them.
h ii„v heard
the article contained some such a mania that I suggest, in sober,
main,
In the
writing about.
will exhibit their

admitted without disturbing the center of gravity but to use a chord containing a tone foreign to the key, especially a chord constituting an im-

and

I

but
only good,

—

b.

Over6th 3d 5th, 5th 3d 6th.
A—
f:\> a|? F- -C+ «+ E--

scale

:

Over-Chords of the

Under-

were thought of as real elements of
Passing-notes, or bye-tones, or chromatic alterations might be

the key.

a

;

was confined

and only the tone of the

^

^

^

to the tonic.
II.

Editor

0
I
pa Si
rejection of his so-called
too to the wholesale
r
Wrt
J
“ L’ Art du Chant” is a very
fantasies.
t
lh°v
h operatk
P
t
Italian
it is made up entirely of
yet
and
b
'T ,hle book,
valuable
a
Juan F anta sie” is far better than
el0
on the same
nnmusical and bombastic paraphrase
f- ,ii
Liszt s n™"
ement of “ Don Pasquale” is not

of an imderchord
so
of the tonic chord may also be first, third or fifth
underchords primarily related
that, allowing for duplicates, there are six

contrary, there is great gain.

old idea of key

entit!ed

and

;

shown to be strictly true. Let me illusFurther, I find it much simpler and easier to treat our present
the facts.
we admit the validity of the third and
trate. Let C be the tonic chord. If
minor as a mixed key, modified from the pure under-key. Thus treated,
we have at once six overchords
sixth relationships, as we certainly must,
heretofore
confusion
all
the
and
comprehensible,
it becomes perfectly
chords of the overthird, overfifth, over—the
tonic,
the
to
related
primarily
midprevalent is at once removed. I have found little difficulty, even at
Each of these has a note
undersixth.
chords sixth, underthird, underfifth and
dle age, in spite of long habit, in learning to think intervals and
with the tonic chord, i.e., some one note of the tonic chord
downward, and my pupils find none at all. So far as my experience goes, in common
But such note
of these six chords.
is either first, third or fifth of each
the
On
new
ideas.
the
applying
in
impractical
there is absolutely nothing

The

re

f

:

it

H

«r
dear Mr.

it

1. The one already announced, that
perfectly comprehensible are two
can be so used as not to force
any and every chord belongs to a key which
That every conceivable chord is so
on us the sense of a new tonic and, 2.
This will seem to many an astounding
conceivable tonic.

statement, but I believe

MUSIC.

December’s issue, by
atnv over the article in

“Poetry and Pianism ” I was struck
and
bv the curious jumbling of fact
Thalberg
wr T jias evidently never heard
emphahis playing lacked “dramatic
says
he
wwhen
P-H Thalber- was a dramatic player, pure and simple,
his peer in the delivery of some imhas never had

;

of his principles and expound them.

[For The Etude.]
second-hand, and many a young musician is nothing but
So, I say with Mr.
a bundle of reflected opinions.
Mathews, study music itself.
The analytical programme style of music is also getting
A composer writes a symphony, and immeplayed out.
BY H. SHERWOOD VININGS.
diately afterward writes a book, explaining his position
in the art world, and why he used that sweeping run in
a musical
Why there is a difference between noise and
fifths and a pedal bass of 868 bars-length, and then has a
1.
programme prepared that depicts, in poetical language, sound-— Because there is steadiness in some sounds,
in others,
the precise state of his emotions soul states while writtherefore musical, and irregularity
are
which
ing with impossible attempt to render some absurd story
noises.
Heavens we will be hav- which are therefore
or plot all painted in tones.
used in music— The word
2 Why the word tone is
ing next, I suppose, illustrations— pictorial, I mean to
means
accompany the symphony, for no one knows but the re- tone is taken from the Greek word tones which
markable suggestions of the Rev. Dr. Haweis, in his
An elastic body set in mothat is, stretching.
tension,
“Music and Morals,” as to the future value of “fireair in
and loosened by turns— sets the
work symphonies,” may be taken seriously, and the coun- tion-tightened
musica
a
regular motions, vibrations, produce
try deluged by pyrotechnical Beethovens and Wagners. motion
theme tor
the waves of air carry the
(1 think the “Dynamiters” would be a good
sound, which is called a tone ;
strings of the pianosome composer of the future school.) These literary
sound to the ear. The stretched
musicians are neither fish nor flesh— avaunt !
to
motion by hammers which are made

WHYS AND WHEREFORES OF

by “old fogy.”

of hardeny Wagner his place among great masters
not lag a half century behind
mony. Henceforth, theory which would
must demonstrate the validity
practice
the time must explain Wagner’s
It is too late to
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Why

the

sounding-board

is

needed.— The strings are
The motions

sufficiently.
too slight to set the air in motion
in motion also, which,
of the strings set the sounding-board
sufficiently to be heard.
echoing the strings, shakes the air
When a sounding string
used.

Why dampers

6.

is

—

are

all sound
is stopped, and therefore
are felt-covered pieces of wood that

touched the motion

ceases.

Dampers

upon them. The
check the sounding strings by falling
stops.
word damper means that which checks or
dampers rise and fall. The dampers are con-

—

Why

6.

AND

When the key falls the damper
out
JERSEY MUSICIANS
nected with the keys.
TO
string free to vibrate and to sound.
similarity of
The influence of the Music Teachers’ National Asso- rises and leaves the
rather an unfortunate thing, the
back upon the
for they do not ciation has become marked, and is doing great good. When the key rises the damper falls
names of the technicon and teehniphone,
and
formed,
although both working Many State organizations have also been
strings and stops its motion and sound.
clash the least in their methods,
growing interest is manifested and is
Rather judging from my own experi- are successful
each other.— Because of
from
for the same end.
tones
differ
'why
7.
proThe
Albert 1 arsons, permeating even remote parts of the country.
ments, one supplements the other. Mr.
here^ difference of speed in sounding bodies, some tones are
“ Piano Practice,” sums the whole fession of music is already on a higher plane than
in his new book on
You are earnestly requested to identify yourselt high and some are low this difference is called pitch.
tofore.
thing up in his usual epigrammatic way.
slower and give
atten- with the National Association, and to use your influence
Strings that are long and heavy move
By the way. it would well repay the reader to
valuable
experienced teachers in favor of this good work. By doing so, the
move quicker
tively study what one of our most
lower tones strings that are short and light
tor we pamphlets bearing on musical subjects of great interest
has to say on the proper division of practice-time,
Strings are regularly graded in
Mr. rar- will be sent to you, free of charge, and your name will and give higher tones.
direction.
all know the immense waste in that
and
from the lowest to the
and is crammed be printed in the Reports. L ou will thus. strengthen
a piano-forte so that each tone
sons’ book is, as usual, to the point,
in
Condensation be strengthened by an organization that is increasing
has a higher pitch, and each tone from the
with “wise saws and modern instances.
or highest
points.
power and importance. Any music teacher, leader
pitch.
of work and clarity of statement are his strong
paying the highest to the lowest has a lower
louch
musical writer may become a member by
Don’t neglect to read Mr. Mason s essay on
can be played
8. Why the same tone on the pianoforte
Please give us your opinion in
$2.00.
and oh! ye Modern Piano Bangers, ponder carefully annual fee of
loud, soft,
“ Let Justice be tempered by reference to the forming of a New Jersey State organ- with different effect.— Because it can be made
on his closing sentence
be a good plan? Whether you join long short sweet or harsh. Thus loud, with the finger
Mercy,” which I interpret, as not only being justice ization. Would it
and
music and, us or not, will you please fill out the enclosed blank
to the piano and its touch, but justice to the
with some force on the key soft, with the finger
The programme of the next meeting falling
above all, justice to our neighbor, our poor and long-sut- return it soon?
down
held
key
the
with
on receipt of the same. If you intend falling with light force ; long,
I mean the one that lived in the neigh- will be sent you
fering neighbor.
your name and address to the under- short, by lifting the finger quickly from the key siceet,
borhood when we first began studying, with ardor, and to join with us, send
Respectfully yours,
gradually
at your earliest convenience.
using the force needed to make the key fall
by
who heard the preliminary finger exercises, but has con- signed
°
Dorsey W. Hyde,
to
fidentially informed us that they are nothing compared
harsh, by striking the key a sudden hard blow.
T. N. A. for the State of New Jersey,
the Tausig daily studies. He has since remarked that the Vice-President M.
The word piano
9. Why the piano-forte is so called.
not
Plainfield N. J.
inventors only of the technicon and teehniphone will
means soft, and the word forte means loud, and this inonly go to the seventh Heaven after their demise, but will
strument is the only keyed instrument that can produce
wear an especial crown of glory as their reward for what
the
agony they will save the world from enduring. I quite
both the effects of soft and loud by the means of
sympathize with the police edicts prohibiting piano prac_ _
touch unaided by any mechanical contrivance.
.
Dante s Editor of the Etude
tice with open windows in Berlin and Weimer.
in The Etude
are used.— Bass
There has been considerable discussion
10. Why the words bass and treble
Inferno is nothing to the agony endured by listening to
and whether they should be
as to pupils missing lessons,
the lowest part. On the piano forte the
a young, healthy, muscular pianist when you have the
yet seen no plan better means low or
charged for the same. I have as :—
tones lie
neuralgia and want to sleep.
,
tones are lower in pitch to the left. The bass
than the one I have adopted, viz.
Heinrich Germer, who is an old and experienced
also,
The word treble
giving the price of lessons
at the left half of the key-board.
I have cards printed,
admirable
his
up
teacher in Dresden, has followed
omitted will be charged unless previously means the highest part. Tones are higher in pitch to the
“ Rhythmical Problems ” by a work on “Piano tech- that all lessons
n
Treble tones lie at the right of the key-board.
nics, with an Essay on Tones,” which throws completely
that very few pupils right.
°The result with myself has been,
into the shade all that has been done in this line before.
is to be omitted,
The keys are named from the first seven letters of the
the teacher when only one lesson
There has been such ranting in The Etude about con- notify
if there is aroused in alphabet in regular order.
very few will be omitted at all,
and
possia
is
there
densation and simplicity of technic, that
C is the one
of interest in the work.
It the pupil anything
11. Why middle C is so called— This
bility of this really valuable work being overlooked.
every year s plan to give a series
I also make it a part of
To the left of
contains all the essential points necessary, and its econotake nearest to the centre of the key-board.
the pupils, in which pupils are to
my is amazing. The essay on “Tone” I consider the of musicals for ways. Pupils will often do better work middle C are the low tones or bass, to the right of midvarious
in
part
such
of
finest thing ever penned, and. that, too, in the face
parents will also
dle C are the high notes or treble.
when expecting to play in public, and
works as Kullak and others.
The teacher is also stimulated to do
next key of
satisfied.
12. Why the distance from any key to the
The discussion as to the literary merits of pianists is be better
and if a good class of music is presented,
best work
word octave
absurd the whole ground has been thoroughly gone over his
many invitations the same name is called an octave.—'The
taste will be improved, for as
public
the
make
and will not bear repetition.
eight white keys, called
Reading poetry to
myself and pupils as the rooms will ac- means an eighth, and there are
out
by
sent
are
such
one poetical is the reductio ad absurdum of all
musicals are met by degrees or steps, contained in an octave, as from C to C.
commodate. All expenses of the
arguments.
to
If a pianist must have reading, let him stick
These may be made more or less according
8 va stands for the word octave.
if he reads mvself.
to his Bible, Homer and Shakespeare, or
on which they are given. The advantages
German Goethe and Schiller. Miscellaneous reading the scale
13. Why the name and position of all the keys are known
before others I need not enumerate.
playing
from
arising
l he names of any seven keys are
is very apt to degenerate into shallowness, and if he
seven are known.
are doing inferior work and aie when
who
teachers
those
To
same order and in the same
Mr. Mathews
wants poetry, let him stick to his music.
not advise the above- repeated in every octave in the
have
it inspected, I would
to
afraid
Thus every white
made a very truthful remark when he said study music
position in regard to the black keys.
Sincerely,
plan.
mentioned
itself.
key at the left of any group of two black keys is named C.
know what other people
It
Smith.
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started
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.

is

,

;

A-F-D, which

;

of course, true of every

be an overchord or an underchord.

;

Each and every chord of the whole chromatic scale is a component of
each and every key, whether overkey or underkey. The question of key, I
it is
repeat, is not one of what chords are used, but of hoio they are used
;

a question of grouping and relation.

i

;

:

(

yet,

somehow, “ Tannhauser ” and “Lohengrin” made

grew on the public.

The younger

their

way and

generation of music lovers, especially,

Wagner’s successions of chords just as satisfactory as anyseemed
body’s, even if they could not explain them on any principles which had
been taught them. Liszt, too, was another stumbling-block. He had no
more a settled keynote, in the ordinary sense of key, than Wagner himself.
The solution of the puzzle is really very simple, and for it we are indebted mainly, if not wholly, to Dr. Riemann. In the first place, we
must admit that, with the new conception of tones as complex, and with
the increased importance of harmony in proportion to melody, the tonic
chord rather than the tonic note has become the centre of gravity of the
Nowadays, we can hardly think the tonic at all without
tonal system.
to find

including the chord in the idea.

Next we must admit that the
is

decisively substituted for

it.

tonic chord

remains tonic

And it takes

a good deal

until

If these principles be admitted, our ideas of modulation are modified at

once.

The new

conception of tonality

is

so

much broader and more

in-

much that we have formerly looked on a3
“ transient modulation ” becomes a mere emphasizing of primary relaelements. Thus,
example, the mere introduction of the chord d-f$-a-c in the key of

clusive than the old one, that

tions, or, at most, the introduction of secondarily related

for

C does not

necessarily involve a

serve to emphasize the
gravity. This

change of

tonic to G-+-

Dominant chord without

;

it

may merely

shifting the centre

of

may even be true when this emphasis continues for a whole
Any other primarily (or even secondarily) related

phrase or clause.

chord

may be

emphasized without forcing on us the sense of a
new tonic.
The following passage would formerly have been held to
contain a “transient modulation” into D minor:
similarly

some other

more than

it

used

’

,

'

,

,

j

;

;

;

;

;

—

j

,

|

MISSING LESSONS—
:

.

to force

upon us the sense of a new

tonic.

In the

first

place, as exempli-

parallel overscale and underscale, the quesof what chords are used but of grouping and
relation. When this principle is once admitted our whole ground is shifted.
We do not ask concerning a chord “ Does it belong to the scale ? ” but
“Is it so related to our present tonic that it can be used here without
forcing on us the sense of a new tonic? ”
fied

above in the case of the

tion of tonic is not one

,

,

.

;

Whereas we have simply, 1. Tonic 2. Overchord of the oversixth
Underchord of the oversixth 4. Dominant seventh 5. Tonic.
;

3.

;

must be admitted that the two fifth-chords are not
In the practice of the comis mainly based, these two chords
hold unquestioned supremacy. But even Beethoven and Schubert began
tp divine the significance and close relationship of the chords of the over
third and the underthird.
In Wagner’s practice these two take their
places beside the two fifth-chords as equally justified, and as holding a
relationship equally close and intimate.
The chords of the over- and
under-sixth are hardly less important.
Go through almost anything of
Wagner’s or Liszt’s, and the prominence of third and sixth relationships
will be surprising to any one who has heretofore looked on fifth relationIn the next place,

it

the only ones primarily related to the tonic.

posers on

whose works current theory

ships as having exclusive validity.

There

will

be cases where opinions

<

;

;

and each one must deis more easily intelligible when
key or as related to a new tonic.
But, in general, the new idea of key will so modify
our conception of
modulation, that we shall find fewer cases which we must regard as real
changes of key. We shall confine our sense of change of
key to cases
where a new tonic seems to be firmly established for a considerable
will differ,

cide for himself whether a given passage

looked on as belonging

to the original

,

j

t

.

.

;

;

length of time

where the centre of gravity is so shifted that we must
regard the change as comparatively permanent.
The natural place to apply and test these ideas is in the analysis of the
harmonies of Wagner and Liszt. Whoever will do
;

this will find

sources of real enlightenment.
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is all very well to
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THE ETUDE

28
^tsodiatus and
—

movement of which has doubtless procured

—

—

the pedal

while

Ques. I would like to ask what the difference is, between the finger pressure that is, that long straight
mark over a note and an accent. I have seen several
explanations of it, but do not feel satisfied, as I cannot
always make them work. I imagined that it meant to
hold the note to the very last instant, but often, you
would do that, anyhow.
2. And if the bassofthat Song Without Words of Wolff s
is meant to be played as the first part is marked, ought
not the rest to have quarter stems also? Or how can we
tell when to do such things and when not?— E. V. R.
Axs. The short line under or over a note thus:’j»"
means that a slight stress should be made on the tone.
but not sufficiently strong to amount to an accent as in-

whose opinion is certainly entitled to respect
claims l °
have written a “ nine phrase ” period, but it seems
to
that the passage may be defined as simply a
coniDonuH
^ una
form, being three times three.
This subject receives attention in “The Principles
f
Expression in Piano forte Playing,” A. F.
Christia
New York, Harper Bros. See, also, “ Musical Form"”
J. H. Cornell.
New York, G. Schirmer. W.

constructed as regards the upper three parts,
sustains an independent figure, the

fugally

for this

work

the popular title of the “ Giant.” Westbrook has also an
arrani'ement of the fugue published by the same firm.

W. M.

'

Ques.— Please answer the following questions in The
Etude
() On reading the following in the Wisdom of Many
column in the December number of The Etude, “ It is

—

:

Ques.— Can you

tell

’

M.

me, through The

Etude or other
wise, whether the first etude for small hands for
the pur"
pose of making the fingers independent, which I
find in
a mistake to suppose that a correct touch which alone
the back part of Adolph Kullak’s book on the
“Art of
can produce a good execution will come of itself
”
Wieok. the Touch is published ? If so, who is it by and what is
through the practice of etudes and scales.”
the opus? Can you tell me of similar studies
for staThis question immediately came up in my mind, and was

—

tionary hands (for small hands) ?
afterward asked me by a scholar i. e., if this be true,
Ans. These studies of Kullak are published in
how can a correct touch be acquired ?
this
issue.
In last issue a full list of these studies and
pieces
() I have long been in search of a concise definition
is found, page 14, second column.
To these add ThirtyI find the following in the fifth
for classical music.
” “Classical music may be Six Piano Pieces, by Grenzebach, for four hands
“The
Musician:
grade
of
dicated by the sign f.
the
The effect is produced by a light
These are easy ’and
emphasis combined! with the finger pressure touch, so defined as that in which the thoughts, beautiful in them- upper part for stationary hand.
interesting study pieces.
It does not satisfy
that the tones thus marked are made a little more promi- selves, are also beautifully treated.”
Ques.—
Will
Can
which,
while
kindly
my
ideas.
you
not
give
me
a
definition
you
nent than the surrounding and subordinate tones.
answer
the
following
This
questions
mark is frequently so used in the Stuttgart Cotta edition of it defines classical music, also distinguishes it from other in 'The Etude
1. Will you please name a few pieces suitable
Beethoven’s Sonatas, in Ivlindworth’s edition of Chopin, music ?
for “exand in many similar works.
(«) What is music that is not classical called, and hibition pieces” for a pupil who plays the easiest
of
what is a definition for it ?
2. The foot-note 6 at the end of the piece has reference
Beethoven and Mozart Sonatas and Mendelssohn songs
to the effect intended. The composer probably thought it
In determining the different periods in a piece of and is well up in her scales, etc?
(d
Her last “show
necessary to continue the use of the quarter-note stems music, can there be more than four phrases in a period ? piece” was Leybach’s Le Sonnambula.
“ Kxowledge Seeker.”
beyond the first two measures, but wherever throughout
2. Is there any cabinet-organ method suitable for a.
child
the piece the left hand has a melody as well as an acAns. In order to acquire a good touch, much more of eight, who is not very smart ? I have so far written
excompaniment to play, the melody must have due promi- depends upon the “ how ” than on the “ what ” you ercises for her. She has taken twenty half-lessons
can
nence. The directions are of universal applications practice. In other words, it is essential that the manner tell the notes quite readily
plays from treble and’ bass
wherever similar circumstances occur. It would undoubt- and quality of practice should be right in order to ob- staves hasjust begun on eighth notes, and has at
last sucedly have been better if the author had placed the quarter- tain good results.
By way of illustration, a lady some ceeded in remembering (nearly always) which is her
note stems throughout the piece where desired.
W. M. time ago told the writer that her principal weakness was right and which is her left hand.
By answering, you will greatly oblige a country music
Ques.
What is the use of having two notes against in octave playing, and in order to remedy this defect her
teacher had constantly selected for her pieces which teacher.
three in music, and the best way of playing them ?
D. M.
were full of octaves, and these she had been practicing
Ans. The graded lists of music which are now beinv
A. L. P.
ANS. There is the same use in “two notes against faithfully for many months, but without desirable results. published are intended to answer for cases as you here
The
explanation
of
the difficulty was immediately apparent present.
three,” and other similar arrangements, that there is in
Try “ Valse No. 1,” Durand. “On Wings of
upon
hearing
and
seeing
her play a passage consisting of Songs” (Mendelssohn), Heller.
any kind of counterpoint, namely, on account of the
Would Novelette in F
effect produced.
It would take much time to describe not more than half a dozen octaves, for the movement (Schumann) be too difficult ?
The “ Polish Dance ” in E
the best way of learning to play such passages, but direc- of the muscles was entirely wrong.
flat minor, by Scharwenka, is always acceptable
to a
It follows as a matter of course that the more she practions may be found in “Palmer’s Piano Primer,” pubpupil who is up technically to it.
ticed
in
this
way,
the worse she played, because her manner
lished in New York, Lock Box 2841, page 61, note 65,
2. White’s school for the cabinet organ will
suit as
together with the remarks following on page 62, by Mr. of practice directly tended to confirm her wrong method. well as any we know.
Thus
she
was
,'Vm. H. Sherwood and Mr. A. R. Parsons.
constantly getting further away from the
Musical
Ques. 1. What is the best journal for the pipe organ,
illustrations are given by both of these gentlemen.
W. point she desired to reach. That all the octave pieces —one that answers the place that The Etude does for
in the world could do no good under such circumstances
M.
the piano ?
is a fact which needs no demonstration.
The only wise
Qoes.
ill
you please answer in The Etude the
2. What does a circle t'4) mean, with figures or letters
course
in
such a case is to turn square about and proceed
following questions
inside? It is at the beginning of most of the pieces in
in the opposite direction,— to “ cease to do evil and
1. In the Harmonium Album Lit. Ed. No.
learn “La
1170 for
Chapella Catholique,” by Wachs.
cabinet organ, what do the figures enclosed in circles to do well,”— practically speaking, to employ and dePlease answer in Etude.
J S.
velop
the
muscles in accordance with the true princimean at the commencement of every composition ?
Ans.— 1. There is no journal devoted exclusively to the
ples of mechanism, just as a mechanic who is construct2. In the fourth number (Cho. Ans. Alceste),
what do mg a
organ. The “ Key Note” has an organ department, and a
machine
in which strength, elasticity and rapidity
the letters (A U through the composition) within the cirnew
journal, “ The Clef,” published by Geo. Molineux,
of
motion
are equally essential, must keep all "three
cles indicate, some with and some
without lines through
’
819 Broadway, New York, is entirely devoted to organs “ principles in view from the outset
and work accordingly. ists
them?— A. H. S.
and church music.
188
°4 these things to attend to, and besides
Ans.— The figures enclosed in circles are the French
2. See answer of Mr. Mason’s to A. H. S. in this issue.
tills, anti
an<4 even of
OI greater
^renter imnr»rfnnr>o
tba emotional eleimportance the
signs for designating the various stops, thus
™ ent nlust from the beginning receive equal attention
Ques. Will you please tell me, through The Etude,
through daily and constant efforts to play with ex-press*5
ion the names of some of the officers of the Iowa State
d
6
C2
and in an im-press-ive manner.
Music Teachers’ Association ?
.0
To
4-1
DO
c
A good touch must be firm while yet sympathetic,
3
*0
Ans.— E. M. Sefton, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, can give
o
to
s
CO
steady and resolute while yet tender, even
o
rO.
0
.2
*4
and well- you full information.
C
‘E
CL
3
C
3
c3
balanced and at the same time warm and ardent,
O
u
0
cj
and
Ques. 1. What is the meaning of a sharp on each side
there
CQ
must be elasticity as well as power. All of these
pq
5
w
of a note?
in combination and in proper
proportion, itshould be the
2. What kind of a note is this
(3) (2) (1) (G) (E) (1) (2) (3) (4) (°)
,whichl findat
constant aim of the pianist to cultivate. In
this connec- the end of a chorus?
As these stops are not always found in American tion the training of the ear to musical effects is of great
Ans. 1. The sharp both before and after a note
organs, the following direction for practical application importance, and to this end the student should never, if it cannot have
any
meaning,
and
is
not
used.
I have never
can
be avoided, practice on a poor piano-forte,
may be useful, viz.
orone’that seen an example of it in
music, printed or written.
lacks a singing tone with power of great
1 signifies an 8 foot tone, such as Diapason,
prolongation
Ihe questioner refers to Dr. Stainer’s “Harmony,”
Melodia, etc. for
this
“
“
46
Como, Contrabasso, etc. ment of quality of tone is a valuable aid to the acquirea £ e 39, for an example of it, which, however, is not
,
“
a true and purely musical legato effect,
j?
“ Clarion, Flageolet or Fifre.
4
as con- found there, nor anywhere
else in the edition I have.
trasted with the automatic legato
“
“
resulting from solelv
®
but of different quality
2. This note is written
£
sometimes with a single line on
mechanical means. The writer has presented
from the Diapason and Melodia. Thus, like
his ideas
Bassoon of tins subject
each side of it, or
at greater length in an essayon
and Hautbois
|=| is called breve and has the value
“Touch ”
read
at the meeting of the M. T. N.
G signifies Full organ, in French “ Grand Jen."
A. held in Boston of two so-called semi breves otherwise, whole notes. It
“
is used mostly in ancient
6, and recent| y published in The
E
the Expression stop.
Etude
music, particularly in the
Urn
mu
(6) 4 he question as to what constitutes
The same signs with a stroke through the figure or
classical music measure f, in which much of the English cathedral
has for many years been much discussed.
music is written, even in modern times. Occasionally
letter, mean that the use of the corresponding
Thalbero- said
stop is some
thirty years ago, that he
to be discontinued.
considered all “ perfect’’ a modern composer uses this note for the final chord of
W. M.
cl
si
but this is 8 definition which
a symphony, etc. The fact that the “whole note” of
Ques.— Please answer in The Etude which fu<me of
needs
tThlYfi
°
^,
to be defined.
There seems as yet to be no
J. S. Bach is called the “ Giant” fugue?—
modern music is this 0> implies that the former whole
W. B.
definition
Axs.—The “Giant ’’fugue is found on the Chorale “Wir which is thoroughly comprehensive and satisfactory and note, or “ breve” is practically absolute. J. H. C.
glauben all an einen Gott.” It is in the key of D minor, at the same time concise. How will it answer to add
to
Ques. Please answer through The Etude the followthe definition given in “The
although in the editions known to the writer the B
Musician ” somewhat as ing:—
flat is
follows, viz.
In classical music there is
omitted from the signature. The theme is as follows:
a proper equi4
8 bn<4' n S the four common minor chords in flats,
poise or balance between the
emotional and the intellectual
j
should
1 go down
elements, so that they act correlatively
five for the dominant, and superdomand harmoniously lnant one
above that, or should I go up the scales as in
and supplement each other, the
intellectual part holding
etc. the
sharps?
Signatures in sharps run up, in flats down.
emotional in check, and the
emotional giving
life and
Must
g
I
find
rats dominant for chords below tonic?
warmth to the intellectual.
y
f
4s
it
possible for one who plays well to learn fugues
c ) Tbe a n th S s of
“Classical” may be termed
„iSensational,
o l?
without a teacher?— M. W.
which perhaps
It may be found in a publication entitled “
The Organ The question is open to further sufficiently defines itself
A? 8 4- The above inquiry is a striking example of
discussion.
Works of Joh. Seb. Bach, edited by J. F. Bridge
contusion and unintelligibility,
and
T ™-phrase f"d three-phrase periods
as resulting from the
James Higgs, Book II, London and New York, Novello,
i?).
seem
to be wretched
condition of onr musical terminology.
sufficiently comprehensive, for all
What
iliwer & Co.
others may be treated
Ihe edition states in the preface that “the
ant hy the “four common minor chords in
as combinations of, or compound
forms of these
composition is almost unique as regards
If
as
form, being friend Otto Floersheim,
Should I go down five for the dominant?”
of the Ar
Courier
o down from what l If from
the Ionic, we reach not
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St. Croix
St. Croix
Streaborg

Allegro aasai

“

Grade II

E

to

III.

F. Stamati $

E

(Improved Ed.)

flat

Grade III.

A

Allegretto— in

Knecht Rupreeht
Olivette—in

A

Spindler

Classical.

Hadvn
Schumann

—in A minor
Grade

Merry

Recreative.

flat

— in

IV

Audran $ 40
Goldoeck

New

York.

Classical—Same Grade.
— in E (Midsummer Night’s Dream)

Grade

IV to

division will be organized

its

Mendelssohn S
Tausig $

Wagner
Favarger

“

Der Freischtltz

Grade
flat

Scherzo Presto

Nocturne— A

40

V.

Nocturne— A flat
Lohengrin— B flat
La Sonnambula

—A

40
40

Strauss

—

Romance (new-)
Has made a great impression in

Notturno

L’Arpa

30
30

$

Recreative.

flat

War— in F

Nocturne

25
40

Beethoven $

—in E

The Bat —in
Sweet Violet

25

i

—Same Grade.

V.

Sylvia (Pizzicnti) Concert piece

separate sittings this year for the first time.
Ihe people of Indianapolis have generously undertaken the entire local management of the meeting.
The following local committees have been appointed,

Goldbeck
Joachim Raff
Mendelssohn
Thalberg

—E minor

flat

Home, Sweet Home

—in

15 flat,

oo

i

58
&o
80

Grade IV.

30

GRADE I TO X.
Ne Tercunde — D minor, Grade IV
60
Purling Stream— in F, Grade IV
Goldbeck 1 00
namely :—
80
INSTRUCTIVE AND CLASSICAL.
An Executive Committee Mayor C. S. Denny, J. R. Waltz —F minor, Grade V..
Chopin
25
L’ Ingenue Waltz— B flat, Grade IV to V
Ten Characteristic Sonatinas by C. Sternberg. III. Carnahan, W R. Holloway,
75
J. T. Brush and Alax
Three Album Leaves ; R. H. Wood- Leckner.
25c. to 40c. each.
Grade Vito VII. Difficult.
man. IV. 25c. each. Scherzo, Op. 16, No. 2. MenCommittee on Music E. B Martindale, Theo. Pfafflin Rhapsody No. 13— in A
$ 80
“
delssohn.
IV. 60c.
No. 8 — in F sharp
Sonatine, in G
Beethoven. II. and Charles Krauss.
80
Rondeau brilliant — E flat
Weber
75
Serenade (Schubert) Heller. III.
20c.
60c.
NocCommittee on Reception: Stanton J. Peele, Mrs. Le Tourbillon — Celebrated Whirlwind Waltz
.Goldbeck 1 00
turne, in A flat
Tausig. IV. 40c.
Six Sonatinas
Grade II— Don Giovanni— in C
Henry Jamison and B. B. Peck.
30
“
Manzotti.
II.
Home,
Sweet
Home
Complete. §1.50. Aria (by Haendel)
—
in
F
.St.
Croix
25
Committee on Railroads: V. T. Alalott, Oran Perry Grade
III— Espamda — in F
.Goldbeck
60
Trausby Lavignac.
IV.
40c.
Lohengrin, Opera; and H. S. Fraser.
Grade! V— On the Bay — in E flat
40
Wagner (Elite Edition). 50c. Liszt and others. TannCommittee on Printing and Advertising : O. H. Has- Grade V— Fluttering Dove — in A flat^,
1 00
“
bauser; Wagner.
Mountain
Chapel
—
in
G
60c.
Liszt and others.
50
Rienzi
selman, Emil Wulschner and H. C. Levi.
40
Wagner. Liszt and others. 60c. Scberzino Kerulf.
“
Committee on Halts and Decoration S. Iv. Fletcher,
In the Garden of the Emperor— in E flat.. ...Goldbeck
50
III.
50c.
Ballet Music; Rubinstein.
IV. 75c. Play Airs. A. AI. Robertson and John R. Leonard.
Grade VI— Berceuse — in D flat
Chopin
60
of the Elves; Heyman.
X. 75c. Norwegian Melody
Committee on Finance : Geo. W. Johnson, Bruce Carr
PIANO
METHODS
AND
EXERCISES.
Melody; Grieg. IV. 25c.
and Dan. AI. Ransdall.
Piano Instructor
R. Goldbeck $2 00
For information relative to railroad fare, persons are Primary
First step to beginning of third Grade.
LIGHT AND POPULAR.
referred to V. T. Malott, at Indiana National Bank, First Technics— First and Second Grades
R Goldbeck 1 00
Le Papillon Lavallee. IV. 60c. Gavotte Modern
Thirty-six Exercises— in Three Parts— Third and Fourth Grades—
Indianapolis, lnd.
Tours.
Part I
IV.
60c.
Le Colibri Paul Perrillo. III.
80
For information relative to hotel, board, etc., address
Part II
80
40c.
Mazurka Caprice; by Ed. B. Perry, Op. 10, No. Stanton J. Peele,
**
Part III
7SJ N. Pennsylvania Street, Indian1 25
V.
The Brook; R. H. Woodman. III. 35c. apolis, lnd.
4;
Twelve Exercises and Etudes— Grades 4 and 5—
Part I
under the Leaves; XbomA IV. 50c. Tenderness;
For general local information, address Alax Leckner,
Part II
..
Strelezki.
II.
60c.
Pavane (Trans.) Rameau. III. 18 E. Michigan Street, Indianapolis, lnd.
40c.
L’Arpa Nocturne
Raff.
V.
50c.
MUSICAL ART PUBLICATIONS.
Barcarole
The following persons have signified their acceptance
Jules de St. Croix.
II.
25c.
My First Piece in C of invitations to assist in the coming meeting:
Goldbeck’s Musical Instructor, bound (vol 1)
§1 50
!

;

.

;

;

.

;

.

.

.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Benedetti.

I.
20c.
Benedetti.
I.
25c.
Jules de St. Croix.

The Drum

Alajor (march), in C
Twinkling Stars (waltz), in C;
I.
25c.
Hop O’ Aly Thumb

Essayists: E.

;

;

Come On (galop), in C. Mathews, Illinois
Home, in F Jules de St. Croix. Cady, Alichigan
75c.

y’ ^ ome Sw'eet
BOOKS AND STUDIES,
>

Alissouri

(Postage

Dr. Samuel

;

Musical Art, bound

;

Mrs. Clarence Eddy, Illinois
;

Leo

;

Pianists

:

Ivofler,

“

;

W. H.

cents

2 75

(vol. 3)

2 75

( Postage 32 cents
]
These volumes contain the three graduating courses, reading and
music text of the Piano, Voice and Harmony from the first beginning.
No discount on first copies of these bound volumes.

C. B.

New York.

Charles Jarvis, Pennsylvania

1 1

(vol. 2)

(Postage 31 cents.)

“

“

;

C Benedetti. II. 25c. Revery, in F
de St. Croix.
II.
25c.
Song of the Fountain
Robert Goldbeck. IV.
II

Bowman,

AI.

Warren (Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C.),
Thomas Tapper, Jr., Alassachusetts Arthur Foote, Alassachusetts; Ed. Fisher, Canada; B. Jepson, Connecticut;
H. B. Roney, Michigan; Karl Alerz, Ohio; W. S. B.

(polka), in

VOCAL MUSIC.

Sher-

wood, New York August Hyllested, Mme. Julia Riv6 The Falconer— B flat, 'c—*r.
Pinsuti S
Parting-m
.............
Vo«
Kin.. New York:
fitenens Illinois.
Tllinni.
York Miss Nellie Stevens,
Technics; Goldbeck. §1.00. Primary King,
Oh, Fragrant Grove, Waltz Song, (*d— 2 g)
Earle
4nstructor, or Primary Technical Exercises
Vocalists : C. R. Adams, Massachusetts ; Miss Effie Adieu, our Dream of Love, c—
fiat
R.
Goldbeck
Those Evening Bells— F, Celebrated Alto Song
oldbeck.
$2.00.
Schwing’s New System of Practi- Stewart, Miss Dora Hennings.
As
a
Solo,
or
with
Violin, Flute or Cello accompaniment.
cal Harmony;
Organ and Harp: Mine. „Jos. Chatterton, harp; A. Forever to Thee— Alto Song
Henry Schwing. Com. Bound. $2.50.
—
in G
Goldbeck
lano Duett Album
collection of popular duetts for A. Stanley, J. E. Batchelder.
M
‘u
piano- torte; in 4
Numerous
other
persons, with whom correspondence v q™l Instructor, by R. Goldbeck
$2
Vots.
Each 25c. The Four Hand
hirst

;

Piano

!

;

J

;

:

:

Album

Children’s

Parti

>

;

(.j

_

so

voc II

:
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0

r

„

•

.

Avo JLiria—in 1’.°. ... ..V.'
Tarantella—A ininor.. ..
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THE COMING MEETING.

.

Awakening

of

Spring— in

H
.'.’.V.V....V.'."..V..'.’.’.'.

G

Boat
j

Song— E
Song—E

—

feminine voices
Toices with Soprano Solo

flat
flat—4

Heavenly Serenade

— in A flat— male voices
—male voices
SACRED.

Collection of 7 Quartettes— each a
Gloria in Excelsis

Te

5

—of moderate
'

”

difficulty.

$1 50
40
50

ORGAN.
Collection of 9 Voluntaries in 8vo
Collection of 9 Voluntaries in 4to

form
form

$
i

80
00

:
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•
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Theo. Presser, 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Agent.
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Drop, Drop, slow Tears

’,

The following form a graded list of choice pieces of
music, each of which is attractive and suitable for pur
poses of recreation or study

--

.".".Mattei

d Almeda

QUARTETTES.

due time.

MUSICAL ART PUBLICATIONS.
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—collections

of is now being held will result in increasing the number
mu8 c arranged for beginners in 3 Vols. to double, before the time of printing programme.
E-ird of 0 Standard Overtures, arranged as duetts for This meeting at Indianapolis will, without doubt, be
r,®0c.
Langhans’ History of Alusic (English the most magnificent ever held. The prestige gained in
translation).
the last few years has given the Association increased
Just out.
power to command any talent of the land. The financial
resources for this meeting is assured, with a handsome
surplus in the treasury.
It now rests with the teachers
of this land to make preparations to be at the meeting,
and identify themselves with the interests of the organiza on
Particulars regarding the meeting will be announced
50e.

^

1

25

30
40
40

i

—

hobo.

11

‘

^

Recreative.

II.

Sonatina— in G

—

|

’

Grade

•

ciation will be continued.

Donizetti
Benedetti

—

Classical

25
25
25
25

$

Benedetti

Barcarole— in G
Revery in F
Horning Prayer—in F(Improved Ed.)

:

CHOICE

St. Croix

—

:

LIST OF
MUSIC.

Recreative.

Come on Galop— in C

—

GRADED

to II.

Twinkling Star Waltz— in O
Hop o’ my Thumb I'olka—in C
L’Elieire d’Amore in G

—

’

:

.

29
Grade I

—

:

;

—
—

)

Again, what means
The various movements that its
sanction and endorsefor chords below mein have made
this
possible its work on International CopyI cannot make anything of it.
right, on standard pitch,
tonic?”
on church
who “plays well ” (by which I imply port of the College of Alusicians, music, its cordial sup2. If the person
which is an outgrowth of
something more than mere dash and execution) under- tne Association, and its well-known encouragement
to
stands the structure of the fugue, so as to bring out the native composers— prove that the Association
is justly
theme or themes into relief, I should suppose a teacher entitled to the continued recognition and support of the
might be dispensed with, except ihe player be a bad entire musical profession and the musical public
at large.
J. H. C.
ihe coming meeting will be made one of unusual
reader, and requires help in that respect.
atQues.— Please explain what is meant by No. 9, called tractiveness. Ibis year it will continue four days
instead
“ Sphinxes,” in Robert Schumann’s Carnival, andgreatly ot three, as in previous years, thus
giving an opportunity ot presenting a programme
oblige a young piano student.
of greater scope and
Ans. The mysterious “Sphinxes,” in Schumanu’s variety than has heretofore been possible. The
musical
Once upon a vaca- feature o. the meeting will be in the form
Carnival have this simple explanation
of a festival.
I he assistance ot a full
tion tour, Schumann attended a ball at a little town called
orchestra, a large chorus, a
Asch, where he met a young lady of whom he became string quartette and prominent soloists, vocal
and
instruThe carnival was written to mental, may be depended
very much enamored.
upon.
commemorate this incident. The sphinxes consist of
There will be three general evening concerts
and
“ Asch ” written forwards various matinee
the four letters of this name,
recitals of solo and ensemble music.
E flat, or, as Ihe various programmes will be made up largely of
and backwards. Number 1, four letters
the
“ ES,” C, B, or in German par- works of native
the Germans call it,
and resident composers. Invitations
lance “H,” and A. Number 2 is A flat, or “AS,” have also been sent to leading living
composers of
“ H,”
Number 3, A, E flat, or “ ES,” C. H Lurope to send contributions of original work
C, B or
to be perThe sphinxes are made to look more mysterious by formed at this meeting.
It may have been a mean
being written in long notes.
4^ e deliberative character of the meeting will also be
trick for Schumann to play upon posterity, but it had this given due attention.
Essays and discussions of musical
W. S. B. AI.
meaning, and nothing more.
topics of present and practical interest may be
expected.
Ihe feature of having several divisions of the Asso-

;

—

—

:

:

THE ETUDE
but the subdominant.
the dominant,
“ Must I find flat dominant

•

—

—

:

;; ;;;
;

My

First

Piece—In

C.

The Drum Major— in C

.

j

Maybe

taken after the
First Piano Technics.

first

PIANO.

Easiest.

THEORETICAL.
The Harmony Primer

Recreative.

G. Benedetti $ 20
“
2o
6 lessons in the Primary Instructor or

Mr. Goldbeck
Dream

Bells

Aerial Galop

—A

—G

flat,

a

75

g
s

Latest Coni2>ositions for Piano.

Grade IV

flat

A

§

qq
1 00

Brilliant Concert Piece.

THE ETUDE

the etude.
WHY

THE TECHNIPHONE
BETTER THAN THE PrANO

contributed to the
soprano, who accompanied her, greatly
vocal future before
success of the trip, and has a bright

NEWS OF THE MONTH.

Mr. N. Franks, of the
her.
Kansas City.
.
of that name, has been playing in
heard in
Mr. S. B. Mills, after along silence, will be

some piano

recitals this season.

Sherwood has played recently

.

in

Because a correct touch is the first necessity, as well as the last accomplishment, in piano playing, and to the acquiring of a correct touch the
Techniphone applies an exact, scientific and sure method in place of
what has heretofore been uncertain and arbitrary, varying with the
peculiar views of each individual teacher.
For the easy, certain, almost automatic, acquiring of a correct touch
a perfect legato and all grades of staccato, it is as superior to the piano
as the foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking exact measurements. In
fact, very few players know what legato is until they have tried the

,

New York, and
,

Mr.
He will also play
will give two recitals in February.
own, and never grows stale by repetition.
Eugene through the West. doing good work in the West.
In Europe, the season in unusually brisk.
Dr. Louis Maas is
D’Albert, the incomparable, has been winning triumphs
Carreno is once
Teresa
The charming and talented
South
in Australia, and recently played the Weber Concert
more with us, after her successful season in
Stuck, and the piano part in the “Beethoven Choral Fan- America.
,
He will not visit us this season, untasie,” in Berlin.
up again and
turned
has
Babel, the cow-boy pianist,
fortunately.
be
dynamite
Let
piano.
threatens us with his cow-boy
Lohengrin has been given in Florence, “ Shades of smeared on the keys: it will elevate his playing.
Rossini!”
next
Legislature
Ohio
^
A bill is to be presented to the
They have revived Schumann's “ Genoveva ” at Dres- month, asking that all music teachers in public schools
den, but it will never be a success..
and institutions supported by the State be required to
Lembrick is in Berlin. She is, in addition to being a pass an examination. The bill is to be argued before
world-famous vocalist, also a fine pianist and violiniste.
the body of legislators by William H. Dana, A. C. M.,
Wilson is again on an extended concert tour.
of Warren, Ohio.
Professor Ehrlich, a well-known piano teacher and
Carl Wolfsohn is still before the public in Chicago. He
technical expert, chiefly known in this country by his
is a scholarly pianist.
edition of Tausig's “Studies,” has been appointed chief
Mr. Jarvis is giving his recitals in Philadelphia.
teacher of piano-forte at Stern’s Conservatory, Berlin.
Anton Streletszi, who is becoming a popular composer,
They have got as far as the “ Vorsprel to Tristan and played recently in Detroit.
Isolde,” in Paris, but it will be a long time before the
“ ChanJoseffy has published two new compositions— a
Parisian public will regard with favor this most poetical,
son zans Paroles ” and a “ Hungarian Czardas.”
but decidedly Teutonic production, particularly as war
Mr. Paul Tidden, a young pianist, of Brooklyn, rerumors are in the air, and Wagner well, Wagner did
cently gave an excellent recital there.
not exactly love France.
Mr. William Luton Wood, of New York, played a
Francis Plants played Mendelsshohn's G minor pianonumber of Moskowski’s newer compositions at an afterforte concerto at the second “ Klindworth Concert,” in
holds

its

Techniphone.

.

Berlin.

Meyer Hellmund, the song composer,

is

also a bari-

tone.

Ovid Musin, the violinist, has recently arranged his
“ Maiden’s Song ” forviolinand piano; it is very pretty

and

graceful.

—

k

i

|

'

noon musicale.
Mr. Henry Shradieck’s symphony concert, in CincinMiss Augusta Fisher was the
nati, was a musical treat.

pianiste.
Miss Olga Radecki, a pianiste, and probably the daughter of Cupellmeister Radicki, played a long and difficult
piano programme in Boston.

—

seventy-six years old,
has resigned the post he has held for fifty-eight years, at
the Conservatoire, in favor of Alphonse Duvernoy, the
son of the famous etude writer. Dear old man, how
many girls’ fingers he has trained to wreak destruction
on the ivory, in that time!
Clotilde Kleeberg, who was once a child-wonder, but
now a rapidly-maturing artiste, is playing in London.
Vladmir Pachmann gave a recital recently at the
Sing Academie, in Berlin.
Marie Krebs, the pianist, is reported to be engaged to
the riding-master Breuning, of Dresden.
Now is a
chance for the paragrapher.
D’Angri, the celebrated contralto, is dead.
The encore fiend is to be suppressed at the Opera in
Berlin.
Our young American violiniste, Miss Nettie Carpenter,
has been giving successful concerts with P!ant§ and
Oscar Niemann, the son of the celebrated tenor now in
New York in Berlin.
Emil Sauer is one of the rising pianistic lights in Germany. He is highly spoken of.

Franz Rummel is giving a series
and producing some new music in Berlin.
Brull, the pianist and composer of “Golden Cross,”
busy composing fresh operatic works.
George Henschel, the vocalist, and now leader of a
series of Symphony Concerts in London, has brought out
Rubinstein’s new (6th) symphony, which we are to have
at Anton Seidl’s next Symphonic Soiree, at Steinway

New York.

forte concerto, by Hans
Agnes Zimmerman.

—

Miss Cary's music class, in Rochester, is still doing
good work, as the programmes will testify.
San Francisco is also holding its end up in classical

—

music.

for the first time a new pianoHuber, played appreciatively by

The monument to Mozart is to be transferred to the
graveyard where rest the remains of Beethoven and
Schubert. What a glorious trio
Mendelssohn's death anniversary was religiously and
musically observed in Leipzig.
They are still squabbling over poor Liszt’s remains.
The Prince of Wittgenstein says he should be interred at
Buda-Pesth, but his daughter says he remains at
Bayreuth.
At home we have not been a whit behind our transatlantic cousins. Madame King has returned from a very
successful concert tour in the West, where she has won
fresh laurels. Miss Henrietta Schubert, the young mezzo
I

of which, I am sorry to say, is drawing
has been a wonderfully successful year.

to a close.

It

;

;

At a recent concert at Steinway Hall, Miss Eleanor
we have shown.
Garrigue made an auspicious debut, and won instant
It is a serious objection to the piano as an instrument for practice— and
recognition as a pianist of superior and scholarly at- it is only one of many — that it lends itself so readily to the amusement
tainments. Her solos, Menuetto and Presto Beethoven, of the pupil. If your daughter impatiently lays aside her training
exercises — not yet having wholly subdued her fingers, mastered the keyOp. 31, No. 3, and an albumblatt of Schumann’s re- board and secured a good
touch —she abandons the one straight road to
vealed a large musical tone, an unimpeachable technic, success and enters on a by-path which ends nowhere. To such a pupil
and an excellent conception. Mons. Musin played at the piano, as a musical instrument, is the voice of Circe, beguiling and
betraying whoever stops to listen. The Techniphone is the first importthe same concert, and played, among other things, ant labor-saving
worth your
Raff’s Cavatina, in his well-known finished

invention in this department of work, and is
best hour’s attention.
There are teachers, full of enthusiasm for their profession, who cannot
rest contented with past achievements.
They search everywhere for
improved methods of instruction. They are true teachers. But the
multitude are satisfied to teach as they were taught, and jog on in the
old ruts, so lonjc as their patrons say nothing.
The demand for quicker results
you. It is the con-

style.

The American Opera is having a great week in Washand is slowly making its way against the most

ington,

discouraging odds, public and private backbiting, jealousies and lack of funds
but Mrs. Thurber is still game,
must come from
and will fight till the death.
sumer who is directly interested in getting the most for his money
in education, as in trade, the seller often makes a larger profit on
Fancy hearing such a trio as Joseffy, Musin and the inferior
article.
;

:

new

The Etude scouted the idea, and characterized the
who had been cited as makmethod of a teacher of note,
It must be
it, by no very elegant title.

in

ing great use of

confessed that

it is

stood, idea.

At

understood,

and

a badly abused, because

little

under-

least the underlying principle is

proper application

its

still less.

little

But,

it

thus assist the student in a more intelligent use of the
machinery employed in piano-forte playing. Mr. Frederick Clarke’s

work on “Die Lehre des

higher,
flexed

einheilitchen

applied to the arm is a live weight, so to speak, of nervous energy exerted through the muscles 1 and 1 1 and is
applied for the purpose of producing an immediate effect
upon the quality and intensity of tone is, in fact, the
channel through which tonal conceptions, with all that
they embody of spiritual and intellectual ideals, must

technically,

or,

more

that this

;

but in order

,

may not happen,

Kunstmittels beim Clavierspiel ” is the only technical
treatise with which we are acquainted that gives a com-

tense,

plete diagramatic description of all the parts of the phy-

on the arm and practi-

string 1 begins to

;

grow

thus pulling down

and do flow.
If now the muscles 3 to 10 are cut off, the direct
channel of communication will end with muscles I and
11, and the result would be a tone devoid of true
in other words, a dead
strength, virility or character,
It will not do, therefore, to practically withdraw
tone.
the service of all the muscles.; and it is plain that if muscle
2 is not used, muscles 4, 6, 8 and 10 cannot support it,
and it only remains, therefore, for muscles 3, 5, 7 and
9 to practically form a continuous, very elastic, and yet
very firm, band upon which the weight of the arm with
the superadded weight of the muscular energy of mus-

The majority of cally adding more weight
apparatus employed in playing.
the works give only a description of the hand, and leave to that already placed
the muscles. The hand, upon the arm. The mind
out the real motive machinery,
sical

—

and

the

all

bony structures of the fingers, hand, and arm, has

—

failed to concentrate

The real movers of the distribution of nervthis skeleton are the muscles acted upon by the motive ous energy in the right
Now, while it is useful and place, and as a result of
force,— nervous energy.
necessary to understand this skeleton with its bands of this a certain amount of
are only the skeleton framework.

connection with the muscles,
to

Victor Hubert, at a recent gathering at Mrs.
Tretbar’s, the amiable and cultivated wife of Mr. Charles
F. Tretbar, of Steinway Hall.
Mrs. Tretbar is a very
energetic patron of music and musicians, and it is under
her management that our bright little contemporary The
Musical Items, is conducted.
J. H.

for

an

will find that your children, as well as their teacher, after a few
lessons at the Techniphone, will invariably prefer it to the piano for all
practice.
Listlessness and indifference will give place to an awakened
interest, a more eager zest, and progress will be more rapid.

You

’cellist,

This is because of the greater ease and clearness with which, between
lessons and independent of any teacher, they are able to comprehend,
and work out to the correct result, each difficult task or problem at the

k ey -board.— S. T. X.
I

31

:

does stand for an important idea, which
may be rationally explained. The following is an attempt
principle and its application, and
to show the underlying
nevertheless,

it is

of greater importance

nervous energy has been

understand the relation, nature, and operation of musIt is not our purpose, however, to enter into any

wasted,

because

It is plain, then, that
enumeration and description of the muscles concerned, nor, in fact, to name any muscles, but simply to tension will not necesshow by the following diagram the working parts and sarily increase in proper

detailed

general relation of the muscles to

them

:

—

ratio

to the

If left to their own tension, we
1 and 11 may rest.
have here the means for the most firm and yet most
springy, elastic resistance, which would show itself in the
If now we wish to add other qualities
quality of tone.
to our tone, even to harshness, to this elastic support, we
may add a certain rigidity of relation of the framework
at the joints by tensing the opposing muscles 4, 6, 8 and
10. For it is plain that if both sets of muscles are tensed,
the working parts will be drawn firmly and rigidly together, and the free elastic movements of the joints impeded or destroyed. In good, plain English, there is a
proper time to use this power of withdrawal of nervous
energy and an improper time, but it still remains true
that this poicer must precede, because it must be the basis
for any quantitative or qualitative activity.
The psychological bearing of this principle has been referred to, and it is of so much importance that it deserves
some treatment. The first and most obvious fact is this
if the mind cannot withdraw nervous energy from any
and every muscle, those co-ordinations of muscular activity necessary to the objectification of certain ideas, if
brought about at all, must be at the expense of that freedom of mental expression essential to reposeful utterance, and hence a certain sense of mental discomfort
practically apply
must be produced in the listener.
this when we speak of a person as graceful in motion or
What we
in those acts which speak out his nature to us.
mean is that he is able to distribute his nervous energy,
where, and only where, it is needed, and to the degree
and in the way it is needed
but if he does not do
this, a sense of discomfort is awakened in our minds by
cles

unne-

cessarily used.

cle.

added de-

O

pectations she raised at her recent appearances.
She
is a fine pianiste.
Her playing, while characterized by
masculine force, breadth and brilliancy, is not exactly
as poetical as it might he.
She does not play Chopin as
well as who shall I say? -Miss Jessie Pinney, one of
Mason’s pupils, and a player of supreme refinement and
delicacy, not to mention poetry, a great desideratum in
Chopin. Miss Pinney should be heard oftener in public.

—

does

;

the high ex-

—

is

Herr Henschel gave

Ohe has not disappointed

but FLEXIBLE WRIST.”

Piano students are, in many cases, puzzled by the oftabout a “firm but yielding wrist.” It
repeated remark
sound rather paradoxical, and. not long ago a writer

;

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Gericke, will
play in New York three times. There is much curiosity
as to how they will compare with the orchestras there.
Anton Seidl’s second concert carried the town by
storm.
His rendition of Beethoven’s 5th Symphony
was unique and very dramatic and telling, the last two
movements being given gloriously.
The “ Leonore
Overture ” (3d) was faultless.
of Chamber concerts
Herr Seidl still is busy at the Metropolitan, the season

—

Hall,

Miss Aus der

‘

:

A

The venerable LeCouppey, now

“FIRNI

;

:

opera, “ Otello,” after many delays, is
Mr. Sternberg, for whom we entertain the highest reto be produced at La Scala, Milan, February 5th.
gentleman, played Weber’s
Helen Hopekirk has been playing successfully at gard as a composer and a
Concert StUck on the anniversary of Weber’s birthday,
Leipsic.
monument is to be erected at Weimar to Liszt’s at Atlanta, Georgia, where Mr. Sternberg has recently
memory. (Sandwich Island papers please copy all gone.
Joseffy has been playing the Rubinstein Concerto in
Liszt items.)
Sgambati has been elected as foreign correspondent to Baltimore, under Heimandahl’s baton.
Miss Porter and Mrs. Dow, who keep an excellent
the Academy of Fine Arts, Paris.
Anna Bock, whom I have not heard of since 1879, has Institution at Farmington, Conn., and who have Mr.
Bernard Boekelmann to direct their musical school,
been playing in Berlin.
Pohlig the pianist, one of Liszt’s later pupils, is Court have given some very nice programmes this winter at
their entertainments.
Miss Adele Aus der Ohe, the
Pianist in Riga.
“ Merlin ” has also proved in Vienna, as in New York, reigning light in pianism in New York, was a soloist
there at a concert.
a success. It is decidedly spectacular.

new

Verdi’s

The work of learning the piano consists principally of two very difthings— training the fingers and cultivating the ear. It is first
mechanical, then musical and of the two it is the mechanical partpiano technic which costs the most in time, labor and money, probably
ten times the most. The key-board, with its almost infinite possibilities of combinations, must be conquered, and the fingers trained to their
utmost capacity of flexibility, delicacy of touch, strength of stroke and
precision of execution. Without this the player is helpless; for the
fingers are his organs of speech, his sole means of expression. Kullak,
Why talk of expression if
the greatest of modern teachers, lias said
the fingers have not first been made capable of expression? ” It is in
order to acquire dexterity of fingers— the true art of the magician— that
pianists devote years to the arduous practice of every conceivable kind
of finger exercise.
The Techniphone asks “ Is a musical accompaniment necessary to
the work of developing strength, suppleness and precision in fingers?”
The Techniphone asks and answers the question. An accompaniment of
tones, which are very often false, to such a purely mechanical task is
not only unnecessary, but is a positive hindrance, as it is in any hand
The Techniphone follows the rule of one thing at a time, of
labor.
doing non-musical work on a non-musical instrument. It shuts out
from the ear all distracting sounds, as we shut from the eye distracting
sights, and confiues the attention, for the time being, to the single object
of working out on the key-board, in comparative quiet, an almost infinite variety of puzzling problems or feats in finger gymnastics. Technical difficulties disappear before the concentrated force of the attention.
The sharp, distinct click of the key when struck, and again when let go,
gives a clearness and exactness to all practice work never before possible
in piano instruction— the very help teachers havo always wanted without
knowing just what it was they wanted.
The Techniphone is a self-instructor and is infallible.
It does more in three months in imparting a correct touch than the
best teachers havo heretofore generally done in as many years.
But the question naturally arises, Is not the ear losing in its education
more than the fingers gain in theirs by this new method? Now, the first
element in all good music is an agreeable tone, which no beginner is ever
able to produce. That is a very high accomplishment, acquired only
It is, therefore,
after long practice and produced only by a good touch.
a mistake to suppose wo are cultivating the ear while listening to bad
tones, the effect of a bad touch; wo are ruining the ear. We do not
educate the eye to a sense of beauty by the constant study of deformity.
To expect that the pupil will grow, by some slow, mysterious process,
into a musical appreciation of perfect tones while hearing only imperfect
ones is like teaching addition by saying, two and two nnike three, make
three and a half, make three and three-quarters, yes, actually make four,
if your intellect is strong enough to grasp the idea of four. But this is
the way piano touch and tone are generally taught to our tormented
children for it is about the only way they cun be taught on the piano.
It is a blind method and unscientific, involving an endless waste of time.
No; the ear cannot be cultivated to a quick and accurate perception of
good tones by hearing only bad ones.
The training of the fingers should precede the training of the ear.
with
Giotto alone, of all the artists in his day, could draw a perfect
the unaided hand, and of all pianists perhaps Liszt alone, through his
unparalleled genius and labor, had acquired a perfect touch but with the
compass any child can do what Giotto did, and in the Techniphone the
player has a like help in acquiring the perfect touch of Liszt, without
groping around after it in the dark for a lifetime. It is a part of the
Techniphone idea to train the fiugers on {lie Techniphone to such precision and refinement of touch that when they go to the piano it will be,
from the very first, easier to produce a good tone than a bud one. For
while this is a very difficult thing to learn on the piano, it is the simplest
thing in the world on the Techniphone. After a few weeks of exclusive
Techniphone practice, to get the right start, practice on the Techniphone
and piano may proceed thenceforward side by side.
It may be asked, Does not the practice of exercises and learning of
pieces on the Techniphone produce a dead and mechanical performance
on the piano? On the contrary, it is the thousand repetitions of a piece
in learning it on the piano, which wearies the ear, dulls the sensibilities
and makes the player utterly sick of it long before it is well mastered.
It is this which produces lifeless playing like saying the A B O’g or the
multiplication table. We tire of too much repetition of even the best of
things. Instead, let the player first master the difficulties of the piece
on the Techniphone, which he will do much quicker and better, then go
to the piano prepared to interpret the composer's thoughts without fault
or blemish, and see what freshness, what charm, what life he finds there,
and imparting to others the delight he himself feels is what we call
giving expression to music.
Plain words to parents of piano ptipils.
You are Spending a great sum annually on the musical education of
your children, about one-half of which, on an average, is money thrown
away, to say nothing of time wasted.
Very few parents, unless themselves piano players, understand the
nature of the long and laborious task their children enter on when they
sit down to their first piano lesson.
You have, no doubt, often wondered
why, after so many years of study, so much money spent under so many
masters, there are so few really good players.
It is a long and wretched story
but partly it is the fault of the child,
more often the fault of the teacher, and still oftener, strange as it may
seem, the fault of the instrument of music for the piano, pleasing at
first, becomes, later, a weariness and hindrance to continued progress, as
ferent
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and intensity of nervous energy which it allows to go ine
into the application of this principle to the “ flexible
out from the brain.
The engineer analogy holds good but firm” wrist. So far we have considered the framework A, B, C, etc., as having but one fixed point, and
here also as an illustration. But still farther,
there is a
that the elbow point.
But suppose we now consider it
kind of qualitative control that is hard to
define, but as having two fixed points, the elbow point, and F, the
which every one has realized and felt who has done any point of the finger which rests on the key.
Now, supclose study at the piano.
Remembering, then, these re- pose we put the weights on the arm, what might be the
Would we be obliged to use muslations of mind to nervous energy, let us see what might means of support?
number
of
cles 2? Not at all.
B, C, D, E, and F are a
take place, and, as a matter of fact, does take place, in a
bones tied end to end to one another by very tough elasmajority of cases, as any one may know by making a tic bands called ligaments.
We might cut away all the
few observations. Suppose the weights have been placed muscles, and we should still have left enough strength of
upon the forearm, will the tension of muscle 2 increase resistance to support a very heavy weight. These ligaments, however, do not possess the power of self conin a proper ratio ?
In the majority of cases no. What traction. They are not connected with the mind by a
actually happens is this the tension of string 2 increases direct line of nerves, as are the muscles, and are not subConto a much greater degree than is necessary, and if left to ject to volitional control— have no active energy.
sequently, they cannot serve as direct channels for the
itself the weights and the
outflow of consciously conceived ideas, emotional or
arm would be raised
But the weight which is conceived of as
intellectual.

FOR PIANO PRACTICE?

well-known musical family

height of the season, and music at a boiling point
concert
all over the civilized world; opera, oratorio and
are being listened to as only musical people can listen;
while many new works are being produced, the old still

The

[For The Etdde.]

:

Praetically, we have here a number of elastic, but very
tough strings, capable of sustaining a heavy weight, but
possessed of an active power of contraction through ner-

mands made upon the muscle, but that it may,

vous energy emanating from the seat of mental activity,

support of the weight on the forearm, and the mind, for the

so that, as the

sake of nervous economy, should be able to withdraw
We say “ acall active nervous energy from muscle 1.

weight

sion of these strings

will

to be sustained increases, the ten-

may

be increased to a degree

suffi-

if

the

mind

but control the proper distribution of nervous energy.

It is plain that string 1

need have nothing to do with the

nervous energy” because the withdrawal of all
nervous energy is an impossibility. So long as there is
there is a constant flow of nervous energy, and the
moment that is interrupted in any part of the body,
paralysis ensues, and, if continued, the death of the
muscles involved. It is this principle, however, of withdrawal of active nervous energy, that has been misused,
but which is, nevertheless, a vital principle. It is this
the weights or pull increased, the tension of the string 2
principle which is involved in the idea of a “firm but
could increase in proper proportion.
We say u could" yielding wrist.” And this principle has something more
because it does not follow that when the weights were than a mechanical or physical bearing. Its psychological
added the tension of 2 woxdd increase. And we also say relation is even more important, especially when we
come to consider it in its relation to quantitative and
in proper proportion”
because it does not follow that qualitative control of nervous force.
But this we must
if tension
increased it would do so in proper proportion.
not now stop to consider. We may then lay down the law,
Right here we have an important principle that lies that the power to let go of a muscle (withdraw active
nervous energy from it), must precede the ability to
at the basis of this
whole subject. Nervous energy is
Delsarte the most profound thinker and
rightly use it.
an emanation of the brain, is under mental or volitional
philosopher in the department of dramatic art, which
control.
ThD mental control manifests itself in three bears so close an analogy to music, in that it involves (1)
ways: 1, distributive;
an interpreting medium, the human mind, and (2) the
2, quantitative; 3, qualitative.
use of the whole physical being as a means for the obI he mind has the power,
as far as the so-called voluntary
jective manifestation of mental and spiritual ideas and
muscular activities are concerned, of distributing nervideals— recognized this principle in his philosophy of
ous energy to this or that
And while we are personally unacquainted
particular muscle or set of co- expression.
only a
ordinated muscles.
That is, it cannot, directly send with the principles of Deppe’s method, and have
reading, and acquaintnervous energy any more than the engineer can directly very imperfect notion of it from
ance with but two of his students, it seems to us that it
send steam energy,
but the mind, like the engineer, can is this principle which called forth the rather savage
nmke those connections, open the valves, so to speak, attack upon his method. The trouble with this criticism
which will admit of the flow of nervous energy to this was that it failed to show what principles were involved,
and whether wrong per se, or wrongly applied, or misor that particular
muscle. This we have denominated
Now, if the result of the application of this prinused.
(for want of
a better name) the distributive power. But ciple is weak, inanimate tone, the trouble is not in the
farther than this,
the mind has control over the amount principle, but its wrong application. Now let us exam-

meet the exigencies of the case. String 2, for
is capable of supporting, by its own tension,
hand and fingers. No distribution of active nervous energy to strings 4, 6, 8 and 10
is necessary.
Nor would it be if we were to begin to pile
weights upon the arm, or attempt to pull it down.
As
cient to

tive

example,

life

the weight of the forearm,

—

j

We

;

reason of a perception of antagonism between muscular
co-ordinations and the consequent obscuring of the real
ideas he would convey, and we call such a person ungraceful, awkward.
Inability to withdraw nervous energy necessarily involves a proportionate inability to control those modes
of activity which serve as the basis for the manifestation
of the emotional ideas of the player.
Intensity and
quality of tone, and their proper balance, must spring
from a warm, emotional imagination ; but this can only
find its way out, and become an objective reality that can

be understood and felt by others, through the quantitative
and qualitative flow of nervous energy, but this cannot
be under mental control, if distributive control be not a
present power given a rigid, uncontrolled contraction of
muscular activity, or a state of tense opposition in opposing muscles arising from the inabilily to control nervous
energy, and the mind would be shut up to the expression
If, then,
of a very limited range of emotional ideas.
we would give utterance to the highest and best within
us, or within reach of our mental and spiritual grasp, we
must be able to control the outflowing of our nervous
energy.
Our ideas do not find their way out through
muscle, but through the unseen force which operates
muscle, nervous energy.
Tone does not receive its
character, its form, its idos, from muscular activity.
It
is borne in upon our minds and hearts, pregnant with the
intellectual, moral, spiritual character of the creative
mind, by that mysterious life current emanating from
every human soul which we term nervous energy.
:

—

C. B. Cady.

Ann Arbor, December

1st.
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TECHN IPHONE**-

•**THE
THE TECHNIPHONE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano playing.
For the easy, certain, almost automatic acquiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
it is as superior to the piano as the
is superior to the eye in taking exact
measurements.

For

strengthening practice with its seven different degrees of keyIt saves the
force, there is nothing like it.
action and tone of a good piano annually more
than its own cost, and it spares a suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-

Three months of faithful work on the Techniphone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
the supreme accomplishment in piano playing
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano alone. This it does through the novel invention of return sounds to the keys, which introduce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known.
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Cascades Polka.

UNEQUALED

be twenty-five thousand dollars, which

PIANO.

them as

years.

As stated, the capital stock of the Musical
5000 shares, at 5 dollars each.

Two Thousand of these shares are offered for sale,
thus affording an opportunity to those who appreciate the
value of ihe Musical Art Publications to assist in their
rapid completion and dissemination, as well as to share
The
in the pecuniary benefits accruing from their sale.

establishes

StateB.

efficient editorial corps,

oldest musical journal in the

PHILA., PA.

stands in the front rank

—The said company shall commence on the 22d day of December, 1886, and continue

In existence for the

-

tributors,

UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE,

Incorporation.

—

Article

ST.,

have attained an

Which
Article 3. The capital stock of the said company shall
shall be divided into 5000 shares of 5 dollars each.

CHESTNUT

1704

General Musical Literature, Current
News, Criticisms, Correspondence, Etc.

Devoted to

Each number contains new and choice music that, if purchased separate, would cost more than the yearly subscription.
THE MUSICAL RECORD has been before the musical public under
the title of DWIGHT’S JOURNAL OF MUSIC, thus making it the

THEO. PRESSER,
These Instruments have been before the Public for nearly
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone

of the Secretary of State, at

office

A MONTHLY PUBLICATION

MUSIC® BOOKS

DPRIGHT

Secretary.

Treasurer and General Manager.

ROBERT GOLDBECK,

TflEvMff 3 IC 7m->REC 0 RD.

OF

PUBLISHED BY

OFFICERS AND TRUSTEES:
S. B.

ill

©amlogue

ADDRESS

Per Dozen, $150.

THEODORE

PRESSER,

1704 Chestnut

St.,

Phila., Pa..

THE ETUDE
DITSON *S*&*TCO.’S-}*NEW-i*PUBLICATIONS.$-«OF PIANO-FORTE MUSIC.

That wish

to sing

will find

The following elegant and correct editions of celebrated musical works are in constant demand by good
players
:

BEETHOVEN’S SONATAS,

Lebert and Von Biilow
edition.
In paper, 2 vols., each $3.00.
The same in
Cloth, embossed, 2 vols., each $6.00.

A GOOD MUSIC TEACHER

CHURCH CHOIRS

CLASSIC COLLECTIONS

it

Music

BEST INSTRUCTION BOOKS.

in the following list

STRACHAUER’S (Hermann) CHURCH MUSIC,

$1.50; paper, 75

but amply rewarding those

is

no mistake about the great

1

j

for practicing

!

I

it.

!

instruction books

SHEPARD CHURCH COLLECTION,

Price $3.

1

Since the advent of “Richardson,’’ many excellent
instructors have been published, and have attained great
favor.
Preeminent among them are

($1.00) contains

New

choruses or quartet music of a refined character.

cts.

England Conservatory Method,

(Price $3, or in parts, each $1.50), and

CLEMENTI’S SONATINAS, Op.
60

$1.00.

Cloth,

There

($1)

somewhat Richardson’s New Method for the Piano-forte.
The favorite of thousands
who will take time Sales nearly 400,000 copies
of teachers
Many times revised
The most correct of

contains a great deal of exquisite music,
difficult,

PARKER’S (J. C. D.) CHURCH COMPOSITIONS,
CHOPIN’S MAZUHKAS. In paper, $1.00.
CHOPIN’S NOCTURNES. Cloth, $1.60; paper, 60 cts.
($2) contains music which has, with acceptance, been
sung in Trinity Church, Boston.
CHOPIN’S WALTZES. Cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cts.
SCHUMANN’S ALBUM, Op. 68 and 15. Paper,
SONATINEN ALBUM, Fingered by Kohler.

WILL USE THE

of a high order

and

36, 37

38.

Paper,

cts.

CHURCH OFFERING,

($1.38)

by

O.

L.

Emerson.

Peters’ Eclectic Piano School. Price

$3.

Large number of Te Deums, Glorias, Ac for Episcopal The first book has had the important indorsement of the
great Conservatory, and the second has sold immensely,
and other choirs— in Anthem and in Chant Form.
solely on its own merits.
MENDELSSOHN’S SONGS without Words. Cloth,
Mendelssohn’s 98th Psalm
20 cts.
$1.50; paper, $1.00.
Mendelssohn’s Christus
40 cts. For Reed Organ. Clarke’s New Method
$2.60
The above books, with the exception of Beethoven’s
Winner’s Complete Method
Mendelssohn’s
Lauda
Sion
tiO cts. For Mandolin.
76
Sonatas, are reprints of Peters’ celebrated editions of
75
25 cts. For Zither. Winner’s Complete Method
the same works, and are extra good and correct editions, Mendelssohn’s Hear Our Prayer
For Violin. Listemann's Method
3.05
and faithful copies of the originals.
Mendelssohn’s 95th Psalm
50 cts. For Flute. K ummer’s Flute School
3.00
Mendelssohn’s As the Hart Pants
40 cts. For Guitar. Curtiss Method
3.00
1.20
50 cts. For Banjo. Curtiss Acme Method
Piano Classics, recently published, is a book Mendelssohn’s Hymn of Praise
Dudley Buck’s 46th Psalm
$1.00. For Cornet, Flute, Clarionet, Flageolet, Banjo,
filled with unusually good piano pieces of medium diffiAccordion, Violin, Guitar, Reed Organ, and
culty, by modern composers.
Piano,
Winner
Sep.
has
prepared
very
Also very many fine, high-class church compositions
good,
Price, Cloth, $1.50 Boards, $1.00.
easy Methods, costing 50 cts. each. All are
in Octavo form, 6 to 10 cts. each.
called Ideal, Methods.
BOOK WAILED FOR THE RETAIL PRICE.
Books mailed for retail price. Send for lists and descriptions.
Mailed for Retail Price.

KOHLER’S KINDER
75

(Children’s)

ALBUM.

,

Paper,

cts.

;

m

DITSON &

O.
C.

DITSON &

H.

CO.,

867 Broadway,

THE BOSTON MUSIC COMPANY,
O. SCIIIIiJU

ER

Jr.,

f

CO., Boston,

New York.

J. E.

DITSON &

JUST PUBLISHED.

Manager

C, C,

IMPORTERS AND PUBLISHERS OF

MULLER'S TABLES
FOR

Modulation and Chromatic Alteration.

Sheet Music and Music Books

Being a succession

to his

WEST STREET,
BOSTOIT,

for

PRICE
Published by G.

2aE-A.SS„

-

-

Something new and valuable

to

every teacher of Harmony.

Address Publisher,

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut

St.,

Philadelphia.

A COLLECTION OE MUSIC FOR

Union Square,

CABINET ORCAN,

nsnstxT-

SECOND EDITION.

Pa.

MY

#1.00.

SCHIRMER, 35
Voss:.

St., Phila.,

DR. HUGO RIEMANN.
TRANSLATED BY JOHN C. FILLMORE.
Price 25 Cents.

Practical and Comprehensive Explanations.

to teachers.

28

and

HARMONIZING MELODIES.

JVtnss.
Chestnut

THE NATURE OF HARMONY:

Affording the most diversified practice in the above branches, with

Our “Select Lift of Musical Compositions,” a Catalogue
6S pages long, of choice music lor the Voice, Piano anil Organ, artistically
printed, sent, gratis, to any address. Accounts opened. Special terms

No.

Tables for writing Elementary Harmonic
Exercises,

Edition Peters.
Edition Augener.
Edition Cotta.
Edition Pohle.

CO., 1228

X 2A.

Sheet

Xul-vieic UT o roaa.

By Samuf.l T. Strano.
Suitable for those who have finished the course of instruction book,
desire to continue the study to higher grades.
1. Freyschutz, Leybach, GO cents.
2. Romance in G (Beethoven),
Yolckmar, 50 cents. 3. Romance in F Beethoven), Yolckmar, 50 cents.
4. Semiramide, Leybach, 60 cents.
6. Reminiscence of Gretry.Le Beau,
60 cents. 6. Air Yurie and Two Short Fugues, Handel, 50 cents. 7.
Roraauza, L. Maes, 40 cents. 8. Silvio Pellico, Yasseur, 35 cents. 9.
Little Fugue, Lemmens, 40 cents.
10. Funeral Blarch (Chopin), Leybach, 50 cents. 11. Idy lie, Leybach, GO cents. 12. Meditation, Leybach,
and

(

Br

H. K.
Illustrated with

By RIDLEY PRENTICE.

MOORE.

many pictures and

and instrumental.

contains 60 original pieces vocal
’

It is the first year’s course at the piano, and
the Kindergarten and the School.

is

designed for the

Home

’

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnut

PHRASING, MEMORIZING
AND INTERPRETATION.
IN

Selected from the

Works of Haydn,

GRADES NOW READY.

Price 75 Cents Each.

Mozart, Heller
the Theory,

and Schumann, with explanatory remarks on

Author of “

S. B.

How to

The object of this work is to help to the better understanding and enjoyment of beautiful Music.

THEO. PRESSER,

Understand Music.”

Published by

$1.50.

THEODORE PRESSER,

1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

Publisher,

PHILADE LPHIA.

MATHEWS,

PRICE,

Address

TH E 0 PRESSER,
.

1704 Chestnut

St., Philadelphia.

For Every Singer and Every Teacher of Singing.

$7.00 per doz.

-

The work gives atialyses of most of the popular teaching pieces, together with the circumstance under which
they were composed, what they suggest, questions on the
information given, metronome marks, birth and death of
the composers, graded lists of pieces, etc.

Phrasing, etc.

By W.

Kceut.

St., Philadelphia

NEW EDITION.
STUDIES

SIX GRADES,
FIVE

Price $1.75, Postpaid.
Addre83

A GUIDE FOR PIANO STUDENTS,

IlNT

PIANOS TUNED, REGULATED

AND EEPAIEED.

Thirty years’ experience in Paris, Brussels, London and New York
Arrangements made with teachers in the country, for periodical visits
or special occasions.

M. MARKS, Tuner, Repairer and Maker,
108

E.

126th Street,

NEW

YORK.

VOICE-TRAINING EXERCISES,
By EMIL

BEHNKE and CHARLES

W. PEARCE,

of London, England.

43 Pages

of

Progressive Lessons for Acquiring Resonance, Attack and
the Whole Compass of the Voice.

Flexibility for

Exercises for Sustained Tones, Chromatic Phrases, Transition from
One Register to Another, the Major and Minor Scales, Scale Passages,
Arpeggios, Chromatic Scales, the Turn, the Shake, and other Ornaments
and Graces.

Over 10,000 Copies Already Sold.
^Teacher’s price 60 cents, postpaid.
Address THEO. PEESSEE, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

F OR SALE. —A
manufacture.

fine double-action

The

Harp of Brown’s

attention of schools

is

called to

this advertisement, as it is seldom such an instruip
offered.
Apply to Proprietor of Tub Etude.

/

